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THE GOLDEN HANDBAG AWARDS
) International female impersonator Ceri Dupree returns by public
demand to perform at the Golden Handbag Awards on Sunday June
12 at The Brighton Hilton Metropole Hotel, starting at 7.30pm. Ceri
will be bringing along some favourite ladies from his new show

EYEcons, which features
new characters including Cilla Black,
Lady Gaga and Joan Rivers as well as
some old favourites such as Dolly
Parton, Cher and Shirley Bassey.

Ceri, one of the world’s finest, female
impersonators, brings a touch of
glamour and Hollywood Showbiz to any
evening with his spectacular costumes

and brilliant comedy patter. The Times newspaper wrote: “I've seen hundreds of
men dress up as a woman over the years, most of them disastrously so, a handful
of them get this particular art form right, Ceri Dupree is one of that handful.” 

The evening will be hosted by the sharpest tongue in Brighton, Lola Lasagne,
and the line-up of artists appearing include local favourites Maisie Trollette,
Miss Jason and star of The Voice, Elesha Paul Moses. This year’s awards will
once again be raising money for local good causes. 

VIP tables seating 12 people cost £240. To book a table, please email:
info@gscene.com or call 01273 749 947. If you aren’t lucky enough to be
invited onto a VIP table, unreserved single tickets costing £20 can be purchased
from Prowler, 112 St James Street, Brighton for cash only and in person.

All voting will take place online only from midnight on April 26. To vote online,
view: www.gscene.com

IDAHOBIT: A CELEBRATION OF LGBT LIFE
) Brighton & Hove will mark International Day Against Homophobia,
Biphobia & Transphobia (IDAHOBIT) at New Steine Gardens on Tuesday,
May 17, from 6-7pm. May 17 commemorates the day in 1990 that the World

Health Organisation (WHO)
removed homosexuality from
its list of mental diseases.

Hosted by the volunteers of
the Brighton & Hove LGBT
Community Safety Forum,
the event will include a
performance from trans poet
Alice Denny, live music

from the Rainbow Chorus and a minute's 'noise' to remember the international
victims of homo, bi and transphobic violence; so take a whistle, horn, bell,
tambourine, trombone etc and make some noise!

) MindOut LGBT mental health
project, in partnership with Allsorts
LGBT Youth Project, have received a
£389,599 grant from the Big Lottery
Fund to provide a hardship crisis
advocacy service for Brighton &
Hove’s LGBTQ communities, for the
next five years. In partnership with
Brighton & Hove Healthwatch, this
service will work with LGBTQ people
in economic hardship, work to prevent
hardship crisis and help people
recover from crisis. Together, Allsorts
and MindOut can offer a service
across age ranges, responding to the
differing and similar needs of young
people and older adults.

Helen Jones,
MindOut CEO,
said: “We’re
delighted to have
been successful
and secured this

grant from the Big Lottery Fund. More

) Active community member
Charles Street died suddenly at his
home in Brighton last month. Charles
moved to Brighton from London in
2014 and most definitely made
Brighton his home very quickly. He
was a bursting bubble of life, honest,
genuine, full of personality and a
major part of the community,
attending, supporting and helping to
organise many fundraisers benefitting
Brighton’s diverse communities.

Charles adored the cabaret scene and
would often be found in various
cabaret venues in Brighton ‘With his
biggest Fan’ and friends, laughing,
joking and quite simply enjoying life

and more people are coming to us in
hardship, this service is much
needed.” 

MindOut also secured a sustainability
grant from the cabinet office for
£64,455 to help enhance the
organisation’s sustainability. MindOut
was shortlisted alongside several
other local and LGBT organisations
and will be working in partnership
with these over the next 12 months
enabling MindOut to develop much-
needed new income streams with the
aim of reducing reliance on grants
and contracts, develop its marketing
and how it demonstrates its impact,
and to strengthen its governance and
management.

Helen added: “This is a huge boost
for LGBTQ mental health and for the
LGBTQ voluntary sector in general.”

www.allsortsyouth.org.uk 
www.mindout.org.uk

to the full! He had a positive impact
on so many people which has shown
in all the wonderful messages
attributed to him on social networks
since his passing. Funeral
arrangements and a memorial service
for Charles will be posted online in
due course once they have been
organised. Danny Dwyer

CHARLES STREET RIP

MINDOUT AND ALLSORTS AWARDED
‘HELP THROUGH CRISIS’ GRANT
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WORLD AIDS DAY CONCERT RAISES
RECORD FUNDS FOR HIV CHARITY
) The annual World AIDS Day fundraising concert, held on December 1, 2015
at St Mary’s Church, Kemptown, raised a staggering £3,032.48 for Lunch
Positive, the local lunch club supporting people living with and affected by HIV.

Jointly organised by Actually Gay Men’s Chorus, Brighton Gay Men’s Chorus
and Rainbow Chorus, they were joined on stage by Brighton Belles, Rebelles,
Resound Male Voices and Qukulele, who provided an evening that entertained
the sold out audience. The event was expertly hosted by local comedian Julie
Jepson and supported by Co-operative Funeral Care who donated the mulled
wine and Nick Ford Photography who sponsored the printed programme.

A spokesperson for the organisers said: "We would like to thank the sponsors, the
many volunteers and all performers who donated their time for free. The evening
raised a new record amount for this event, which is a firm fixture in the Brighton &
Hove’s LGBTQ community calendar."

Gary Pargeter, project manager at Lunch Positive, said:
“Thank you from everyone at Lunch Positive for a fantastic
World AIDS Day Concert, and this amazing amount raised to
help us deliver the HIV lunch club. At Lunch Positive we
continue to get busier and to see new people join us

throughout the year. These funds raised go towards the costs of running the lunch
club, buying food, and ultimately ensures the community space thrives and is
supportive for people who come along.

“The choirs, music groups, performers and their audiences have become good
friends of Lunch Positive and we thank you for all your kindness and support, both
throughout the year and at World AIDS Day.”

The next Worlds Aids Day Concert will be on Thursday, December 1, 2016.

RUMOUR HAS IT... RAISES £528.96 
FOR THE RAINBOW FUND
) Rumour Has It..., the monthly LGBT club night at Funfair nightclub in
Brighton, received a certificate for the £528.96 they raised from their first three

monthly parties for the Rainbow
Fund. Each month Rumour Has
It... donates a percentage from
their door take to the Rainbow
Fund. The Rainbow Fund make
grants to LGBT/HIV organisations
in Brighton & Hove delivering
effective front line services to
LGBT people in the city.

Lady Lola said: “Conscious
clubbing’ donations will be a

feature with all future happenings including boat parties, pop up events and a super
big club night being planned during Brighton Pride 2016.”

) Big Scrum, the one-nighter for
guys who like wearing sports kit,
celebrates its first birthday at Subline
in May. During the last 12 months the
monthly one nighter has gone from
strength to strength repeating the
massive success of the night in
Blackpool, Birmingham, Dublin and
Manchester where is was originally
launched eight years ago. After just a
couple of appearances in Brighton last
year The Big Scrum came runners-up
in the Favourite Club Night category at
the Golden Handbag Awards, which
organisers of the Big Scrum brand say
was “a high for the brand”.

The Big Scrum is every second Friday
of the month from 11pm-5am at
Subline, with pre-Scrum drinks at the
Marine Tavern in Broad Street, from

9-11pm. Each month around 100 rugby
and sports kitted men attend and the
numbers continue to grow. Lee
Cockshott and Stephen Littlewood,
who organise the Brighton Scrum,
said: “We’d like to thank all our regular
supporters for their continued support,
without them it wouldn’t be possible.
Remember to vote for us in the 2016
Golden Handbag Awards this month.”

What can you expect to find at Big
Scrum? A male-only club night with lots
of horny, beefy men, a good mix of ages
and DJ Screwpulous banging out a
great mix of house and dance floor
classics.

The Big Scrum Brighton Edition,
Subline, 129 St James' Street,
Brighton, Friday, May 13, 11pm-5am

EASTER PARADE RAISES £1,826.21 
FOR THE SUSSEX BEACON

) Despite appalling weather on Easter Sunday, the annual Easter Bonnet
Parade and Drag Queen Races, organised between the Bedford Tavern
and the Grosvenor in Hove and attended by the Mayor of Brighton & Hove,
raised a staggering £1,826.21 for the Sussex Beacon. Well done to
everyone involved!
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BIG SCRUM CELEBRATES 
FIRST BIRTHDAY IN MAY
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• Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum is is a member of The LGBT Community Groups Network, funded by the Rainbow Fund 
• Listening Ear Service provided by the Samaritans • This Advert was  paid for  with a grant from the Rainbow Fund.

BRIGHTON & HOVE

LGBT COMMUNITY
GROUPS NETWORK

The LGBT Community Safety Forum
is an independent group of lesbian, gay, bisexual
and trans* (LGBT) volunteers in Brighton & Hove. 

For more info visit: lgbt-help.com

IDAHOBIT
INTERNATIONAL DAY AGAINST HOMOPHOBIA, BIPHOBIA & TRANSPHOBIA

TUESDAY 17TH MAY, 2016
6-7pm, NEW STEINE GARDENS, BRIGHTON

A CELEBRATION OF LGBT LIFE 
Join us as we celebrate LGBT lives around the globe. Hosted by the 
Volunteers of the Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum.

An alfresco evening of LGBT excellence which will include: 

) Poetry from local poet Alice Denny
) Live music  from the Rainbow Chorus
) A minute's 'noise' to remember the international victims
of homo, bi and transphobic violence; (bring a whistle, 
horn, bell, tambourine, trombone etc to make some noise!)

) Refreshments provided by Lunch Positive

May 17th commemorates the day in 1990 the World Health Organisation removed 
homosexuality from its list of mental diseases.

More info: www.lgbt-help.com/events/idahobit • Follow us on t @LGBTSafety



DUNCAN JAMES TO HOST BEACON
HALLOWEEN HORROR SHOW
) Dolly Rocket hosted the launch party for The Halloween Horror Show
2016 at the Grand Hotel in Brighton last month. The show will take place on
Friday, October 28, 2016, to raise funds for The Sussex Beacon, a Brighton
based charity offering specialist care and support to men, women and families
affected by HIV. The theme of the event, which will take place at the Grand Hotel
Brighton, was revealed to guests at the launch as a Spectacular Circus of Thrills.

The identity of this year’s
celebrity host, who will play the
role of an assistant to the
ringmaster, is actor, TV
presenter and member of the
boyband Blue, Duncan James.

Simon Dowe, CEO at The
Sussex Beacon, said: “We”re
really excited to have Duncan
taking part in this year’s event. I

know that his involvement will take this event to a new level and hopefully raise
even more much needed funds for The Sussex Beacon.”

The Halloween Horror Show 2016 is one of a number of events planned during
the year that will help The Sussex Beacon to raise the 2.2million pounds it needs
to maintain its services. Guests at the main event in October, will enjoy a night of
entertainment whilst enjoying a three-course Grand Halloween feast followed by
dancing until the early hours. The launch party was attended by the Mayor Elect
of Brighton & Hove, Cllr Pete West, Baroness Joyce Gould and Labour MP for
Hove & Portslade Peter Kyle as well as representatives from many local
businesses in the city. Guests enjoyed a sneak preview of the events’
entertainment, plus drinks and canapés sponsored by the Grand Hotel, Brighton.

The Sussex Beacon is working with leading entertainment design agency the E3
Group to produce the fundraising Ball. The E3 Group were responsible for the
production of last year’s event which raised valuable funds for the charity.

Single tickets are £95, tables of 10 £850. For more information and to purchase
tickets for the event, view: www.sussexbeacon.org.uk or email:
fundraising@sussexbeacon.org.uk

The Halloween Horror Show 2016 is at the Grand Hotel, 97-99 King's Rd,
Brighton BN1 2FW on Friday, October 28 at 7.30pm.

LUNCH POSITIVE TO CELEBRATE 7TH BIRTHDAY
) Lunch Positive, the HIV charity that provides a weekly lunch club for people
with HIV, celebrates its 7th Birthday on June 11. As part of their birthday
celebrations they will be holding an al fresco community buffet for supporters,
friends and the local HIV & LGBT communities in Dorset Gardens Peace Park
in the gay village. Everyone is invited from 12-3pm to share a hot and cold food,
pasta and rice dishes, salads, tea and coffee and cold drinks. There’s no charge,
but donations are welcome. Tables and chairs will be provided, together with
volunteer support for anyone with mobility needs.

Gary Pargeter, Service Manager at Lunch Positive, said:
“Everyone is invited to our community buffet, that’s friends
we already know, and those who we haven’t yet met. We want
to thank everyone in the community for their support and
interest in what we do because without it our lunch club
would not have grown as successfully as it has. At Lunch

Positive, We’re all so grateful for the support we’ve been shown over the years, in
all sorts of ways. There’ll be loads of food, good company and hopefully a sunny
day!  Please come along so we can give something back to our wonderful
community and celebrate together!”

Lunch Positive Celebration Alfresco Buffet, Saturday, June 11 from 12-3pm
in Dorset Gardens Peace Park in Kemptown. For more information on Lunch
Positive, view: www.lunchpositive.org
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) Global superstar and chart-topping
sensation Carly Rae Jepsen joins the
growing list of stars performing at the
Brighton Pride Festival at Preston
Park on Saturday, August 6.

Her addictive worldwide hit Call Me
Maybe became the best selling global
record of 2012 and set the glorious
tone for a career that has seen her
albums Tug Of War, Emotion and the
platinum selling Kiss span nations,
capture fans hearts and deliver a
soundtrack of sunshine-fuelled feel
good tunes across the world. Carly
Rae Jepsen, has over 1 billion

YouTube views, No 1s in over 47
countries with over 18 million copies
sold, 2 Grammy nominations and a
coveted AMA’s Best New Artist Award. 

Other artists confirmed to appear on the
main stage on August 6 include: Fleur
East, Alesha Dixon, Pam Ann, Anne
Marie, Frankmusik, The 2 Bears, The
Freemasons, Sink The Pink, Imani,
The Voice semi-finalist Jordan Gray and
all will be introduced by trans activist
and model Munroe Bergdorf and X
Factor finalist Seann Miley Moore.

2015 was a record fundraising year for
Brighton Pride with £100,000 raised for
community good causes and 200,000
people enjoying the biggest community
parade to date.

Book tickets online for Brighton Pride
Festival, Saturday August 6 2016,
here: www.brighton-pride.org

DIGNITARIES ATTEND FIRST PERFORMANCE 
OF NEW LGBT SONG CYCLE

) Cllr Lynda Hyde, Mayor of
Brighton & Hove; Michael Foster, the
High Sheriff of East Sussex; and Peter
Kyle, MP for Hove & Portslade, were
among the dignitaries who attended
the first performance of The Seven
Doors of Danny at St Andrew
Church, Hove last month. The Seven
Doors of Danny, a song cycle with

music composed by Ricky Horsecraft
and words by award-winning poet John
McCullough, charts, through a series of
diverse songs, the life of Danny as he
travels from the innocence of childhood
through to old age, as a gay man.
Through the seven doors, Danny is
challenged by different pressures and
influences in his attempt to achieve self-
discovery, dealing with the issues and
consequences of whichever door he
finds open or firmly closed, including
experience of bullying, temptation into
crime, the desire for love, and finally
self-realisation.

CARLY RAE JEPSEN JOINS BRIGHTON 
PRIDE FESTIVAL STAR-STUDDED LINE-UP
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LOCAL THEATRE PRODUCERS LAUNCH NEW WEBSITE
) Anscombe Production
Associates (APA) one of the City’s
most concise one stop production
houses have launched a new all
singing, all dancing website to
advertise the services they offer. APA
cover theatre and event production from
concept to performance with 'skill and
amassed knowledge on every aspect of
creative and operational management'.
Director Tim Anscombe, said: “Thats
not easy to put into a website without it
becoming fractional, but with the help
of team Besi and APA, we believe we’ve
covered our service.” 
Stephen Holroyd added: “Our belief in
the quality of Brighton & Hove’s local
art houses and media support was

paramount in our quest so went to one
of the best web designers in the city.
Besi at www.besi-design.com took us
through the process painlessly and
whatever direction we took, Besi was
there to advise. If you need an
established production house or you’re
short of even the smallest part of your
production needs, give us the details
and let us help you create.”
More information, www.anscombe.co
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and volunteering is such a rewarding part of my
life. I enjoy spending extra time working on all
the projects I’m involved in, especially if it
means the outcome will be sustainability and a
more rewarding experience for those who are
involved or those who hear me or one of the
choirs sing.

I regularly remind people that they can ask me
to perform at charity gigs and this year I’ve
worked at fundraisers for Rise, MindOut and
Switchboard and I’ll be singing at the Bears
Hibernation event for the Sussex Beacon. I’ve
made a point of doing more work within our
community because there is a huge need of
support where resources and funding are
increasingly lacking. 

Being appointed the Artistic Director of the first
European Queer Choir delighted me and I’m
proud to be a woman appointed in this role! It’s
great to work alongside Martin Brophy, the co-
president of GALA Choruses, and put together a
new choir in challenging circumstances. The
singers are from all over Europe and I’m
coaching them on Skype and phone plus
meeting them once over one weekend at the
Southbank to prepare them to represent Europe
in front of 7,000 people at GALA Choruses
festival in Denver, USA this July!

I also love to sing wherever I travel so I’ve got
gigs coming up in New York, San Fransisco and
Amsterdam. This May, I will be performing with
my band Bliss Art (Mojca Monti, piano and
Jana Amali flute), at the prestigious Cankarjev
Dom, Slovenia. We’re also recording material for
our new album, ready for our gigs, including our
big 5th Birthday gig at Brighton Dome’s Studio
Theatre on Saturday, June 11 so buy your
tickets now! 

I’m inspired by divas who have been my
teachers like Ella Fitzgerald, Nina Simone and
Sarah Vaughan, whose phrasing, scats and solos
I love. I know I’m in good shape if I can sing a
big Celine Dion ballad well! I also love Freddie
Mercury, Michael Jackson and P!NK makes my
heart melt, her voice blows me away! 

Plans for the future include establishing a trans
barbershop choir; travelling to new places and
bringing back ideas for my songwriting and
workshops; and I’d love to do vocal work with
local teenagers.  

ANEESA INFO
Follow Aneesa or get in touch: 
) aneesa@aneesachaudhry.com
f and t aneesachaudhry 

www.aneesachaudhry.com

Upcoming performances in Brighton:  
) Martlets Hospice Good Vibrations Choir

at St George’s Church, Fri May 13
) Songs of the Great Divas, Brighton Fringe 

at Metro Deco, Sun May 15
) Rainbow Chorus Fringe Showcase at 

St George’s Church, Mon May 23
) Bliss Art at Brighton Dome, Sat Jun 11. 
) Rainbow Chorus Summer Concert at 

St George’s Church, Sat Jun 25. 

members receive support as members of the
Rainbow Chorus family. We welcome everyone
to come and sing. I work hard to produce a
very high standard of performance and develop
the choirs’ musical skills. Chorus members get a
real sense of achievement when they learn
challenging repertoire and they get such a high
at performances as I direct them to bring the
songs to life, it totally affects their
relationship with the music. Finola Brophy,
the Chair of the Rainbow Chorus, is an
inspiring woman, hugely supportive, easy to
work with and always keen to hear my ideas.
The committee members I’ve worked with over
the last four years have been amazing,
underscoring the success of the chorus.

As MD of the Rainbow Chorus I have a great
opportunity to work closely with Brighton’s
LGBT community. We’re proud to be invited to
perform at IDAHOBIT, Trans Day of
Remembrance, Trans Pride, World AIDS Day,
People’s Day and LGBT weddings and
community events. 

With support from Imelda Glackin, the
Martlets Hospice Chief Executive, the Good
Vibrations choir will be celebrating its first
birthday this May. It is rewarding to contribute
to an organisation where the importance of
living well is really evident both within the
Hospice and in the community. It’s a popular
choir with new members interested in joining
all the time. Ann Borg, the choir coordinator,
is an absolute pleasure to work with. The choir
membership is made up of patients, families,
nursing staff, volunteers, shop, trading staff
and residents of the local community. We all
work hard to ensure the choir helps to raise the
profile of the Martlets Hospice and the
fantastic work that it does.

Putting my hand out to help in one direction
doesn’t mean I need something back. I believe
things always balance themselves out. Giving

) Working in Brighton is fantastic. My partner
grew up in Sussex and I fell in love with her
and the city when I saw the murmuration, the
flocking of the birds on the beach, by the
piers at sunset one Pride.

I work as a professional singer, vocal coach
and Musical Director of several choirs,
including the Rainbow Chorus and the
Martlets Hospice Good Vibrations Choir, and
many of my clients and singers are LGBT.
Working with these wonderful choirs has given
me the opportunity to bring my skills to my
community in addition to the big festivals and
gigs I do out of town. 

Working hard to create the life I have makes
me quietly proud and a little shy of my
success. I’ve always wanted to make a stand
for people and be a voice for the voiceless and
I started this when I trained as a Barrister. I
saw that there was a way to make a difference
doing what I love outside of the courtroom so
I pursued my passion to sing and provide
coaching on public speaking, communication
and presentation skills. I work as an Associate
for several local companies, including
Magnified Learning, who offer experiential
training, and also for Internship Brighton,
where I love working with teenagers from
abroad. My main aim is to help people become
more confident with their voices in order to
make a positive difference in our world.

This year I’ve been working with trans and
non-binary members of the Claire Project,
helping them to develop vocal confidence,
using singing to help with transitioning
voices. I love this work and plan to continue
to make a difference where I can.

I work hard within the LGBT community and
closely with the Rainbow Chorus committee,
and at our new monthly RC+ workshops to
ensure that our trans members and all choir
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A VOCAL FORCE OF NATURE!
Eric Page catches up with one of the city’s hardest
working chanteuses, Aneesa Chaudhry, and gets her
talking about living and working in Brighton & Hove.
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TATTOO
Mariusz, the owner and manager of Blind
Pig Tattoo Club, talks to Morgan Fabulous

My tattooist is Mariusz, the owner and
manager of Blind Pig Tattoo Club. He
specialises in Neo-traditional which is more of
a contemporary take on American traditional,
adding more realistic depth, shading, colour
and detail to traditional conventions and
traditional Japanese which was popularised in
Japan by the Yakuza. Taking elements from
American traditional, it consists of bold black
outlines and minimal shading, but is inspired
by traditional Japanese art and nature such as
lotus flowers, tigers, koi fish, Japanese
warriors and waves.

Mariusz is originally from a small town in north
central Poland called Ciechanów with a
population fewer than 50,000. He has a natural
flare for drawing and painting and has been
interested in art from a young age. He
collected tattoo magazines and drew his own
designs, and after having his first tattoo he
was certain that being a tattoo artist was the
career for him. The nearest tattoo studio was
in Warsaw about 50 miles from Ciechanów.
Being keen to learn the art of tattooing he
travelled to the tattoo studio a few times a
week to observe the artist set up the machines,
tattoo clients and gain an insight to the
tattooing industry. Soon after that he was
ready to create his first tattoo. He started by
tattooing his legs with his own designs and
then moved on to tattooing friends.  

After three years of practising he opened his
first studio, becoming the first tattoo studio in
his home town. After running a successful
business in Poland the studio he was renting
became unavailable and he had to close. Not
having any ties in Poland he decided to move
to England and pursue his career.

Having visited Brighton a few times and
spending time in the LGBT community he saw

) For some people getting a tattoo is a big
decision, a lot of thought can go into the
design, the meaning behind it can be very
personal and more often than not the location
is crucial as the design needs to flow with the
body and it may need to be covered for work.
The whole process is a very personal
experience as you’re letting someone (often a
complete stranger) brand you for life with a
design that could look a lot different on paper
than the finished result on your skin.

I have a more relaxed approach to the process.
There’s no pondering, if I come across a design
I like, I get it tattooed. I have two tattoos
which are very personal to me and relate to
the passing of my mother, but other than
those the rest are purely for decoration.
Sometimes I think of the location first and
other times I’ll see a design I love and then
figure out where it can be placed. Some of my
tattoos I prefer over others but I don’t regret
any. I’m very lucky to have a job where I’m
free to make decisions about my body
modifications and I have a tattooist who I
trust and respect. I know that if I make a bad
choice he will be honest in telling me the
reasons it may not look good but ultimately
respecting my choices and adapting the
designs to suit me.

that his future tattoo business would fit into
Brighton’s relaxed scene. Like many small towns,
growing up in Ciechanów 20 years ago was
challenging as being gay wasn’t something they
were accustomed to. 

The tattoo industry used to be dominated by
heterosexual males but over the last 10 years
the rise of female and gay male artists is
increasing. The fight for gay and tattoo
acceptance is a similar battle, there are some
people and businesses that will never accept
either but the more of us there are the more
exposure we will receive and hopefully one day
it will be accepted.

A few months after moving to Brighton, Mariusz
rented a chair in a tattoo studio and worked six
days a week to save towards owning his own
studio. An opportunity arose in an ideal location
and he packed up his machines and became his
own boss again. The Blind Pig Tattoo Club is on
Gardner Street above the Manor Deli, set over
two floors offering tattoos, piercings, tattoo

removal, a small range of jewellery, art and
tattoo aftercare. Featured artists from around
the world come to tattoo at his studio and
Mariusz has built up a loyal customer base,
including myself who has been having tattoos
with him since he moved here. He has now
trained an apprentice to his high standard and
helped them develop their skills as a tattoo
artist. 

The name Blind Pig Tattoo Club originates from
the term ‘Blind Pig’ used during the 1920s
prohibition era for bars that found a loophole in
the law to continue serving alcohol (also known
as a ‘Speakeasy’). Although not directly related
to tattooing it has similarities regarding how
tattooing has evolved from its stereotyped
reputation to slowly making its way into
mainstream culture and fashion.

) For further information and enquiries,
visit: www.blindpigtattooclub.com or pop
into the studio on Gardner Street,
Brighton, BN1 1UN.
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YOU OK HUN?
Earlier this year Tommy The Queer Historian’s friend, Scottee,
spoke openly in his iD Magazine column about his depression
and, in particular, a recent lapse he’d experienced. It’s a bold,
brave and honest account of his day to day condition which
you can read here: https://i-d.vice.com/en_au/article/speaking-
up-against-the-silence-surrounding-mental-health-problems.
Here is Tommy’s story...

morning. I think you’re supposed to do three
pages but I do whatever is in my head. This
helps get everything out onto paper rather than
circling around my head during the day. Give it
a go, you’ll be surprised at how effective it is.

I’m still rubbish at expressing my feelings.
Unlike others, I don’t want to be cuddled and
told everything will be okay - that doesn’t work
for me. In fact, some of my friends reading this
might be surprised to hear that I even suffer
from depression. It’s not something I tell
everyone and I certainly don’t shout about it
from the rooftops. I guess this is something I
could work on but when you’ve been raised to
deal with your own problems, that’s tough.

I find it hard to wear my depression on my
sleeve, but at the same time I don’t want to be
in the closet. You want people to care, yet you
don’t want them to know you want them to
care. Sometimes you need a “You ok hun?” text
to get you through the day, yet you want
people to do it without a nudge, which I realise
makes no sense. It’s a constant battle, a
constant seesaw.

Last year, I helped a friend through his
struggles and he started documenting his
struggles on a blog. It’s a brave move to make.
He does something that I wish I could do, talks
openly about having downfalls and expresses
when he is having a dip. I helped him from the
sidelines and offered him a helpline at a time of
need and I did this because when I was going
through my worst I wished I had the same.

Perhaps removing the wall surrounding
depression will help with this and people
will start to realise that when a friend doesn’t
respond to texts they need some reassurance
that everything will be okay. But if we don’t
talk about our feelings openly then how could
this be done? To remove the wall, we need to
help by starting to demolish it first and talk
openly about depression and not hide in the
shadows; but it's easier to hide.

Writing this blog has taught me one thing, to
be more open about my depression and express
when I’m having a dip. So the next time I don’t
respond to a tweet or you see a bit of a
remorseful Facebook status, just send that “You
ok hun?” and see what happens. You may just
make one person realise you care.
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I’m officially diagnosed with and make you
feel sorry for me. I’m not going to list all the
effects depression has on me, because, well,
we don’t have enough time. I’m writing
because, like Scottee and other brave people,
speaking up about depression is important.

Each day I struggle with the pitfalls of having
a condition that isn’t really treatable. Sure
I manage my depression with several pills and,
unlike other people, they level me out.
Without them I won’t be able to manage my
depression and the moment I think I don’t
have enough tablets or have misplaced them,
I freak out and my mind goes into overdrive. I
guess I fear going back into an old, unwell me
and no one wants that.

Everyday is a struggle to get out of the bed
and face the battles in front of me. I’ve got
a lot better at getting out of bed and getting
on with the day. I think having a kind of
set routine helps. Each morning when I wake
up I do Morning Pages, one thing I learnt
from Scottee in a recent workshop. Morning
Pages is a couple of pages, stream of
consciousness writing, done first thing in the

) The issues and shackles surrounding people
speaking about mental health conditions seem
to be easing and I felt spurred on to write this
blog after seeing Stephen Fry on the TV
documentary called The Not So Secret Life of
the Manic Depressive: 10 Years On. Oh and also,
I suffer with depression.

I’m not one for speaking out loud about my
problems. I grew up in a rather traditional
family which loved ones refer to as Wartime
Essex mainly because my parents considered
Spaghetti Bolognese as exotic and a fun day
out usually consisted of antique fairs and car
boot sales. I was raised to deal with my own
problems. While my family are really
supportive, feelings are slightly out of bounds.
In the 30 years I’ve been alive, I’ve only heard
the word ‘love’ in my birthday cards and can’t
actually recall a time she’s said the word out
loud. Before you get your violins out, there’s
no doubt that my Mum loves me, it’s just a
reflection on the way she was raised by her
parents and, I’ve learnt to deal with it.

I’m not about to list all of my alignments
because I’m not that person, to tell you what

Unisex
Hairsalon

18 St Georges Road, Kemptown, Brighton BN2 1EB

01273 623 408
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LGBTQ URGENT NEED ADVOCACY SERVICE
We are recruiting for two workers to set up and deliver 
an Urgent Need Advocacy Service in Brighton and Hove.________________________________________

Mental Health Advocacy Worker
35 hours per week, £22,500pa

MindOut seeks an enthusiastic person with mental health 
experience to join our advocacy team. You will need to work flexibly

with regular evening and weekend availability. 
For an application pack please go to www.mindout.org.uk

or tel: 01273 234839__________________________________________
Young People’s Advocacy Worker
21 hours per week, £13,500pa

Allsorts seeks adynamic and self-motivated person with experience 
of working with young people 16-25 and advocacy work.You will need

to work flexibly with regular Tues evening and some weekends. 
For an application pack please go to www.allsortsyouth.org.uk

or tel: 01273 721211___________________________________________ 
LGBTQ BAME candidates are particularly 
welcome to apply, for both positions. 
Closing date 5PM Tuesday 31st May
Interviews will be held on Tues 7th June (MindOut) 
Interviews will be held onWed 8th June (Allsorts)

DEPRESSION
THE INVISIBLE ENEMY
Over the last 40 years I’ve spent a lot of time
with just depression for company. Even so, those
down periods were the loneliest times I’d ever
had. Experience has taught me though that it
doesn’t have to be that way, getting help really
is the best answer. Here is Steve Ashfield’s story...

) Did my sexuality cause the depression? Yes, and no. I’m not the
only member of my family to suffer such problems, though growing up
in Northamptonshire in the 1970s and struggling to come to terms
with my sexuality didn’t help.

The depression first began during my teens and I had no one to turn
to. I just bottled everything up, hid away and hoped I’d feel better the
next day. No doctors, no medication and no help was totally the wrong
road to take. I didn’t have anyone to talk to about the problem, I kept
wanting to tell a teacher how I felt but just never plucked up the
courage to do that. How I’d have loved to have an organisation like
MindOut or a local LGBT switchboard.

I battled with depression for the next 20 years but it wasn’t until I was
34 that the situation became a lot worse. All the signs were there and
I missed them. My parents had died and I moved to Portsmouth. For
the first time I had a proper gay scene where I lived, but I was also
living alone and still coping with bereavement.

I changed my life drastically, going out on the scene every night till
the early hours. All that change proved too much to cope with and my
dream move ended in more depression. Even worse though, I started
self-harming. I’ve often not been my greatest fan but to become scared
of what you might do to yourself is a terrifying feeling. Thankfully, this
time, help was at hand and the local gay men’s health group arranged
some counselling for me and I’ll always be grateful for the help I
received.

Depression has always been lurking in the background though, waiting
for another chance to make a starring role. It returned again a few
years ago. I’d always struggled with my bisexuality and when finally,
sexual relationships with women began, my life totally changed and I
again failed to cope. Trying to start a new life again, I cut myself off
from other people just before cutting myself again and again. Self-
harming was a way of releasing tension as the pressure mounted but
deep down I always knew it wasn’t the real answer, nowhere near.

Again I made mistakes and kept my problems secret from the people I
lived with. I let some people in my new life know what was happening
but they seemed unable to understand what I was going through.
That’s why it’s important to get treatment, the experts know and
understand what’s going on. Eventually I did get medical help again,
far more than before and I know the danger signs now and how to
cope with them.

Help with depression and anxiety has been so important to me over
the past few years. I know the danger signs now and make sure I don’t
get too tired. That’s when it’s easy to lose control and not be thinking
positive thoughts.

But it’s still there lurking in the background. At least after getting help
I have some decent armoury against this dreadful invisible enemy.
Don’t for a second be ashamed of mental illness, get help. That really
is the best course of action you’ll ever take.



know what to do with it. I wanted to write
about the STILL silenced position of women
desiring women. I agreed to write a chapter
for a gender and sexual minorities collection
aimed at the field of therapy drawing on my
lived experience. I’ve never felt so isolated in
my life as I did trying to find my voice in
that. 

NO-ONE
For the times when there is
no-one
or no-one is the someone
you long for them to be
or no one is enough and you
need at least a village

or you feel as though you might be no-one
or you no longer know the one who you are
I offer you this.

I reached and I reached and I reached and I
just kept finding myself alone with my own
voice - again. It really was only me who could
speak from my own heart. I understand that
now, and once I truly accepted that, the
connections and the community appeared in
abundance. At that time though, I felt alone,
scared and full of energy that I’d no idea how
to contain or direct. It felt like being on fire
some days, and my heart ached deeply and the
whole time. My partner, who I’m now amicably
separated from after 16 rich and challenging
years, helped me keep grounded through that
time, as much as was in her power to do. She
told me how excellent MindOut was as a
service and encouraged me to contact them.

Buzzing and aching and full of heat and desire
and trying to find the courage to write about
this, I contacted MindOut’s online chat
support. And I talked to them, and I kept
talking to them, lines and lines and lines and
lines of talking to them, and I pretty much

HEART IN HAND By Emily Skye, Poet
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didn’t stop talking for 18 months. And they
listened and responded, and they kept
listening and responding, lines and lines and
lines of patient, warm, insightful, steady,
compassionate responses, and they never
stopped responding for the whole 18 months. 

My six-month period of heightened energy,
which could probably be called hypomania in
some terms of reference, made way to a deeply
low and despairing six months, which could
probably be called depression. They stayed by
my side the whole way through, accompanying
me each step of the way, wherever I was,
whenever I contacted them, every single time. 

While MindOut stayed by me through my
feeling variously elated, stuck, overwhelmed
and without hope, things began to change in
my life, old patterns began to fall away. I
gradually adjusted to my decision in 2013 to
stop direct practice as a therapist and focus
on my writing. I retreated from a lot of my life
for a while on a lot of levels, but at the same
time new arts projects were being born. A
lesbian fiction novel
pretty much burst out
of me over a couple of
months (getting ready
to submit that now)
and I started a sexual
abuse Survivors’
Knitwork project. 

I began writing a blog, speaking out more and
more about recovery from abuse; about
intimacy, sex and desire. I even wrote about
masturbation. Every time I took another step,
it just got a little bit easier. My humour really
helped me and MindOut often help me find my
way back to my own lightness. I kept on
writing through it all.

RECIPE
Homemade Loathe
Pluck angry words ripe, remove all stems
Throw in a generous handful of accusations,
preferably out of date
Add twist of bitter lemon and plenty of sour
grapes
Ferment
Kneedlessly beat repeatedly
Leave to rise in darkest corner for as long as
possible
Apply heat until overcooked
Eat dry, without kindness
Serves (no) one

Optional ingredients
Add a pinch of salt

MENTAL HEALTH
AWARENESS WEEK
16TH – 22ND MAY 2016
For Mental Health Awareness Week this year the
theme is ‘relationships’ and the importance of
good, supportive relationships for maintaining
our mental health. For more info, visit:
www.mentalhealth.org.uk
MindOut would love to know what you think of the short videos
some of their service users have made with Mind. To watch the
videos, visit: www.mind.org.uk/about-us/our-policy-work/equality-
human-rights/mental-health-and-being-lgbt/

) I first contacted MindOut in summer 2014.
I had just published a poetry art book, Ours,
about family recovery from the impact of child
sexual abuse. I was reeling from the

experience, the
resolution and the
exposure and a whole
lot of new energy had
been released. I had
been ‘out’ about my
sexual orientation for
almost two decades by
that point, but it
wasn’t until last year
that I fully understood
the extent of the deep
shame I still held about

my sexuality, not just in terms of identifying
as lesbian, but being sexual at all, and most
especially feeling sexual desire. 

My personal experience as a therapist and as a
client in the world of therapy has been
positive on the whole, there are a lot of
wonderful, courageous, open and inspiring
people out there. It’s also the case that there’s
still a long way for the institution of
psychology and psychotherapy to go in terms
of sexuality broadly and gender and sexual
minorities especially. Desire, my heart’s desire,
embodied desire, sexual desire was a whole
other level to be unleashed, and despite a lot
of therapeutic work, I still experienced a lot of
shame. Not only had the shame of sexual
abuse pretty much fused with my own sense of
embodied and sexual self (and I’d come a long
way with this in therapy), but as a woman, to
express desire, to be wanting at all, let alone
reaching, expressing and being downright
potent, well it’s not encouraged. It’s really not
the ‘done’ thing. 

So, here I was with a whole lot of desire, quite
suddenly, and I mean A LOT. Frankly, I didn’t
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are, even when you have no clue right now who
you are. Peer support means the world and with
the right context and back up, it works really,
really well.

MindOut, thanks for everything.

EMILY SKYE
) Emily Skye is author of Ours (2014), a
poetry art book on personal and family recovery
from sexual abuse, spanning four decades. Her
second book, The Grudge, illustrated by Simon
Wharne, will be published this month. The
Grudge is a story poem about engaging with
and embracing hurt parts of ourselves, then
gradually letting go and moving on. Both books
are available on kindle and in paperback from
the publisher, Chipmunka publishing, and
through all major book retailers. The Grudge is
available free on Kindle.

New shoots are coming up in my life now and I
feel hope again. And as for women desiring
women, well here’s my take on it ;)

So ya think we don’t f**k
that we just wanna cuddle
come a bit closer
let’s clear up this muddle
bi queer or dyke
there’s one thing for sure
when women f*** women
they scream out for more.

I’m well embedded in communities of writers
and arts activists now and I’ve been able to
continue to pick up threads of my life and
work. I feel joy and gratitude and a much
deeper understanding of what it really means
to be known and accepted exactly where you

Of course there was still shame, of course I
still wanted to hide, but I was writing from my
heart, MindOut were by my side, and it felt
right. The online chat volunteers nudged me
in the direction of other supports – never
pushing, just gently signposting. An example
of this was the peer support groups, which I
eventually accessed through the MindOut
service. This was a huge help during the time I
was feeling low, without hope and mostly
retreating. 

When I did venture out into the world - to
events, on holiday, to the groups - the online
volunteers pretty much came with me. If I
reached out, if I needed them at the end of a
day, they were there. I’ll never forget sitting
at a campsite café (they had Wifi there)
looking out over the most beautiful expansive
view of the sea and feeling nothing, just
empty, and getting through to MindOut. There
were some people who got to know me well,
and really helped me have a sense of
continuity, and this was someone who’d been

speaking to me since
the beginning, they
knew my story and they
held it for me. Within
about half an hour, they
had me laughing and
smiling – the hollow
feeling was still there, it
was no magic cure, but I
felt known and

accepted, at a time that I barely knew myself,
and it meant the world.

For a lot of that time I just felt that I had
nothing left and would never have energy
again. There were so many acts of love and
kindness, every one mattered, every one
helped me along the way, and MindOut were
consistently there at the end of the day, when
I just needed to say ‘hi, do you know me’, and
they’d more often than not say ‘Yes, Emily, I
know you, how are you today?’ and I’d breathe
an enormous sigh of relief. Sometimes they’d
say, ‘I don’t think we’ve spoken before. How
can I help?’ so I’d take a deep breath to allow
a new unique and helpful relationship to
unfold.

Gradually, I began to find my feet again and
rebuild. Here is something I wrote back in
November 2015 on my blog.

So, things have fallen apart a bit, but what I
am rebuilding now does not look the same at
all; it is not following the same design. It’s a
completely different design in a completely
different position and relationship to its
landscape, and it’s an eco-build of course. It’s
probably one of those buildings where the inner
workings and flaws become part of its artistic
merit. And you know, I realise, it does stand
out, not like a sore thumb, but like it is meant
to be there, like I am meant to be here; that
its shape and substance are beautiful in their
own right. I have my own unique shape and
substance in the world and that’s okay to be
offered just exactly as it will become.

WELLBEING
What can we do? Asks Simon Campbell, Wellbeing Worker

) MindOut’s Wellbeing Project offers
workshops and courses run by and for LGBTQ
people with lived experience of mental health
issues. We believe that we’re all experts in our
own health needs and the workshops offer the
opportunity to explore that together in a safe,
welcoming space. Lots of LGBTQ people would
like to explore and improve aspects of
wellbeing, our workshops and courses are very
popular and are often fully booked.

Some of the workshop themes we have offered
over the past 12 months include:
• Sleep Matters 
• Coping with the Winter Blues 
• Self-esteem 
• Change and Resilience 
• Preparing to meet your GP 
• BAME Wellbeing 
• Mindfulness Meditation

We work together to share wellbeing tips,
what works for us, what we have tried and
tested. We look at ideas to build resilience,
how can we prepare ourselves for difficult
times? We help each other to come up with
strategies we can take away and try for
ourselves after the workshop has ended. 

Most of this is done through group discussion,
small group exercises, handouts etc. No-one
has to participate in anything that makes
them feel uncomfortable. We always write up
notes from our workshops so you don’t have
to worry about scribbling down ideas during
the time we spend together. 

It’s easy to book a place on our workshops, it
usually involves meeting with Wellbeing
Coordinator or having a chat over the
telephone. We will do our best to answer any
questions you have about the workshop’s
theme and are happy to offer time and
support if you are worried about coming along
or have special requirements. 

“The workshop I went on was really good. I was
nervous about going, but it was friendly and
easy to join. I learnt some new things, it was
really good to hear how other people manage.
I’d recommend going.”

The co-ordinator and peer trainers are working
on themes for new workshops we’ll be offering
during the summer months. These include: 

) DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY A workshop 
for LGBTQ people to share experiences of 
depression and anxiety, talk about 
wellbeing and share strategies that might 
help. Saturday June 11 & 18, 11am–3pm,
in central Brighton. 

) MANAGING STRESSFUL LIVES A workshop 
for LGBTQ people to explore stress, talk 
about build resilience and explore ways to 
look after our wellbeing. Saturday July 2, 
11am–3pm, in central Brighton. 

MINDOUT 
MindOut workshops are free, confidential and
non-judgemental If you have any questions or
would like to book a place you can contact us
by calling 01273 234 839 
or emailing info@mindout.org.uk
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SOME EXAMPLES OF
ADVOCACY WORK:
) Feeling depressed and lacking
energy but not knowing what help
is out there? An advocate will
listen to you, show you options
and opportunities that are
available and support you in a
way that feels right for you. This
might mean requesting an
appointment for access to
psychological therapies on the
NHS. 

) Unhappy with how your GP
treats you, they seem not to take
your issues seriously – an
advocate can join you at your
next appointment and help you
get your views and concerns
across so you are in a better
position to get what you need. 

) A gay man contacted our
online service desperate as he was
about to have his flat
repossessed. He had worked in a
high-powered job for over 20
years which he had been made
redundant from six months before.
He hadn’t claimed job seekers
allowance as he thought he’d find
employment very quickly. He
didn’t talk to anyone about his
worsening financial situation as
he was so ashamed. He didn’t
want to go to any mainstream
advice agencies as he didn’t want
to come out as gay. He was
suffering acute anxiety and was
feeling suicidal. He thought he
would be street homeless within
days. He couldn’t talk to friends or
family. 

The advocacy service supported
him to access help and support,
write to his mortgage company
and attend court hearings with
him. With support he was able to
face his situation, agree a
payment plan, make welfare
benefits claims and see his GP for
help with his mental health needs.

Gradually, he was able to talk to
friends, he came to peer support
groups and talked to others. He
became a volunteer peer mentor
and worked on the online chat
service.

) To hear and see more about
advocacy, watch Christine’s film
www.mind.org.uk/about-us/our-
policy-work/equality-human-
rights/mental-health-and-being-
lgbt/

This might be in relation to your health, housing or
employment for example. 

You may not be happy with a decision that was made or
the way that you were treated and want support in
challenging this. An advocate can help you explore your
options and make choices about how to take things
further. Advocates can help you write a complaint letter
or help you appeal decisions in writing. You may want
someone to attend an appointment with you at the job
centre, your work or a GP or hospital appointment. This
is something an advocate at MindOut can do.

Advocacy can also be about defending and safeguarding
your rights. For example, you may need help speaking
to your employer about reasonable adjustments needed
to help you do your job. You may be finding it difficult
to get access to mental health treatment or you may be
experiencing harassment and want to report it - an
advocate can support you in doing this. 

Advocates also provide information about other services
available in Brighton & Hove and can help refer you to
these services if needed. For example, we’re able to
refer people to food banks, for support with housing
and can help people self-refer to counselling services. 

As we are an LGBTQ service we often help people access
specific LGBTQ support such as LGBTQ affirmative
counselling and LGBTQ support groups. There are often
LGBTQ workers based in organisations such as Rise,
Brighton & Hove council housing, the Police and
Pavilions who we can refer you to.

WHAT IS ADVOCACY?
By Emma Crossland, Housing Advocacy Worker

) Brighton & Hove has the largest and longest
established LGBTQ mental health advocacy service in
the country. MindOut are immensely proud of offering
this vital, professional advocacy support for the last 16
years. This year we’ve added to our advocacy team, with
a dedicated housing worker, a dedicated trans worker
and soon we will be appointing a hardship crisis worker.
Funding for our advocacy work comes from local NHS
and Council contracts, Lloyds Bank Foundation, the Big
Lottery Fund plus a range of small grants, donations,
fundraising events and earned income from, for
example, training. 

Our advocacy team is led by Jason Saw, with Phil
Brooke providing generalist advocacy and Emma
Crossland specialising in housing issues. We are poised
to recruit a Trans Advocate to set up and develop what
we believe is the first of its kind in the UK.

What is advocacy? ‘I had never heard of ‘advocacy’ until
I went to MindOut. The advocate helped me get so much
sorted out. They gave me some good advice and came to
appointments, wrote letters. I feel much more in control
now!’

MindOut provides a free, non-judgmental and
confidential advocacy service which is independent
from other services and professionals. All our staff and
volunteers identify as LGBTQ and have lived experience
of mental health issues. Advocacy sessions are client-
led and strive to empower people to be able to make
decisions about things that are important to them and
have their views and wishes heard. 

people we see have been told they have a diagnosis,
such as bipolar, schizophrenia, or a personality disorder. 

Many people come to MindOut who haven’t told anyone
else about their mental health concerns. People
approach us with all sorts of issues: feeling depressed,
anxious, like they can’t cope, are isolated, suicidal.
Others come with more practical issues such as housing,
financial problems, benefits, relationship break-ups,
they’re unhappy with health services, or a combination
of all of the above. Some come because they have
experienced homophobia or transphobia, have
difficulties where they live or work, either with overt
stigma, discrimination and prejudice, or subtle
rejections, like feeling left out, not included or
silenced.

Advocacy begins with listening support, and this can be
enough to help you work out how to move forwards
with your issue by yourself. Advocates aim to enable
people to take control of things themselves – this is
self-advocacy. We also offer more support by helping
you to get your voice heard when you’re feeling like you
can’t do that by yourself. So with your permission, we
can make phone calls and write letters on your behalf,
we can request and organise meetings and support you
in them, and speak up with you and for you.

WHO NEEDS ADVOCACY?
By Phil Brooke, Advocacy Worker
) Anyone can need and benefit from advocacy. At
some point in our lives most of us will experience some
kind of stressful life event or have concerns about our
emotional wellbeing or mental health. When this
happens it can be helpful and useful to speak with an
advocate, even if it’s to talk things over before you take
the next step, or even to simply be pointed in the right
direction. 

MindOut offers advocacy to LGBTQ people, and those
who are unsure about their sexuality or gender identity.
You don’t have to prove you have a mental health
difficulty to access our service. Your issue might be a
practical one that is causing a lot of stress in your life
just now. Or you may not know what your issue is, and
that is okay too. We can talk about it. 

MindOut embraces all LGBTQ people, whatever their
background and sense of difference: this means people
with different abilities and disabilities, younger or
older, wealthy or low on money, different ethnic and
cultural backgrounds, religious beliefs, genders and
minority sexualities.

As a mental health advocacy service we see people with
a whole range of mental health difficulties: from
anxiety and depression, to suicidal crisis, and people
showing symptoms of psychosis for example. Some
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Boutique have three Cocktail Masterclass
Packages on offer:
) The Bronze Package is an hour and a half
cocktail masterclass for just £15 per person.
) The Silver Package costs £22.50 per person,
which gives you the same amount of time but
includes two hours in the karaoke suite
afterwards, pizzas to line the stomach and a
round of shots.
) Finally The Gold Package costs £27.50 per
person and includes the same as the silver with
half an hour extra added onto the cocktail
masterclass (2 hours in total), butlers in the
buff or waitresses serving on you hand and foot
and a VIP booth after with jugs of pitchers!

The silver package is the best-seller, combining
everything in one all-singing, all-dancing
package! To get more details or to book a
package call Becky on 07572 867585 or email:
becky@boutiqueclubbrighton.com. Quote
GSCENE and you’ll receive a 10% discount.

The karaoke suites are free to use mid-week. If
you book on Fridays and Saturdays it’s £5 per
person. Quote GSCENE when booking and you
will receive an hour free on any weekend!

Boutique attracts a smart, dressy, mixed crowd.
Boogie in the disco downstairs or socialise on
one of the outside terraces which, during the
summer months, are especially popular and
where at peak times you simply can’t move. The
ambience of the club is chilled, friendly and
really contagious giving the more mature clubber
a real alternative for partying. The venue is
perfect for late night clubbing or after work
socials. Watch out for the Terrace Parties in the
summer months, which are very popular, or drop
in during the afternoon and have a pizza or hot
dog on the outside terraces.

BOUTIQUE
) Open Monday–Sunday, 1pm–late! 
http://boutiqueclubbrighton.com/video/
Boutique is on the corner of Boyces Street and
West Street, Brighton. For more information,
visit: www.BoutiqueClubBrighton.com

Boutique started their cocktail masterclasses
last year. Unlike other venues, where prices are
pitched sky-high ranging from £28.50 upwards,
Boutique have packages starting from just £15
per person and unlike rival packages on offer,
have set no minimum numbers for each
masterclass. If you have special requirements,
they will create a package especially for you, if
you wish, so just ask.

We had 11 people in our group which was
perfectly manageable. Everyone got to make
and taste each cocktail and it was brilliant fun.
We took over the private bar upstairs for the
evening and weren’t interrupted by other
customers in the venue. Manager Alex, who
has 15 years experience mixing cocktails, was
our teacher for the night. He managed to keep
control of us and our attention for almost two
hours, quite an achievement!

After creating a Cosmopolitan, a Mojito and a
Long Island Iced Tea we finished with some
Sex on the Beach before going to a karaoke
suite upstairs to sing YMCA, Bohemian
Rhapsody and the Birdie Song. All very classy!

) Boutique is part of the same group that
owns the Camelford Arms in Camelford Street,
Paris House on Western Road and the Three
Jolly Butchers on North Road. It’s smart,
stylish and quirky, the trademark of all the
venues in this group.

We were there for a cocktail masterclass and
to exercise our vocal chords in one of the
upstairs karaoke suites. Karaoke, I hear you
moan! Well, after the cocktail masterclass and
a couple of rounds of shots, the Gscene team
were all ready to let their hair down, throw
caution to the wind and belt out their
favourite songs into the early hours. 

It was an impressive team-building exercise
and great fun, but more importantly it gave
everyone in the team a chance to get stuck in
and within 15 minutes everyone had lost their
inhibitions and were able to shine. I can
throughly recommend it as a perfect choice for
birthdays, stag and hen nights (yes gay people
do have those) and staff parties.

COCKTAILS, KARAOKE
AND A GOOD OLD
FASHIONED BOOGIE
Last month, the Gscene team of writers were invited to
sample the delights of Boutique, the West Street venue
that offers the more grown-up party animal an
alternative night out, where they can enjoy the cool laid-
back ambience of the bar and outside terraces, sing
their favourite songs in one of the karaoke suites or let
their hair down on the dance floor in the club.
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l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS The Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm
l ZONE Live music: JP Christian 6.30pm

MONDAY 2
l BAR BROADWAY The May Day Bank Hol
Big Showbiz Quiz with host Ross Cameron
6.30pm; A May Day Special Fireplace
Sessions: Kathleen as Vera Lynn 8.30pm
l BOUTIQUE Bank Hol Madness 10pm
l CHARLES STREET Bank Hol Cabaret:
Danny Beard 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll
Bingo 8.30pm; Studio 150 10.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Bank Hol Fundraiser for

Ride 4 Rhinos: Raffle & Auction 4pm
l DTM Bank Hol Treat: men-only 2pm
l LEGENDS BAR Bank Hol Cabaret: JLo
3.30pm; Miss Jason’s Mad Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm
l PATTERNS Monthly Milk 12pm; Live
Nation pres Aquilo 7pm
l SUBLINE Mayday Mayday THT
Fundraiser 2pm

TUESDAY 3
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm

PICS FROM BAR BROADWAY + BOUTIQUE

MAY
LISTINGS

BAR BROADWAY
) 10 Steine Street, BN2 1TE, Tel: 01273 609777, www.barbroadway.co.uk
) OPEN Sun–Thur 12.30pm–1am, Fri & Sat 12.30pm–3am. 

) EUROVISION WEEK Sun (8)–Sun (15) is EUROVISION WEEK serving up a
daily Smörgåsbord of camp! Sun (8) former UK Eurovision entrant Nicki French
launches the week performing live 9pm, free. Mon (9) Just Before Eurovision BIG
SHOWBIZ QUIZ 6.30pm. Tue (10) Eurovision Semi-Final 1 at 8pm. Thur (12)
Eurovision Semi-Final 2 at 8pm. Sat (14) Sally Vate, Ross Cameron and

special guest host the EUROVISION FINAL live show in The
Gods (as Norton Intended!) 8pm. Sun (15) FIREPLACE
SESSIONS present Does Your Mother Know – An ABBA
Tribute from 8.30pm, free entry. Nicki French says:
“Representing the UK was an absolute dream! I love my
country and Eurovision. To be able to sing for the UK was just
amazing! You can of course be guaranteed two songs - Total

Eclipse of the Heart and my Eurovision song, Don't Play That Song Again plus a a few
favourites of yesteryear from the great Contest itself!” 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Mrs Kasha Davis from RuPaul’s Drag Race Series 7,
performs her intimate one-woman cabaret show, THERE’S ALWAYS TIME FOR A
COCKTAIL Sun (22) 3pm & 7pm, Mon (23) & Tue (24) 7pm & 9pm. Tickets £18
plus booking fee from: https://inbloomentertainment.co.uk/tickets/ It’s not the usual
camp drag show - Kasha takes us through her life, good and bad, weaving in musical

numbers and old school classics. Kasha says: “Oh my god
on a wheel! It’s the ultimate dream come true! Who’d have
thought a little gay from Scranton Pennsylvania would be
bringing his life story to the cabaret halls of the UK, wearing a
fabulous dress (and a less than modest heel)? If you’re
looking for the typical lip-sync drag show you’re barking up
the wrong tree, this story is full of song and dance and

embraces love, accepting oneself and forgiving others. Come celebrate with me and
remember; There’s ALWAYS time for a cocktail!” 

Information is correct at the time of going to
press. Gscene cannot be held responsible for
any changes or alterations to the listings

SUNDAY 1
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions
pres: Paul Diello - Back from Berlin 8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Bank
Hol Pop!Candy: DJ Claire 11pm
l BOUTIQUE Roof-terrace party: DJ 1pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bank Hol Bear
Bash, Free Food & Raffle 5pm; roasts &
select menu 12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Bank Hol Cabaret: Mrs
Moore 7.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Bank Hol Reflex 80s
Night: DJ Adam Rice 9pm

l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; C.A.Y.A:
men-only 8pm
l LEGENDS BAR Bank Hol Cabaret:
Lucinda Lashes 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
6pm; Open Mic Drag with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PATTERNS Sunday Social Club:
BuggiedOut 12pm; Wildblood & Queenie’s
Home Service 6pm; Live PA: A$AP Nast &
Sporting Life + Wiki (RATKING) 7pm; DJs
Joey Negro & Pablo Contraband 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Bank Hol Cabaret:
Cassidy Connors with a Live Band 6pm &
9.30pm 
l REVENGE FOMO Bank Hol Special
11pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm

BOUTIQUE
) 2 Boyces St @ West St, BN11AN, 01273 327607 www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 1pm–very late. Boutique Cocktail masterclasses start at £15pp
for an hour and a half, quote Gscene when booking for 10% off your bill. Boutique
karaoke suites are ideal for staff parties, birthdays, whatever! Contact Rebecca on
07583 028735 to book one today!
) FOOD all day, every day till midnight
) DRINK PROMOS Mon–Fri, bottles of Moet £50 & Veuve £60. Fri & Sat: five J-
Bombs for £5 and 2-4-1 selected cocktails. 

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKENDS Sun (1) TERRACE PARTY with free rainbow shots
from 1pm. Mon (2) Bank Holiday Madness with complimentary VIP booths all
night, just quote GScene on the door! Sun (29) Bank Holiday Party with terrace, DJ,
free pizza & shots! Mon (30) CHILL OUT chilled tunes & cocktails served on entry.

) REGULARS Sat Club se-XXY with superstar DJ Klipz, free shots at 1.30am &
2.30am, and giveaways/themes: Summer Cocktail Party with free cocktails (7) and
Roof Terrace Party with live bands (14). Free entry till 10pm, £3 guest list till
11pm, £5 after. ) Thur GROOVY BOUTIQUE, 1960s/70s/80s tunes with a twist! 
) Fri is i-Candy with DJ Thierrie spinning your favourite tunes and giveaways/
themes: Karaoke Suite giveaway for best dressed (6), Friday 13th Full Moon Party
with £100 Urban Outfitters Voucher giveaway (13), Cocktail Masterclass
giveaway for best dressed group (20) and Krispy Kreme Donut giveaway (27). Free
entry before 10pm, £3 guest list till 11pm, £5 after.

BAR 7 CRAWLEY
) 7 Pegler Way, Crawley, RH11 7AG, Tel: 01293 511177, www.7crawley.co.uk
) OPEN Sun, Tue & Wed 6pm–12.30am, Thur–Sat 6pm–2.30am

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Hit the first class bar and kick off your heels every Tue at
CREWSDAY, a hedonistic free-for-all night of good fun for crew, tthose who know
crew or would love to meet crew with DJ Lewis Osborne spinning pop/dance/r&b/
requests 9pm. Drink deals include: 2 VS for £5, 2 bottles of Carlsberg for £5, go
large on house spirits for £1.50, 2 bombs for £5 and fishbowls to share for £9.50.

) REGULARS Fri is 7 UPSTAIRS with DJs all night from 9pm. Sat is 7 SINS with
DJs Lewis Osborne & Ben Castle from 9pm, free entry before 11pm. 
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l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l PATTERNS Dirty Bare (Burlesque) 6pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm

WEDNESDAY 4
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Voice of Broadway
2016 with host Jason Thorpe 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Myra’s Bingo Balls Up
9pm
l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; Brief
Encounters: men only 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Marine Misfortunes
Game Show: Linda Bacardi & prizes 8.30pm
l PARIS HOUSE Ollie Howe Piano Trio
8pm
l PATTERNS Out of Office with Stick it On
6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Open Mic
with Leo Gibbs 7.30pm

THURSDAY 5
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Spice’s Musicality
9pm
l BOUTIQUE Groovy Boutique 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Mad Cow’s Tea Party: Ms
Joan Bond, DJs Lee Jeffery & Ruby Roo
9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Bona Bingo with
Sally Vate 9pm
l DTM Men@Play: men only 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thur 80s
Disco: DJ Jim 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live music: Fleur de
Paris 8pm
l PATTERNS Eyes & Ears 7pm; Midnight
Funk Association: DJs MFA selectors 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Miss Jason
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm

l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz: £150
jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 6
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm;
Aaaand... It Is What It Is: stand-up & sketch
comedy 10pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter:
DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Thierrie &
giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS House Rules: DJ Nick
Hirst 9.30pm
l DTM Official Launch of BearPit: free
buffet 8pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN The Friday Night
Project: Stephanie Von Clitz & guest
8.30pm
l PARIS HOUSE DJ Miss Meryl 9pm
l PATTERNS Shogun-100: DJs Friction,
Rockwell & Ed:it 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Little Cosmic
9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs on level 1;
Anthem with DJ Toby on level 2 10.30pm

l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE Live music: Gabriella Parish 10pm

SATURDAY 7
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 6pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Fusion:
DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY Summer Cocktail
Party: DJ Klipz, shot drops, giveaways 10pm

BRIGHTON SAUNA
) 75 Grand Parade, BN2 9JA, Tel: 01273 689966 www.thebrightonsauna.com
) OPEN Mon–Thur 10–1am; Fri 10am then 24 hours through till 1am on Mon

This May, bask in the warm welcome from the Brighton Sauna Boys, who aim to bring
you the best sauna experience with a smile and a friendly attitude! Is it your first visit
to a sauna? The Brighton Sauna boys get asked all the time by new customers if
they'll be safe if they're young or inexperienced, or if someone will show them around,
or whether they'll fit in if they're bigger/hairy, or whether they'll be welcome if they're
older. Relax! Once inside you'll be greeted by friendly staff who’ll make sure you know
where everything is. TBS is modern, clean, well presented with a 12-man jacuzzi,
cinema, free hot drinks, a smoking area, spacious steam room, private cabins, filtered
water, towels, use of a locker, computers, super-fast WiFi, a large lounge with a 70”
TV, masseurs and a café & licensed bar. You’ll be safe at all times and won't be
pushed into anything you don't want to do. Some people come for the facilities and
nothing more. TheBrighton Sauna Boys promise: “No matter what size, age or type
you are, this is a no-attitude venue where everyone fits in. You'll feel comfortable and
relaxed. Our friendly staff are always on hand to give advice and look after you. Take
the plunge and come to see us, or call and speak to one of us for further advice.”

) REGULARS TBS NAKED DAYS are every Wed from 11–1am and every Sun
12pm–close. NO towels to be worn at all on these days, you'll get a small towel for
drips and a regular towel to shower with before you leave. The Brighton Sauna boys
say: “Some customers try to hide their bits behind the small towel! Seriously guys,
nobody cares. It's all about letting it all hang out, and feeling free! What better way to
chill out at the end of the weekend - give it a try, it's a fantastic day.”

CAMELFORD ARMS
) 30-31 Camelford St, BN2 1TQ, Tel: 01273 622386, www.camelfordarms.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. The most dog-friendly pub in town. 
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–9pm; Sunday roast & select menu 12pm–till gone; Wed
seniors' lunch 2–3.30pm, two courses £7.50. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Raise your Union Jacks on Sat (14) for the Camelford’s
unmissable EUROVISION EXTRAVAGANZA with fundraising, lots of cheer and live
show beamed from Sweden on the giant screens from 7pm, meaning you won’t miss a
second! Can Joe & Jake do the unthinkable and pull it out of the bag? Will Ireland ever
qualify again? And just what on Earth is San Marino thinking? Mark Flood, manager
and host, says: “Eurovision at the Camelford has a big party atmosphere! The night is

fun and uplifting, intended to put everyone in a good mood!
Whilst not an avid fan of Eurovision myself, I have to admit it is
a bit addictive and I always enjoy watching it – I’m also very
proud that my country, Ireland, is the most successful country
in the contest. Eurovision happens once a year and is great fun,
giving people a chance to let their hair down. Come along and
join in the fun!” 

) REGULARS Sun BEAR BASH with free food and raffle from 5pm. ) Thur is the
BIG CASH QUIZ with a £300 cash prize, free sarnies and great atmosphere from 9pm.
) THE FRIDAY CLUB is from 6pm. 

PICS FROM BRIGHTON SAUNA + CAMELFORD ARMS
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l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: La Voix 3.30pm;
roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
6pm; Open Mic Drag with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PATTERNS Sunday Social Club with
Sunday Assembly 12pm; Sounds Familiar
Music Quiz 6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Davina Sparkle
6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz Roast
3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm
l ZONE Live music: Spice Up Your Life with
Spice 6.30pm

MONDAY 9
l BAR BROADWAY The Just Before
Eurovision Big Showbiz Quiz 6.30pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150 10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness 8pm

TUESDAY 10
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm

l BAR BROADWAY Eurovision Semi-Final
1 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm

WEDNESDAY 11
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Voice of Broadway with
host Jason Thorpe 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Myra’s Bingo Balls Up
9pm
l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; Brief
Encounters: men only 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Marine Misfortunes
Game Show: Linda Bacardi & prizes 8.30pm
l PARIS HOUSE Al Scott Trio 8pm
l PATTERNS Out of Office with Stick it On
6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Open Mic
with The Purple Shoes 8.30pm

MAY
LISTINGS

CHARLES STREET BAR
) 8 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 624091, www.charles-street.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. ) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–8pm. 

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKENDS Sun (1) CABARET with Mrs Moore at 7.30pm.
Mon (2) is CABARET with Danny Beard at 7.30pm. ) Sun (29) is CABARET with
Lizzy Drip at 7.30pm. ) Mon (30) is DRAG IDOL with Danny Beard at 7.30pm.

On Bank Holiday Mon (30), one of the biggest national talent searches, DRAG
IDOL, returns to Charles Street for the Brighton heat with a new look and new host,
last year’s Drag Idol winner Danny Beard, from 7.30pm. Do you have what it takes
to be crowned this years Drag Idol UK winner? Can you sing? Dance? Tell a joke? Are
you a talented impersonator, a juggler or even a puppeteer? In or out of drag, they
want to hear from you! Are you an alternative act needing a break? If you tick ‘yes ‘to
any of the above then come and show Charles Street, and the UK, what you’ve got!
Last year the fabulous Danny Beard, known for smashing chart hits, musical numbers
and big diva songs, took home the sparkling Drag Idol trophy after wowing crowds

with his originality, talent and sheer individuality. Could you
follow in his rather gorgeous (platform) shoes? For more
info, rules and how to apply, visit: www.dragidoluk.co.uk 

Danny Beard says: “What a crazy 7/8 months it’s been, I am
working all over the UK and absolutely loving it! We’d love to
see what you’ve got so apply now!”

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wed is Myra’s BINGO BALLS, a ridiculously trashy
night of bingo with cash, drinks and crap prizes from 9pm. Sun is CABARET with
local and national stars from 7.30pm: Martha D’Arthur (8), Davina Sparkle (15)
and Miss Penny (22). Miss Penny says: “Penny is a massive flirt, if it’s got a pulse
she'll try and get it! My show is a mixture of anything and everything; serious songs,
informative comedic songs, piss-taking songs and I love a good power ballad - all
wrapped with juicy 'gossip' and a few cheeky gags!”

l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex, Grant
Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ Tony
B 9.30pm
l DTM clubT: t-girls, friends & admirers
8pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Cabaret: Lola Lasagne
9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS Patterns’ 1st Birthday: DJs
Jackmaster & Kornel Kovacs 3pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Baga Chipz
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy B
& Patch on level 1; R-Haus on level 2
10.30pm

l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ Screwpulous
9pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Sally Vate 10pm

SUNDAY 8
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions
pres: Nicki French 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, Free
Food & Raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Cabaret: Martha D’Arthur
7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo 8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Showtunes Sunday 1pm
l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; C.A.Y.A:
men-only 8pm

DTM
) 75a St George’s Rd, BN2 1EF Tel: 01273 911910 www.donttellmama.co.uk
) OPEN Wed 2pm–1am, Thur 8pm–1am, Fri & Sat 8pm–2am, Sun 2–11pm.

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKENDS Mon (2) and Mon (30) are Bank Holiday TREATS
FOR MEN from 2pm, free entry.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Fri (6) is the official Launch of
BEARPIT, a weekly night dedicated to bears, cubs, otters,
friends and admirers, free buffet, background high-NRG/
house tunes from 8pm, happy hour till 9pm, a GRRReat night
not to be missed!

) REGULARS SUNDAY AFTERNOON SESSION from
2pm, £4 entry includes one drink; evening C.A.Y.A from

8pm, men-only, free entry. WED AFTERNOON SESSION from 2pm, £4 entry; eve
BRIEF ENCOUNTERS from 8pm, men-only, free entry. Thur MEN@PLAY men-only
night from 8pm. Sat is CLUB T, a night for T-girls, friends & admirers 8pm, all
members welcome, free entry till 31st May! Serge, DTM host, says: “Whilst Brighton is
a melting pot of diversity, DTM believes there’s still a place for Men-Only clubs which
embrace gay culture. As a members club, it’s our members who dictate and create our
identity. We listen and try to provide what our Members really want!”

PICS FROM CHARLES STREET & ENVY + DTM
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Moon Party: DJ Thierrie, giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ Leeroy
9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ Nick
Hirst 9.30pm
l DTM BearPit: free buffet 8pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Pre-Scrum drinks 9pm
l PATTERNS Deadbeats launch larty with
Cash&David, Sea Bed & resident DJs SBLive
8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Martha
D’Arthur 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz: DJs 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Big Scrum sportskit night 9pm

l ZONE Live music: Hot Rats 10pm

SATURDAY 14
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Eurovision Song
Content Final in The Gods - As Norton
Intended: Hosts Sally Vate, Ross Cameron &
guest 8pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Fusion:
DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE Roof-Terrace Party: live
bands/buskers 1pm; se-XXY: DJ Klipz, shot
drops & giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Eurovision Party 8pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex, Grant
Knowles, Leeroy 9pm

PICS FROM DOCTOR BRIGHTONS + GROSVENOR

DOCTOR BRIGHTONS
) 16-17 Kings Rd, BN1 1NE, Tel: 01273 208113 www.doctorbrightons.co.uk
) OPEN Mon–Thur 3pm–midnight; Fri & Sat 1pm–2am; Sun 1pm–midnight.
) HAPPY HOURS all day Sun–Thu; 1pm till close Fri; 1–7pm on Sat. Cocktails
BOGOF all day Sun–Fri and till 7pm on Sat. Free pool with every round every day. 

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKENDS Sun (1) is REFLEX 80s
night with DJ Adam Rice from 9pm. Mon (2) is the RIDE
4 RHINOS Charity Fundraiser, Raffle & Auction from 4pm.
Fri (27) is BANK HOLIDAY BLAST OFF with DJ Josh the
Barber from 9.30pm. Sun (29) is REFLEX 80s night with
DJ Adam Rice from 9pm.

) REGULARS Fri (6) is HOUSE RULES with DJ Nick Hirst spinning decadent
house tunes from 9.30pm. FUNKY FRIDAY with DJ Nick Hirst spinning the
coolest tunes on the block from 9.30pm. SEXY SATURDAY with DJ Tony B hotting
up your weekend with cracking tunes from 9.30pm. SHOWTUNES SUNDAY is
every Sun from 1pm. 

GROSVENOR
) 16 Western Street, Hove, BN1 2PG, www.thegrosvenorbar.com
) OPEN daily from noon–late.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Raise your flags on Sat (14) for the BIG EUROVISION
PARTY with hostess Mysterry from 8pm. Will Joe and Jake bring it home for the UK

or will they join last year’s gruesome twosome, Electro
Velvet, on the Wall of Lame? Find out at one of the
Grosvenor’s biggest parties of the year! Mysterry says: “I
love Eurovision and always have a party or host an event!
This is my 4th Eurovision Party at the Grosvenor and as ever
there will be plenty of comments to back Graham Norton up.
Join us for a good laugh and a great party atmosphere!” 

) REGULARS Sat is CABARET time with stars of the local and national drag scene
entertaining from 9.30pm: Lola Lasagne (7), Kitty Monroe (21) and Pooh La
May (28). Thur is now BONA BINGO with Sally Vate at 9pm. Fri is KARAOKE
with the ever-glamorous Mysterry from 8.30pm. 

MAY
LISTINGS

THURSDAY 12
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Eurovision Semi-Final
2 8pm
l BOUTIQUE Groovy Boutique 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Mad Cow’s Tea Party: Ms
Joan Bond, DJs Lee Jeffery & Ruby Roo 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Bona Bingo with
Sally Vate 9pm
l DTM Men@Play: men only 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thur 80s
Disco: DJ Jim 9pm
l PATTERNS Eyes & Ears 7pm; Midnight

Funk Association: DJs MFA selectors 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Miss Jason
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz: £150
jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 13
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm;
Aaaand... It Is What It Is: stand-up & sketch
comedy 10pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter:
DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy Friday 13th Full
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l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ Tony
B 9.30pm
l DTM clubT: t-girls/friends/admirers 8pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Eurovision Party with
Mysterry 8pm
l LEGENDS BAR Eurovision Party 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS DJs Joy Orbison, Fold & Mr
Bongo Soundsystem 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Mrs Moore
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy B

& Patch on level 1; R-Haus on level 2
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ Screwpulous
9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jolly
Eurovision 8pm
l ZONE Eurovision Party with Stephanie
Von Clitz 8pm

SUNDAY 15
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions
pres: Does Your Mother Know - ABBA Tribute
8.30pm

PICS FROM LEGENDS BAR & BASEMENT CLUB LEGENDS34 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, Free
Food & Raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Cabaret: Davina Sparkle
7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo 8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Showtunes Sunday 1pm
l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; C.A.Y.A:
men-only 8pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Davina Sparkle
& Maisie Trollette 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
6pm; Open Mic Drag with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PATTERNS Sunday Social Club with DJs
LJ Soundsystem + 1 Brighton FM & Real
Rock Reggae Show 12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Stephanie Von
Clitz 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz Roast
3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm
l ZONE Live music: Sarah Harris 6.30pm

MONDAY 16
l BAR BROADWAY The Just After Work
Big Showbiz Quiz: Ross Cameron 6.30pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm

TUESDAY 17
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l PATTERNS Brighton Film Club 7pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm

WEDNESDAY 18
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Voice of Broadway
Semi-Final 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Myra’s Bingo Balls Up
9pm
l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; Brief
Encounters: men only 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Marine Misfortunes
Game Show: Linda Bacardi & prizes 8.30pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live music: Aurora 8pm
l PATTERNS Out of Office with Stick it On
6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Open Mic
with Leo Gibbs 7.30pm

THURSDAY 19
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm

MAY
LISTINGS

LEGENDS BAR
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462, www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 11am–5am
) FOOD New summer menu: Mon–Sat 12–5pm; Sunday lunch served 12–3pm

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKENDS Mon (2) BANK HOLIDAY CABARET with JLo at
3.30pm, then MAD MONDAY with Miss Jason at 9.30pm. ) Mon (30) BANK
HOLIDAY CABARET with Dave Lynn & Maisie Trollette at 3.30pm, then MAD

MONDAY with Miss Jason at 9.30pm. Dave Lynn says:
“Maisie and I will be chatting and doing gags, stories and
songs. I love working with Maisie, she's an icon and was very
helpful when I was young. Between us we’ve about 150 years
of experience and in the dressing room we don't rehearse, we
chat. There will be lots of show songs and camp standards. It
will be a classy, fun night with the two of us!” 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Arrive early on Sat (14) for the EUROVISION PARTY live
on the big screens from 8pm.

) REGULARS Sun is CABARET with a host of local and
national stars at 3.30pm: Lucinda Lashes (1), La Voix (8),
Davina Sparkle & Maisie Trollette (15), Topping & Butch
(22) and Drag With No Name (29). Topping & Butch are
the naughty duo whose show is saucy and topical, intelligent
and silly, older and younger, northern and southern! By rights
it should just be a mess but it’s all tightly held together with

rubber and leather! Joe, one half of the act, says: “Topping brings the tea and Butch
brings the biscuits, basic alliteration dictates that! Expect comparative youth, energy
and intellect, and good old-fashioned camp (you can work out which is which on that
one) we don’t mind. We’ve fused together so much over the years, we’re not sure
where one ends and the other begins. That is to say, Butch writes a lot of Topping’s
lines and Topping will often try to make Butch say something too.
“Performing at Legends is stunning! There are some venues you look forward to playing
and Legends is one of a handful along the south coast that we specifically write
material for because the crowd aren’t just raucous – they have a sensibility that means
you can do lots of types of comedy – whatever angle you take, they’ll get it – they’re
looking for it – they WANT IT!”

LEGENDS BASEMENT CLUB
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462, www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN Wed & Fri–Sun from 11pm. 
) DRINK PROMOS Wed selected bottles £2, house spirit & mixer £2.50

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKENDS Sun (1) & (29) are BANK
HOLIDAY POP!CANDY with DJ Claire sweetening you up
with sugar-coated pop and drink promos. Claire says: “You’ll
hear anything from the Spice Girls, Rihanna, Destiny’s Child
and Steps and an added show or Disney tune - don’t judge
me it works! It’s grown and developed its own fan base and is
busy, camp and fun every Sunday!”

) REGULARS Wed is ICE with DJ Claire melting the dancefloor with chart/house/
r&b. ) Fri is GLITTER with DJ Steve Lush putting the sparkle into your weekend
with a hot mix of chart hits/disco/chart remixes 11pm. ) Sat is FUSION with DJ
Peter Castle bringing you up and away with a healthy dose of chart/club mixes.
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l BAR BROADWAY Spice’s Musicality
9pm
l BOUTIQUE Groovy Boutique 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Mad Cow’s Tea Party: Ms
Joan Bond, DJs Lee Jeffery & Ruby Roo 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Bona Bingo with
Sally Vate 9pm
l DTM Men@Play: men only 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thur 80s
Disco: DJ Jim 9pm
l PATTERNS Eyes & Ears 7pm; Midnight
Funk Association: DJs MFA selectors 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Miss Jason
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm

l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz: £150
jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 20
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm;
Aaaand... It Is What It Is: stand-up & sketch
comedy 10pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter:
DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Thierrie &
giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ Leeroy
9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ Nick
Hirst 9.30pm

l DTM BearPit: free buffet 8pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN LGBTQ Pub Crawl
8pm
l PATTERNS The Land Escape pres DJs
Throwing Shade, Max Graef + Glenn Astro &
Letherette 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Dr Beverley
Ball Crusher 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs on level 1; Love
Shack: DJ Claire Fuller on level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Filth: mixed fetish night 9pm
l ZONE Live music: Little Victor 10pm

SATURDAY 21
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Fusion:
DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY Saturday Shake-Up:
DJ Klipz, shot drops & giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex, Grant

Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ Tony
B 9.30pm
l DTM clubT: t-girls, friends & admirers
8pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Cabaret: Kitty Monroe
9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club 8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS The Late Escape pres 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Lola Lasagne
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy B
& Patch on level 1; R-Haus on level 2
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ Screwpulous
9pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Sally Vate 10pm

SUNDAY 22
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke 8pm

MAY
LISTINGS

MARINE TAVERN
) 13 Broad St, BN2 1TJ, Tel: 01273 905578, www.marinetavern.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm.
) FOOD Daily from 12-9pm; Sunday roasts served 12–6pm, £5.95 each or two
for £10; Tue is Curry Night with curry for £1 served 7.30–9pm; free corned beef
hash every Wed from 5pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Something exciting is stirring on Broad Street with the
Marine Tavern hosting the new FRIDAY NIGHT PROJECT with unique entertainment,
audience participation and sheer variety on Fri (6), and every first Fri of the month
after. Host Stephanie Von Clitz is joined by very special guests and dishing out
some fab prizes from 8.30pm. 

Lee Cockshott, Marine owner, says: “We’ve been planning
this one for months! We’re taking entertainment and Drag to
the next level at the Friday Night Project with new ideas and
concepts aplenty. It’s going to be a fast-paced show!”
Stephanie Von Clitz, host, says: “Every first Friday of the
month, my loves, there will be a new night starting at the
Marine Tavern; a new fun show and concept that's never been

done before and we're so excited to start it! Featuring different special guests every
month we’re really taking entertainment to the next level. Intrigued? Then come and
see what it's all about!” 

PATTERNS
) 10 Marine Parade, BN2 1TL, Tel: 01273 894777, www.patternsbrighton.com
) OPEN Tue & Wed 4pm–1am, Thur 4pm–3am, Fri 4pm–4am, Sat 12pm–4am
and Sun 12pm–12am. Closed Mon (available for private hire). 
) FOOD The Dog Haus gourmet hot dog restaurant open Tue–Fri 4–10pm and
Sat–Sun 12–10pm. 

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKEND Sun (1) is Bank Holiday Sunday Social Club
featuring BUGGIEDOUT from 12pm, then from 6pm it’s HOME SERVICE with a
triptych of Gscene’s finest: Wildblood, Queenie & guest Meesh Mash spinning heady
disco/slo-mo house/electronica/80s electro pop from 6pm! If you’re still on your toes

then the mighty Joey Negro & Pablo Contraband will keep
you boogying from 11pm! 

Wildblood & Queenie say: “Home Service is at Patterns for the
first Sunday of every month so anytime you fancy a wiggle, a
squiggle or a chill do pop in. Oh and there’s Dog Haus hotdogs
and Queenie doing load of live cartooning (it works – honest!).” 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat (7) Patterns celebrate its 1st Birthday with a free
knees-up from 3pm. With a diverse programme of arts, music and cultural events to
reflect the eccentric culture of Brighton itself, Patterns has been reborn into a vibrant
multi-use space and are showing it off with a whirlwind taster of events, LOTS of cake,
party bags, erotic cake decorating, balloon headdress making, boozy jelly and cake
eating, piñata bashing and a ‘Burger VS Dog Cook Off’ with The Dog Haus & Iceberger!
The party also celebrates the launch of Patterns’ newly refurbished outdoor terrace and
The Dog Haus Summer Sizzler Terrace Parties which start Sat (14) and run weekly
from 2pm until late throughout the summer. Saturdays are free entry until 10.30pm,
then the downstairs club session with Jackmaster & Kórnel Kóvacs will get cracking!

PARIS HOUSE
) 21 Western Rd, BN3 1AF, Tel: 01273 724195, www.parishousebrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. 
) FOOD daily from 12pm–close.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wed is live jazz from 8pm: the Ollie Howe Piano Trio
(4), the Al Scott Trio (11), Aurora (18) and the Robin Katz Trio (25).

) REGULARS Thur (5) free 1930s–50s live chanson with Fleur de Paris at 8pm.
Sat live jazz at 4pm; then TC'S JOYFUL NOISE with DJ Kenny at 9pm, free entry.
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7 GEORGE STREET BRIGHTON
01273 696873

http://thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

WEDNESDAY 9.30PM

AN AUDIENCE WITH

SALLY VATE
SATURDAYCABARET 9.30PM

7MAY BAGA CHIPZ
14MAY MRS MOORE
21MAY LOLA LASAGNE
28MAY MISS JASON

SUNDAY
1MAY CASSIDY CONNORS

WITH A LIVE BAND

8MAY DAVINA SPARKLE
15MAY STEPHANIE VON CLITZ  
22MAY LUCINDA LASHES
29MAY CASSIDY CONNORS

WITH A LIVE BAND

DOUBLE CABARET
AT 6PM & 9.30PMFRIDAYCABARET 9.30PM

6MAY  LITTLE COSMIC 
13MAY  MARTHA D’ARTHUR
20MAY  DR BEVERLY      

BALLCRUSHER
27MAY  DRAG NO NAME

THURSDAY 9.30PM

MISS JASON

cassidy connors & live band
may bank holiday 
sunday 1ST and 29TH
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l BAR BROADWAY RuPaul’s Drag Race
star Mrs Kasha Davis - There’s Always Time
for a Cocktail 3pm & 7pm; Fireplace
Sessions pres: Feeling Good 5pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, free
food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Cabaret: Miss Penny
7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo 8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Showtunes Sunday
9pm
l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; C.A.Y.A:
men-only 8pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Topping &
Butch 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
6pm; Open Mic Drag with Stephanie Von

Clitz 9pm
l PATTERNS ‘TED’ style talks with
Everything Sunday 12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Lucinda
Lashes 6pm & 9.30pm
l REVENGE The Powder Room pres
RuPaul’s Drag Race stars Willam & Alyssa
Edwards + host Tina T’urner, Lydia L’Scabies
& more 7.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz Roast
3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm
l ZONE Live music: Jason Lee 6.30pm

MONDAY 23
l BAR BROADWAY RuPaul’s Drag Race
star Mrs Kasha Davis - There’s Always Time
for a Cocktail 7pm & 9pm

PICS FROM QUEENS ARMS + REVENGE38 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness 8pm

TUESDAY 24
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY RuPaul’s Drag Race
star Mrs Kasha Davis - There’s Always Time
for a Cocktail 7pm & 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l PATTERNS Lout Promotions pres Fort
Hope, The Gospel Youth & Rory Indiana 7pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm

WEDNESDAY 25
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Myra’s Bingo Balls Up 9pm
l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; Brief
Encounters: men only 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Marine Misfortunes
Game Show: Linda Bacardi & prizes 8.30pm
l PARIS HOUSE Robin Katz Trio 8pm
l PATTERNS European Tour Collective Pres
Blitzkrieg City+ ICYMI 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 26
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Spice’s Musicality
10pm
l BOUTIQUE Groovy Boutique 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Mad Cow’s Tea Party: Ms
Joan Bond, DJs Lee Jeffery & Ruby Roo 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Bona Bingo with
Sally Vate 9pm
l DTM Men@Play: men only 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thur 80s
Disco: DJ Jim 9pm
l PATTERNS Eyes & Ears 7pm; Midnight
Funk Association: DJs MFA selectors 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Miss Jason
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz: £150
jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 27
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm;
Aaaand... It Is What It Is: stand-up & sketch
comedy 10pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter:
DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Thierrie &
giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ Leeroy
9pm

MAY
LISTINGS

QUEENS ARMS
) 7 George St, BN2 1RH, T: 01273 696873, www.thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms
) OPEN from 4pm Wed–Fri; from 2pm Sat & Sun. 

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKENDS Enjoy double helping of cabaret on Sunday (1 &
29) at 6pm & 9.30pm with Cassidy Connors and a live band. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (15) sees ever-glamorous Stephanie von Clitz, ‘the
Dorset tart with a heart’, bring shed-loads of fun, witty banter, jokes and ample
opportunity for a sing-song to the songs you love at 6pm and then again at 9.30pm.

Stephanie says: “Stephanie was born on a pig farm in
Scratchy Bottom, where she met her first husband Willy but
should have gone for Dick at the butchers. She moved to
London to find fame, fortune and more... love! Since starting
my career I’ve become much more confident and relaxed in
my performances. I’m so appreciative and grateful to the
people that push me and encourage me to be a better

performer. I started in Brighton at the QA before it changed hands and I still love it! I
have a lovely following on the scene and I’m so happy to see those familiar faces that
come and watch and support me.
“On Sunday May 15 you can expect to hear lots of camp sing-alongs, like Holding out
For A Hero, Hot Stuff, Valerie and I Love Rock & Roll. I’ll throw a few new numbers in
the mix as well! I love performing to the raucous Sunday cabaret crowd as they’re
crazy, fun and join in. If they do get out of hand then I have the mouth of a foghorn so
I can easily keep people in check! 
“If you want a fun enjoyable evening with a Queen that is all about giving you an
entertaining night then I'm your girl. Hope to see you all there, lovers.”

) REGULARS Kick-start your weekend on Fri with CABARET from 9.30pm: Little
Cosmic (6), Martha D’Arthur (13), Dr Beverly Ball-Crusher (20) and Drag With
No Name (27). ) Sat is top-flight cabaret from 9.30pm: Baga Chipz (7), Mrs
Moore (14), Lola Lasagne (21) and Miss Jason (28). Sun is a double helping of
CABARET at 6pm & 9.30pm: Cassidy Connors with a live band (1 & 29) and
Lucinda Lashes (22).

REVENGE
) 32-34 Old Steine, BN1 1EL, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Tue from 11pm, Thur, Fri & Sat from 10.30pm. Buy a drink at Bar Revenge
on Thur, Fri & Sat to pick up discounted entry passes for Club Revenge. 

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKENDS Sun (1 & 29) are FOMO Bank Holiday Specials
with all-star DJs spinning a mix of pop/chart/house/pop-punk/bass/hip-hop from
11pm, entry £2.50 with a flyer from Bar Revenge, £4 before midnight, £6 after.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (22) sees THE
POWDER ROOM present a special double-headline
show with RuPaul’s Drag Race Seasons 4 & 5 fan
favourites, Willam & Alyssa Edwards, ripping up the
stage from 9pm, with meet & greet tickets available
from 7.30pm. The evening will be hosted by Tina

T’urner Tea Lady with support from Revenge residents Lydia L’Scabies, Rococo
Chanel and the next winner of Crystal Lubrikunt’s Lip Sync for Your Life!ST
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l DR BRIGHTONS Bank Hol Blast Off: DJ
Josh the Barber 9.30pm
l DTM BearPit: free buffet 8pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco 8pm
l PATTERNS Melting Vinyl pres Cate Le
Bon 7pm; DJ Q, Dubloke & Jook 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Drag With No
Name 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs on level 1; Fat
Lip with DJ Fifi on level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Gilly B 10pm

SATURDAY 28
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm; Giggle
@The Gods: live comedy 8pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Fusion:
DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY: DJ Klipz, shot drops
& giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex, Grant
Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ Tony
B 9.30pm
l DTM clubT: t-girls, friends & admirers
8pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Cabaret: Pooh La
May 9.30pm

l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club 8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS Goldenvoice pres Jagwar Ma
7pm; Patterns with Horse Meat Disco 2016
Residency + Black Fan 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Miss Jason
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy B
& Patch on level 1; R-Haus on level 2
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ Screwpulous
9pm
l ZONE Live music: Lascel Wood 10pm

SUNDAY 29
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke
8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions
pres: Lascel Woods & Nathan Kiley (aka
Topsie Redfern) 8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Bank
Hol Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BOUTIQUE Bank Hol Roof-Terrace Party
with DJ 1pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bank Hol Bear
Bash, Free Food & Raffle 5pm; roasts &
select menu 12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Bank Hol Cabaret: Lizzy
Drip 7.30pm

SUBLINE
) 129 St James' St, BN2 1TH, Tel: 01273 624100, www.sublinebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN Wed–Sun from 9pm. 

Subline enters May all guns blazing with an array of new
nights to sink your teeth into! We caught up with Steve,
Subline manager, who gave us the lowdown of what to
expect... “Every one of us can be thankful for the work of the
Terrence Higgins Trust (THT), whose mission to prevent the
spread of HIV and other STIs (and to de-stigmatise said
issues) benefits us all so throughout May, Subline will be
raising funds for THT.” 

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKEND Kicking off on Mon (2) with MAYDAY! MAYDAY!
Afternoon Session from 2pm, £4 donation on the door. But that’s not all! As well
as being Steve’s birthday (!), Mon (30) is THT Mammoth Raffle Draw at 2pm;
tickets are on sale all month at the bar. Details from: www.sublinebrighton.co.uk

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Subline's new regular fixture, FILTH, brings the appeal of
Subline to the L, B & T as well as the usual G on Fri (20). Filth is a monthly fetish
event open to all genders, hosted by Kitten Skye (formerly of The Dungeon) and
featuring exciting interactive BDSM performances, and a well-stocked dungeon.
Fetish wear is a must, and entry is ticket only. For more info, do a quick Google
search of Filth Brighton.

ZONE BAR
) 33 St James’ St, BN2 1RF, Tel: 01273 682249, www.zonebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 10am. Closed Sun (6) to Sun (13)
) DRINK DEALS 2 for £10 on selected cocktails daily between 5–8pm .

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Come dressed as your favourite country on Sat (14) for one
of the scene’s campest EUROVISION parties with the ever-glam Stephanie Von Clitz
on hosting duties, belting out a Eurovision classic or two, from 8pm. Expect themed
surprises, a pub vote and cocktails to get you in the mood!

) REGULARS Fri is LIVE AT TEN with entertainment at
10pm: Gabriella Parish (6), Hot Rats (13), Little Victor
(20) and Gilly B (27). Sat is LIVE AT TEN with entertainment
at 10pm: Sally Vate (7 & 21) and Lascel Wood (28). THE
SUNDAY ZONE has live music at 6.30pm: JP Christian (1),
Spice up Your Life with Spice (8), Sarah Harris (15),
Jason Lee (22) and Spice (29). 

THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
) 59 North Rd, Brighton, BN1 1YD, Tel: 01273 608571, www.3jollybutchers.com
) OPEN 12pm on Mon–Sat, 1pm on Sun. Private function room available. 
) FOOD Mon–Fri 12–9pm; Sat 12–8pm; Sunday roasts 1–6pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat (14) is THE JOLLY EUROVISION PARTY with the
show beamed live from 8pm.

) REGULARS Wed (4 & 28) is OPEN MIC with host Leo Gibbs at 7.30pm. Thur
is QUIZ NIGHT with a £150 cash prize up for grabs from 7.30pm, all welcome!
Sun is the Jazz Roast at 3pm, free entry. 
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l DR BRIGHTONS Bank Hol Reflex 80s
Night: DJ Adam Rice 9pm
l DTM Afternoon Session 2pm; C.A.Y.A:
men-only 8pm
l LEGENDS BAR Bank Hol Cabaret: Drag
With No Name 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
6pm; Open Mic Drag with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PATTERNS Musical Bingo 6pm; Live PA:
Lone + support TBA 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Bank Hol Cabaret:
Cassidy Connors & a Live Band 6pm &
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO Bank Hol Special 11pm
l SUBLINE Cum in Your Pants 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz Roast
3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm
l ZONE Live music: JP Christian 6.30pm

MONDAY 30
l BAR BROADWAY The Just After Work
Big Showbiz Quiz: Ross Cameron 6.30pm;

Voice of Broadway 2016 Final with Jason
Thorpe 8.30pm
l BOUTIQUE Bank Hol Chill 1pm
l CHARLES STREET Drag Idol UK with
host Danny Beard 7.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Bank Hol Recovery 1pm
l DTM Bank Hol Treat: men only 2pm
l LEGENDS BAR Bank Hol Cabaret: Dave
Lynn & Maisie Trollette 3.30pm; Miss
Jason’s Mad Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm
l PATTERNS Monthly Milk 12pm
l SUBLINE Steve’s Birthday Party with THT
Raffle Draw 2pm

TUESDAY 31
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l PATTERNS QM Records: DJs Normanton
Street 8pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm
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SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Mary Mac 10.15pm

SATURDAY 21
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Dazza
9pm

SUNDAY 22
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Kara Van
Park & Davina Sparkle 8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 23
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 24
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 25
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 26
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am

l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising with
Martha D’Arthur 8.30pm

FRIDAY 27
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Miss Jason 10.15pm

SATURDAY 28
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Neil
Sackley + Sam Solace 9pm

SUNDAY 29
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Danny
Beard 8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 30
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 31
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BOULEVARD 
1 Hampshire Terrace, Southsea 
TEL: 2392 297509
l OLD VIC 104 St Paul’s Rd, Southsea
TEL: 02392 297013, www.oldvicportsmouth.co.uk

SOUTHAMPTON
l ISOBAR 100c St Mary’s St
TEL: 02380 222028
l LONDON HOTEL
2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT
TEL: 02380 710652, www.the-london.co.uk
Friendly bar with regular cabaret, DJs & food
OPEN: Mon-Wed 12-11pm, Thur 12-12.30am,
Fri & Sat 12-1.30am, Sun 12-11.30pm   
FOOD: Mon-Sat 12-3pm; Sun roasts 12-3.30pm 
l TITANIC Simnel St, SO14 2BE
TEL: 023 8021 1879, www.thetitanicpub.co.uk
OPEN: daily fom 12pm 
l EDGE Compton Walk, SO14 0BH
TEL: 02380 366163, www.theedgesouthampton.com

SUNDAY 1
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Kara Van
Park & Lucinda Lashes 8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 2
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm

TUESDAY 3
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 4
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 5
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising: Martha
D’Arthur 8.30pm

FRIDAY 6
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Sandra 10.15pm

SATURDAY 7
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Claire
Fuller 9pm

SUNDAY 8
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Kara Van
Park & Tanya Hyde 8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 9
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 10
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 11
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 12
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising with
Martha D’Arthur 8.30pm

FRIDAY 13
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Son of a Tutu 10.15pm

SATURDAY 14
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Eurovision in the Lounge
8pm; Guilty Pleasures: DJ Lucinda 9pm

SUNDAY 15
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Mrs
Moore hosts IDAHO with Rose Garden & Phil
Lawrence 8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 16
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 17
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 18
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 19
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising with
Martha D’Arthur 8.30pm

FRIDAY 20
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am

PICS FROM LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON

LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON
) 2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT, Tel: 02380 710652, www.the-london.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm.  
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–3pm; Sunday lunch 12–3.30pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (15) sees Mrs Moore hosting IDAHO with Rose
Garden & Phil Lawrence on the LONDON PODIUM from 8pm.

) REGULARS Fri is FAIRYLEA with DJ Ruby Roo spinning high camp/pure cheese
at 8.30pm; then it’s cabaret at 10.15pm: Sandra (6), Son of a Tutu (13), Mary
Mac (20) and Miss Jason (27). )Sat is GUILTY PLEASURES with DJs from 9pm:
Claire Fuller (7), Eurovision in Club Lounge at 8pm & DJ Lucinda (14), Dazza
(21) and Neil Sackley with special guest Sam Solace (28). )SUNDAY NIGHT ON
THE LONDON PODIUM is with guest host Kara Van Park (1, 8 & 22) from 8pm and
guest cabaret at 9pm: Lucinda Lashes (1), Tanya Hyde (8), Davina Sparkle (22)
and Danny Beard (29). ) Thur is KARAOKE CRUISING with host Martha
D’Arthur from 8.30pm. 

SOLENT
LISTINGS
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DJ PROFILE: LUKE HOWARD
Listen… is that the glorious sound of sparkling galloping hooves? It can
only mean one thing – Horse Meat Disco have come out to play!
Queenie chats to the absolutely gorgeous Luke Howard, one quarter of
the fabulous HMD foursome to see what’s new in their marvellous disco-
fuelled world.

HMD have a residency at Patterns – how do you like playing in
Brighton? I love coming to DJ in Brighton. Patterns always has a good
crowd who love to dance and have a good time – my kind of people. Also
my mum and niece live in Brighton so I get to visit them too.

Where else can we see/hear you lovely gentlemen? Every Sunday at
Eagle London, 8pm–3am. We also have a weekly show on Rinse FM every
Sunday from 1–3pm. PLUS we have a residency in New York at Output!

DJ style? Disco and dance music from 1970s and 1980s – a mixture of
underground gems and dancefloor favourites

Fave song of all time? That’s a tough one. I have so many favourites…
Diana Ross The Boss, Jean Carne Was That All It Was, Carl Bean Born This
Way, Double Exposure My Love Is Free, Candi Staton Young Hearts Run
Free, Dolly Parton Coat of Many Colours… I could go on for ever!

Tune that fills your dancefloor? Love Sensation by Loleatta Holloway
always goes down a treat, or the Dmitri From Paris remix of I Wanna Be
Your Lover by Prince

Your dream gig? I’ve DJ’d in Brazil a few times and I’d love to get some
gigs in Rio at the Olympics – that would be pretty special. I love Rio and
I love the Olympics. Parties in Brazil are always super fun and I’m sure
during the Olympics there will be lots of amazing things happening.

Tune you wish you’d never played? Je Ne Regrette Rien – I didn’t play
it btw! I regret nothing!!

Guilty Pleasure? S Club 7 Reach For The Stars

Best ever gig? Every time I play at Eagle London. Everytime I DJ in New
York. January 2015 at a festival called Mareh on a beautiful beach in
Brazil. Tape Club Berlin. Lux club in Lisbon. NYC Downlow at Glastonbury
for the past 10 years…

Tell us a secret! I used to have a button phobia and wouldn’t wear
shirts until I was about 40!   

DJ LUKE HOWARD’S CURRENT TOP FIVE 
) CHERYL LYNN You Made My Day (Joey Negro Tell The World mix) Z
) TOUCH OF CLASS I Need Action RCA
) SHEILA HYLTON Disco Reggae Beat Harry J Records
) ANDY GIBB Shadow Dancing RSO
) ESTHER PHILLIPS Our Day Will Come Mercury

DANCE MUSIC
BY QUEEN JOSEPHINE & KATE WILDBLOOD

ALBUMS
) It’s official. Summer is 
beginning. Well almost. To help
you get prepped here’s a May
soundtrack so sizzling it comes
with factor 50 as standard. 

First up is Billie
Ray Martin’s
enchanting new
venture
influenced by
her love of Hi-

Records and the 1960s garage
sound. The Soul Tapes on
Sonnenstahl Records is a soulful
treat destined to illuminate your
summer. 

As will the soul
diva Natasha
Watts’ blissful
2nd Time
Around on
SedSoul and the

emotional authenticity of
Bucharest’s Mius’ Eigengrau on
Sonar Kollektiv.

As for getting your May wiggle on,
check out the spot on 4-to-the-
floor techno and house of
Trevino’s Front on Birdie, the acid
and slo-mo techno of Posthuman’s
Back to Acid on Balkan and the
Dots & Pearls 3 compilation mixed

with aplomb by Daniel Stefanik
for Cocoon. Also set to please this

month is
Madhouse Ibiza
2016 where the
glorious La
Fleur, JammHot
and more await

you, or the brilliant MadTech Ibiza
2016 where Alexis Rapheal, Max
Chapman and even more await
you. House music all island long. 

Our marvellous May must-plays
have to be Dressed As A Girl:
Official Motion Picture
Soundtrack curated by the film’s
director Colin Rothbart and the
ever-handsome DJ Guy Williams.
Press play and let the glitter fly
outta those speakers. If you like
your glitter Italian then purchase
the effortlessly stylish 100%

Gomma Mixed
By Severino of
Horse Meat
Disco on
Gomma. One day
all house music

compilations will be made this
way. Fa troppo caldo.

Catch Wildblood & Queenie at
Home Service May 1 and Horse
Meat Disco May 28 @ Patterns.
Plus on RadioReverb May 8
perfectdistractions.com

WILDBLOOD & QUEENIE’S MAY MARVELS
) ACIDULANT Ladies & House Music Blackan
Keeping the acid sassy, this has Pride anthem written all over it.
) SEVERINO & Farley ft Roy Inc Music Fills The Air SoSure Music
A Home Service favourite, this is house at its classiest.
) JULIET SIKORA & King Brain A Tribute To House Divas Kittball
Addictive house paying the divas we love the respect they deserve.
) ZHUT & KAPOTE Make It Cold (Nachtbraker Remix) Toy Tonics
Queenie’s favourite label delivers a slice of jazzy funked up house.
) DORSIA Chateau D'if Southern Fried Records
Moody and marvellous, just like it should always be. 
) RICHY AHMED So Good Hot Creations
A summer essential ensures the vibes on the dancefloor are too good.
) NEIL PARKES Fallin In Love Leftroom Records
Snaking, groove-led bass hook anyone?
) LUCRETIO Bug Lady Hot Haus Records
Wet Coast EP house action that’s keeping us very, very excited.
) BOOKS Stoned Love XVI Records
A NYC loft party vibe that will have you hooked at first listen.
) NIKOLA GALA Komplex (Jansons Remix) Lower East
Choppy basslines and stuttering stabs = happiness.
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OSARO TAKES IT OFF!
Brighton-based vocalist and songwriter Osaro has been
creating tunes and making waves on the dance floor in
the last two years, collaborating with Brighton’s best
known faces and giving a rip-roaring performance at
Pride. Graham Robson finds out what he’s been up to, his
recent Number 1 dance hit, and where you can catch
him doing what he loves best!

I guess I create ‘dance music’. The producers
bring their own energy to the collaborations.
Sub-genres have included vocal house, drum &
bass and electro house - my sound is always
evolving as I do.

You reached Number 1 in the Latest Music
Charts with Take It Off, working with
prominent personalities of the Brighton
scene. How did that come about?
The single is a fun song. I wanted this to be
reflected in the music video and wanted people
in it reflecting diversity within our community.
I’ve been known to party in Brighton and I’ve
made quite a few friends on the scene. I just
contacted people and they all said yes, which
was brilliant. The cast included Stephanie
Starlet, DJ Affy GoBang, DJ Pushy C, DJ Dulcie
Danger, Kath Hopkins and local artist
Mackenzie Bell. Bright colourful clothes were
worn and a quirky dance routine was created.
AJ Makeup man kindly did the make-up for the
day. It was a really good day and what made it
for me was to see people enjoying the
experience.

What gets you in the mood to write such
uplifting music? 
I started writing music and performing after a
near death experience due to meningitis. After
recovering, I decided to write, perform and
release music. When I write a song it’s usually
directly linked to an experience in my life or an
emotion that I’m feeling. I let that lead to
where the song goes.

What’s been your best gig so far?
One was in Leeds (Gatecrasher) where they

) What have you been up to?
The last two years have been amazing, starting
with performing in the CALABASH tent and on
the main stage at Brighton Pride. In 2015 I
worked alongside producer RJ and created a
quirky single, Take It Off, with a very colourful
video which was projected on giant screens at
Pride when I performed. It was such a
wonderful sense of accomplishment and the
support from the crowd was amazing.

After a year of trying to meet Brighton-based
producer/DJ David Noakes we finally got
together and created a single, Stormbreaker,
which we performed in clubs and got UK and
international radio play. We also performed on
the stage sponsored by the Bulldog and
Neighbourhood bars at the official Pride street
party. It was a huge honour to officially close
the street party on their behalf!

How do you deal with such success?
I get recognised in the street, in pubs, at the
supermarket... random places. This takes a
while to get used to. I went up to Birmingham
to visit family and got recognised in a fish and
chip shop in the city centre - someone shouted
out “Osaro, we have your music!”

How would you describe your sound?
My music has been a vehicle to express my
lyrics and I’ve always wanted my sound to
make people dance. This has been achieved by
working with several producers over the years.

built a catwalk for me and as I performed glitter
balls exploded from the ceiling showering the
clubbers with colourful ribbons. The other was
Brighton Pride, where they projected my videos
on giant screens for everyone to see... amazing
experience!

What’s your dream gig?
To perform at the MOBO awards or be nominated.
Now that would be a personal achievement.

Aside from music what do you do?
I love travelling, often off the beaten track and
meeting new cultures. Often people haven’t seen
anyone that looks like me (Scottish/Nigerian
heritage) so they’re very inquisitive. I’ve trekked
across the jungles of Borneo observing wild
orangutans and other endangered species.

I think I’m a bit of an adrenaline junkie - I’ve
paraglided off mountains, snowmobiled in the
arctic circle, scuba-dived in various places and
recently zip-wired at great heights across jungle
canopies. I just love the thrill. In contrast,
however, I love the calming nature of gardening!

What’s next? 
I’m recording a new single, After Party, with
producer/DJ David Noakes and I’m recording a
series for Latest TV showcasing established and
upcoming artists on the dance scene. I’ve got a
few performances in the pipeline in the UK and
Spain. Getting to this point has often been
challenging but I wouldn’t have got this far
without my friends so I ’d like to thank them. If
I inspire anyone in any way then that’s my job
done.

For more info, visit: www.osaro.co.uk
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) Dean had a keen interest in photography at
school, but unfortunately the lunch time
camera club was oversubscribed so he didn’t
get into photography seriously until he moved
to Brighton in the early 1990s, where he
studied A-level photography at the Brighton
College of Technology.

Around the same time he met singer Toyah
Willcox backstage at a music festival. He had
been a fan of her work since he was a teenager
and got chatting to her about his photography,
exaggerating the amount of experience he had
- particularly in the area of shooting album
covers! He left the festival with Toyah's
telephone number and gave her a call the
following week to arrange a visit to Wiltshire,
where she was living at the time, for a meeting

DEAN STOCKINGS
PHOTOGRAPHER EXTRAORDINAIRE!
Since the first issue of Gscene hit the streets 21 years ago,
many of the most memorable and iconic front covers were
created by local photographer Dean Stockings. Dean talks
to James Ledward about his work with Toyah, Boy George
and his latest venture ‘I Do Marryoke’.
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photographic paper to get all the dodging and
burning right, but eventually, at the eleventh
hour, it all came together and he faxed her a
copy (no emails back then). 

Toyah phoned immediately and said: “Dean, it’s
f***ing brilliant - exactly what I wanted!” For
Dean, the relief was immense and when a couple
of years and several shoots later he eventually
told her the truth about his lack of experience,
she found it hilarious and really admired him for
having the balls to pull it off!

Dean became a part-time professional
photographer shortly after that, but it wasn’t
until he returned from taking a year out to
travel that he decided to give it a go full-time. 

Setting off to Russia in the autumn of 2005,
travelling across to China on the Trans Siberian
Express (with a stop off in Mongolia along the
way), was a great way to start his year out.
Both he and his partner Mike had both become
disillusioned with their day jobs and decided to
sell a property and give up work for a year and
travel the world. They took in South East Asia,
Australia, New Zealand, parts of South America

to discuss the artwork for the album, Toyah
Take The Leap, that she was putting the
finishing touches to. Dean remembers: “I was
almost hyperventilating with anxiety about the
meeting, where I was sure all the lies I’d told
would become apparent to Toyah! Somehow I
managed to pull it off and got the job!”

A week later he shot the cover, which involved
photographing Toyah and the band in a
swimming pool and then montaging them into
a river scene with Salisbury Cathedral in the
distance, that he had to shoot separately.
“There was a two week deadline for the
finished artwork and right up until the last
minute, it wasn’t working out at all well.” he
remembers.

This was long before the days of everyone
having home computers - he had to work at
home with an enlarger in his blacked out
bathroom in cramped conditions. There was no
undo button! He got through heaps of
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The wedding couple and their guests mime and
perform to a song of the newly wed’s choice,
unobtrusively throughout their big day. The
song can be anything from a golden oldie to a
current chart hit - and then once he's got clips
of as many guests as possible miming to a line
from the song, he edits it professionally to turn
it into a magical looking music video! 

“It’s very entertaining on the day, and people
love watching it long after the event too! It’s
especially entertaining if you can get someone
unexpected to take part - like Great Aunt Bessie!
It’s always the ones you think won’t take part
who end up being the most enthusiastic!” 

He's had work on show in some great
exhibitions, both at home and abroad (the
furthest afield was Sydney, as part of DNA
Magazine’s birthday celebrations) and he's
recently had two photos shown alongside Pierre
et Gilles at the V&A Museum in London - albeit
briefly. “It was a huge compliment to see my
work alongside theirs, as I have been a big fan
of their work since the late eighties.” 

Finally I ask what has been the highlight of his
professional career so far. "Probably, when I was
introduced to Jean Paul Gaultier - he was
wearing a T-shirt with one of my photos of Boy
George on. When I said to him “I took that” he
gave me a little wink and said, “I know!”.

DEAN STOCKINGS
) www.idomarryoke.com
) www.deanstockings.co.uk
) +44 (0)7766 374178

In 2010 Dean published a book called Sofa So
Naked. It was something he self-financed and
therefore didn’t make a huge amount of money
from, but it received loads of press interest.
Amongst other national newspapers, The
Independent did a feature on it and it was
briefly their number one most viewed story
online. “It may have been the promise of a bit
of titillation, as all the models were naked, in
their own homes, on their own sofas. It took
some of the models a lot of courage to take
part - a couple of them were quite tipsy when I
arrived to take their portrait!”

It was through that book that he received
interest from Zoom Magazine in Italy - a very
prestigious art photography magazine. They ran
several pages about the book and his work,
which was a huge honour. Someone from
Professional Photographer Magazine in the UK
saw his ‘Snow Queens’ fashion spread in
reFRESH Magazine, which resulted in them
doing a six-page feature on him too. High
praise indeed!

More recently, following the legalisation of
same-sex marriage, Dean set up a new business
called I Do Marryoke. He says: “It’s been a lot
of fun!” 

and all of Central America on public transport
(mostly overcrowded ex-school busses). Some
of it was tough going, and there were tears,
but it was an incredible experience that he
says he definitely wouldn’t change - although
he is not sure he'd do it again! They then spent
a short time in North America before heading
back to Europe, where he started to build a
portfolio by chatting to lots of gorgeous Greek
and Italian men on the beaches of Mykonos
(where they spent the final seven weeks of
their world tour) to persuade them to model
for him.

When he returned to the UK he approached lots
of magazines with the work he'd built up on
his travels and slowly started getting regular
commissions. He was commissioned on two
separate occasions to shoot Boy George for
magazine covers. He'd been a fan of George
from way back and was really excited to work
with him, so all stops were pulled out to
impress. It worked, and after George had seen
the second cover, he contacted Dean to say he
wanted to do more work with him.

They got along really well and over the years
have built up a good working relationship. It’s
not always Dean behind the lens though, as
George is a keen photographer himself and
Dean often assists him on shoots, and has got
to meet some pretty cool people along the
way. 

They also shoot music videos together. Dean
says: “George is a great director and has a very
clear vision of what he wants. I’m good at all
the technical stuff and editing, so we make a
great team.”



) Toothbrush Tidy, £11.99
(England at Home, 

22b Ship St, Brighton,
01273 205544)
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) V&A Thermos Flask, £20
(Pussy, 3a Kensington Gardens,

Brighton, 01273 604861)

SHOPPING
WITH MICHAEL HOOTMAN

) KEN RUSSELL: THE GREAT COMPOSERS
(BFI blu-ray). If you know Russell from his
bombastic, over-the-top films such as
Tommy, The Music Lovers or The Devils, these
works will come as a revelation. Beautifully
filmed, sympathetic to their subjects, and
quietly poetic they reveal a side of the
director which seems to have vanished in his
work for cinema. ELGAR is an elegiac look at
its subject and is as much about the beauty
of the English landscape as it is the man to
whose life it was inextricably linked. SONG

OF SUMMER focuses on the fraught relationship between Delius and a
young composer who helps him during his final years and has a
commanding central performance by Max Adrian. THE DEBUSSY FILM is
an impressively Fellini-esque look at the making of a movie about the
composer.

) Bee Homes from £22.95 (in house space, 28
Gloucester Road, Brighton, 01273 682845)

) Viva Tea Pot, £30 (Edited, 3 Gardner Street,
Brighton, 01273 604006, editedbrighton.com)

) Wooden Jar, £19.50 (Utility 28a North Road,
Brighton, 01273 626222)

) Organic Cotton Flower
Soap, £5 (Workshop 13a
Prince Albert Street
Brighton 01273 731340
workshopliving.co.uk)
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GIN & BEAR IT!
Eric Page caught up with Aaron & John of Gin &
Bear It fame, two fabulous vintage gents making
waves with their unique mobile bar, called Aubry. 

Any advice for budding LGBT business folk? 
If you have a great idea, go for it. It’s scary -
that leap at the beginning - but so worth it.
Support other small businesses; don’t think of
them as competition but as colleagues!

Do you give back to the LGBT community? 
It’s important to support LGBT businesses.
Local is always preferred. We try to help out
whenever we can, raising money for the
Rainbow Fund, the Brighton Bear Weekend or
supporting local LGBT suppliers, artists,
mechanics and artisans.

Where did you first taste gin?
Aaron’s Mum’s drink cabinet at the age of 9. He
hated it but not as much as she did after he
topped it up with water!

Where did Aubrey come from?
Off Ebay, we didn’t get him checked out. He
was trucked down from Essex in the hope that
we hadn’t made a big mistake but he is a good
car, with a good engine. 

Hogarth or Gainsborough?
Gainsborough, as much as we love Hogarth’s,
we don’t like to moralise!

Where can folk experience you? 
We’re available for private hire and we’re doing
the Floral Fringe Festival at Knapp Castle in
West Grinstead and Firle Vintage Summer
Market. 

Has being LGBT influenced your choices? 
The choice of suppliers, designers and help in
our business is influenced by this. But for us
the most important thing is quality of product
and service.

What is the biggest misconception?
That bartenders are big drinkers. You need to
have your wits about you so you can give your
customers the service they deserve.

) Why a bespoke mobile bar? 
We loved classic cars and Morris Minors,
Oxfords, Travellers. Our love of gin and hosting
combined thus Aubrey became a gin babe. They
are a handsome looking car. 

How do you feel about your success? 
Encouraged by how quickly the business has
built up. Having our faces as our logo has
resulted in great meetings, so do come and say
hello! 

Does where you live affect what you offer? 
Sussex, with many outdoor entertaining
spaces, has allowed us to grow. We’re booked
for barns, teepees and marquees. It’s an
amazing experience serving people in nature.
As the sun goes down the atmosphere changes!

What’s your style? 
We combine vintage with modern. Our style is
eclectic but we aim for the aesthetic. John
trained as a theatrical costume designer. We
live our look and style. I’m not sure we could
be called cool! Vintage is probably the best
description of us.

You’ve pioneered a very bespoke look, why? 
Weddings are a good example of people
showing their style. We think we should be a
bespoke company - within our style. We always
try to provide exactly what customers want. 

Best barman? 
Lloyd - the bartender form The Shining.

Perfect gig?
A summer gig that goes well into the night. Lots
of great people, music, food and, of course, gin.
The joy that is often abundant at gigs like these
is infectious.

Your biggest headache?
We’re always concerned that we’ve enough stock.
It would be unforgivable to run out at an event.
The fun part is when we get to run the bar!

Why Brighton & Hove?
John is from Melbourne and Aaron from Bath.
Aaron had chosen Brighton as the place he
wanted to live and I had to agree! 

Where did you first meet? 
We met while waiting for a bus in Bath. John
was working and waiting for his bus home, Aaron
was waiting for a bus to visit his mother. We got
talking. It was definitely love at first sight -
soppy as that might sound but I don’t think we
ever thought that we would be working together. 

Any new projects in the pipeline?
We staged our first Speakeasy in March, we aim
to do more pop-up and secret events.

What’s your dream gin threesome?
Brighton Gin, Fevertree Tonic and a slice of
blood orange.

Who’s the better barman?
John with cocktail making and Aaron with his
sense of humour and great service, but we’re
definitely a team!

Shaken or stirred?
Shaken, only ever shaken!

GIN & BEAR IT INFO
) Twitter - @Ginandbearit1
) Instagram - @ginandbearitbar 
) and on Facebook 
) www.ginandbearit.co.uk 

COMPETITION
) To win a charming Gin & Bear It T-Shirt and
fabulous vintage Tote Bag answer this question: 
What year was Aubry, our vintage Morris Minor,
rolled off the production line?
Answers to info@gscene.com with 'Gin & Bear
It competition' in the subject line.



CHICHESTER FESTIVAL THEATRE
Oaklands Park, Chichester, Box office: 01243 781312
) AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE (Apr 22–May 21). Brilliant Dr Stockmann,
Chief Medical Officer of the Baths, has made a shocking scientific
discovery about the standards of sanitation at the popular local spa.
Luckily technology has a ready solution: the polluted baths must close

immediately, so cleansing and
rebuilding work can be carried out.
But not everyone sees things quite
so simply. What about the impact of
closure on tourism, property and
commerce? What about the town’s
wider image and reputation? Dr
Stockmann’s brother, the Mayor, has
one drastic response. The local

tradespeople and property owners have another. Now it is up to the
liberal press. Dare they print the facts Dr Stockmann has uncovered,
and let the public make up their own minds? Ibsen’s thrilling play, in a
version by Christopher Hampton, is a searing examination of the
intricate workings of power and influence, and an investigation into
who holds real authority in society. Stars Hugh Bonneville.

BRIGHTON FRINGE
FESTIVAL
Box Office: Travel Shop, 26 North
St, Brighton, 01273 917272 or
www.brightonfringe.org

BAR BROADWAY
The Gods, 10 Steine St, Brighton 
) BROADWAY LUNCHBOX (1pm,
daily in May, £6/£5). A new show
every week, with West End and
Broadway songs in a brand new
mash-up, with Sally Vate, Jason
Thorpe, Spice, Kara Van Park,
Ross Cameron, Miss Treated.

) SOMEWHERE UNDER THE
RAINBOW, THE LIZA MINNELLI
STORY (8pm, 5-13 May, £10/£8).
West End performer Sharon Sexton
as Liza belts her way through her
hits like you've never heard them
before, including Mein Herr, Maybe
This Time and Some People.
) AAAND… IT IS WHAT IT IS
(10pm, every Friday, £5/£3).
Stand-up and sketch comedy at its
best, from an eclectic quintet of
dysfunctional humans.
) AUSTEN EMPOWERED (8pm, 17-
21 May, £8/£6.50). Forget
everything you thought you knew
about Austen in this hilarious romp

around the parlour, swapping vol-
au-vents for vodka and parasols
with a Primark handbag.
) MRS KASHA DAVIS – THERE’S
ALWAYS TIME FOR A COCKTAIL
(3pm/7pm, May 22; 7pm/9pm, May
23; 7pm/9pm, May 24) RuPaul’s
Drag Race star Mrs Kasha Davis
brings her one-woman show to
Broadway, £18.

) SPICE: TWISTED DISNEY (9pm,
May 22, £10). Spice takes you on a
madcap musical journey through all
your favourite Disney sing-a-long
tunes.
) TELL HIM ON SUNDAY (8pm,
May 25-27, £10) Jason Thorpe
sings songs from Tell Me On A
Sunday with a gay twist. Musical
arrangement by Jamie Lees. 
) VAUDEVILLE VARIETY (8pm, May
31, £10). Jaison Snape and
Stephanie Von Clitz take you back
to a time when Vaudeville was THE
place to be in showbiz.
) SWEETIE DARLING COMES
AGAIN (8pm, June 1; 3pm/8pm,
June 4) Five drag queens lipsync
for their lives! It's going to be
Absolutely Fabulous, Sweetie, with
Cassidy Connors, Linda Bacardi,
Stephanie Von Clitz, Morag
McDuff & Britney Fierce, £10.

) 24 HOUR MUSICAL (June 3,
£10). Spice, Sally Vate and Miss
Treated are told their musical on
Thursday night and then have to 24
hours to finalise their performance.
Free show performed in The Gods.

BRIEFS
Republic, Madeira Drive (next to
Brighton Wheel)
) BRIEFS (May 18–Jun 5). A
mixture of big top bravado and boy
burlesque: six Aussies and one New
Yorker are powered by a fierce
energy as they mix up a potent
blend of drag, glamour and
athleticism, infused with dancing,
tumbling, juggling, acro-balancing,
trapeze, hulahooping, lipsyncing,
sequins, feathers and frocks. The
show combines an eye-popping
blend of dog show satire, intimate
yo-yo tricks, wind machines, Busby
Berkeley spectacle, pure burlesque
and an array of serious circus skills.

CUT
Brighthelm Church & Community
Centre, North Road, Brighton
) TANGLEHEAD PRODUCTIONS &
SPIRAL ARTS: CUT (various times:
1pm–7pm, 10 May). Two women are
forced to face their own cultural
beliefs when a friend of their
daughters is about to be sent away
to the country of her birth to be
cut. Will they get involved and try

to help or turn a blind eye? Written
by Suchi Chatterjee and Susi
Maxwell-Stewart and directed by
Rikki Tarascas. Includes short
discussion with audience. Age 16+.

KOMEDIA
Gardner St, Brighton
Box office: 08452 938480
) REBELLES PRESENT 9 (8.30pm,
May 12, £12/£10). Never judge a
singer by her shoes! Rebelles is a

group of 9 singers; Julia, Natalie,
Michelle, Marina, Andrea, Sibyl,
Meredith, Sally and Cat. Nine
voices. Nine busy lives. Nine
women with nothing in common
but a shared joy in singing.
Without all nine working together
the harmonies just don’t work.
Rebelles tell their personal stories
through their unique sound in an
original show featuring close
harmony jazz, folk and classical
songs. Stefan Holmstrom,
Rebelles’ musical director, opera
singer and voice coach, is joined
by Tim Nail (piano), Paul
Whiteside (double bass) and Gregg
Isaacson (guitar).
) BENT DOUBLE (May 1). A gay-
friendly, irreverent night of fun and
frolics hosted by Zoe Lyons (Mock
The Week and Michael McIntyre’s

ARTS
BY MICHAEL HOOTMAN
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Comedy Roadshow). Line-up
features: Laura Lexx, 'One of the
most delightful performers you're
ever likely to see’ GQ; David Mills
‘his talent for whip cracking one-
liners is audaciously thrilling’ Time
Out; headlining Aisling Bea 'A
master class in high impact
entertainment' Evening Standard.
) HOMOPHOBE (Jun 4 & 5).
Tommy spent last year tracking
down and interviewing people on
film who've shown fear and
violence towards gay people in the

past. As they've aged, have their
opinions changed? Join him for a
one-man show exploring society,
culture and homophobia.

THE BRUNSWICK
Holland Rd, Brighton
) ZRAZY: NEW ALBUM TOUR
(May 12). The garlanded award-
winning Irish duo of original
soul/jazz/pop are back with a new
album 'a dazzling collection, The

Art of Happy Accident’. Expect
songs both new and from their
impressive back catalogue. Winners
of the GLAMA (Gay and Lesbian
American Music Award) for Best
Album in 2006. Carole Nelson &
Maria Walsh are multi-
instrumentalists and 'have talent to
burn... a class act' Hot Press.

LATEST MUSIC BAR
Manchester St, Brighton
) THE SEX SHELLS GOING DOWN
(May 22–May 25). Darlings of the
London gay scene and denizens of
the comedy underworld, this queer
comedy sketch troupe present a
glittering, twisted, all-singing, all-
prancing look at gay life... and
death in the 21st century. Be
transported to Gaydes and meet a
host of mythological mates in a
blackly sparkling hell of their own
devising. Bizarre, heart-warming,
and anarchic, the show plays with
notions of damnation, but is
ultimately a story of redemption
through friendship.

MARLBOROUGH THEATRE
Princes St, Brighton
) CARETAKERS (May 6–May 8).
His teacher believes Jamie is being
bullied because he's gay. She wants
to help but the Deputy Head thinks
it will sort itself out. Is she

speaking from experience or is
there something more unsavoury
about her unwillingness to help?
An explosive new play about
homophobia and bullying by
award-winning playwright Billy
Cowan. ‘Do not miss - Hits home
with a punch!’ What’s On Stage.
) KINGDOM PRESENTS KING OF
THE FRINGE (10.15pm, 12 May)
Grand finale of Brighton’s only
drag king competition. The kings
strut their stuff before extra
special judges hoping to win the
King of the Fringe title and £100!
) NANDO MESSIAS THE SISSY’S
PROGRESS (1pm, 7 May). Nando
Messias was beaten up in an act
of homophobic hatred and many
years later his response is this
spectacle of provocation,
celebration and hyperflamboyance.
Part dance-theatre, part walking
performance, Nando leads the
audience through the streets with
a band playing music composed by
Jordan Hunt. A shock of brassy

celebration and gender identity.
Reclaim the street sissy-style!
) IRA BRAND PRESENTS BREAK
YOURSELF (7pm, 12 May; 7.30pm,
13 May & 14 May) A new piece
about the performance of identity
and gender, the relationship
between power and desire, the
complex landscape of male and
female sexual desire, and the
desire to be someone else. And
Bruce Springsteen. 
) JOAN (7.15pm, 16, 17 & 18
May). Packed with guts, heart and
some well-placed couscous, this
fuses lyrical writing and drag king
cabaret. A story of courage,
conviction, hope, survival and
love, this is Joan of Arc – quite
possibly the world’s first drag king.
Performed by Drag Idol Champion
Lucy Jane Parkinson, aka LoUis
CYfer. ‘Comic fizz, emotional
ballast and cross-dressing that looks
like sorcery’ The Guardian
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) HELP! I THINK I MIGHT BE
FABULOUS (May 14, 28). With a
piano and some cheap backing
tracks, Alfie Ordinary, the son of a
drag queen, tells his story. From
first discovering that be might be
fabulous, to coming out to his
mother, Alfie mixes storytelling
with familiar songs from Shirley
Bassey, The Village People,
Sugababes and more! Alfie has
worked with artists like David
Hoyle and Dickie Beau and is a
stand-out act in the UK drag and
cabaret scene with his unique take
on the drag genre.

NEW STEINE HOTEL
11 New Steine, Brighton
) ROMANY MARK BRUCE (11am-
9pm, April 30–June 5). Romany,
creator of the Brighton AIDS
Memorial, exhibits a new collection
of vibrant abstract paintings,
inspired by ecclesiastical items he’s
collected over 20 years. 
) MISS EVEY-THEODOSIA
HAMMOND SISTERS OF AVALON:
LULLABIES FOR LOVER & SINNERS
(6pm May 8 & 15, 8pm May 6,7,13
& 14, £10). The performance starts
where the video Night Circus stops.
At the end of the tunnel. It’s all
about the journey of my inner self,
as the tunnel symbolises the
unconscious internal self. Inside its
darkness, with only one weapon to
fight with, my light. My light was
my childhood captured in songs.
This show symbolises the middle

point between death and dream,
Neverland and Everland, my boy
and my girl. As a transgender I had
to kill the boy inside me so that I
can give birth to the woman.
Tickets £10.
) GREGOIRE AUBERT QUEER SIDE
STORY (8pm May 28, 5.30pm May
29, 8pm June 3 & 4, 5.30pm June
5). West Side Story revisited with a
queer twist! What would it be like
if the musical were told as a gay
story? Tolerance, love, fun and
drama, is there anything gayer?
That’s what you’ll find out through
the exploration of the most
beautiful songs ever written, with
passionate dancing, exquisite
costumes, banter, laughter and
emotion! Tickets £10.

RIALLTO THEATRE
Dyke Rd, Brighton
) ALMOST A GOTH (May 16–20). A
raucous and rude comedy by Tom
Wells. Nick 17 and gay, volunteers
in old people's homes, and suffers
paroxyms of love and hate for the
residents. He’s convinced that he’s
in love with his resolutely straight
best mate, Greg who wants Nick to
'be my Mutya’. 
) EDIT PROFILE (May 5–May 8).
What you into? Chemsex? BB?
Groups? Up for joining us?
Wherever, whenever, tap the app
and you’re just a few meters away
from a world of hot guys waiting
for you. An explicit and raunchy
exploration of the escapades of a
single hard and horny gay man as
he navigates the world of dating
apps, chem sex and group play. 

ST GEORGES CHURCH
St George’s Road, Kemptown

) BRIGHTON GAY MEN'S CHORUS
AND THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS (May
6–May 7). Join Brighton Gay Mens
Chorus as they explore their dark
side in a new music extravaganza.
What does it mean to be a glutton
in a gay world? Ever been seduced
into gorging on forbidden fruit?
Lusting at the shrine of the

unattainable or were you just too
slothful? If you're feeling greedy
come and hear the boys tackle
songs by David Bowie, Starship,
Bruno Mars, Walk The Moon and
Cilla Black, led by Marc Yarrow.
Tickets £14/£12 are available from
the Chorus’ ticketing website
brightongmc.org (no booking fees,
all credit and debit cards accepted,
or PayPal account) and from the
Brighton Fringe Box Office
) RAINBOW CHORUS SINGS OUT!
(May 23). Brighton & Hove’s very
own LGBT choir showcases its
diverse repertoire. In addition to a
medley of songs, it will add some
fun to the evening with an element
of audience participation. 

SWEET DUKEBOX
Waterloo St, Brighton
) THE HALF LIFE OF LIVE (May
16–May 20). The half life of love is
forever. It remains toxic, poisoning
life long after love is over. Alex sits
in his chair drinking wine, listening
to music, numb to all but his day-
to-day existence. A sudden knock
on the door late at night and
Connor has turned up; 17, drunk,
disorderly, a mess in the guise of a
fit young lover. How does love and
nurture turn to rejection and
hatred? This new play by Gail Louw
looks at the complex relationships
of adoptive parents, their children
and gay partners.
) IT'S BOUND TO BE RIGHT ON
THE NIGHT (May 13–May 14).
Actually' Gay Men’s Chorus are
celebrating their 10 year
anniversary with performances
dating back to the very beginning.
After their phenomenal concert
with the London Gay Symphony
Orchestra at the Brighton Dome in
January, come and join them as

guests from the past appear
through to the magic of Dr Who.
) ERECT BUT UNSTABLE (May
23–May 29). A comedic cabaret of
monologues and spoken word
examining queer love and
relationships, sexual awakening and
obsession. Accompany John on his
journey through Montreal’s gay
village, with side trips to science,
religion and psychiatry, in search of
answers about sex and attraction.
'Sweet’s ability to let us experience
his uncomfortable situations
through an absurdist perspective is
wonderful' Prague Post.

TRAUMFRAU
Spiegeltent, Brighton
) TRAUMFRAU PRESENTS DISCO
OUTRAGE - SPIEGELTENT: THE
QUEER TAKEOVER (11pm, 14 May).
A night of sordid performance and
outrageous disco. Enter a tumble
dryer of great music and bad taste
with DJ Unskinny Bop and a
collection of homegrown freaks:
Lydia L’Scabies Mills, Daniel
Shepherd-Hills, King of the
Fringe – the winner of Brighton’s
Drag King competition. Plus: Trims
for the Fringe: fringe and beard
trims, side shaves and undercuts!
Pop-up hairdressing and live art by
salon and gallery Brush.

THE WARREN
St Peter’s Church, York Place
) IRIS PRIZE FILM FESTIVAL/
LOVE BITES (May 6–Jun 1). A
selection of various LGBT shorts
running throughtout the Festival.
) 5 GUYS CHILLIN’ (May 29–Jun
1). Graphic, gripping, funny and
frank verbatim drama exposing the
chill-out chem-sex scene. 'Wanna
pair of shorts? Shot of G? Line of
Meth?' From surgeons to students,
couples to kink; guys that love it
and lost guys longing to be loved.
Original look into a drug-fuelled,
hedonistic, highly secret world of
Grindr, and instant gratification.
‘Beautifully done’ Gay Times.
) MADAMA BUTTERFLY (May 29,
31, Jun 2). US Naval officer
Pinkerton rents a house in
Nagasaki, for himself and his soon-
to-be wife, the 15-year-old
Butterfly. This traditional
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I’ve found some stand out shows for you to enjoy, amongst the many
creative offerings that will be beckoning you over the coming month.

) Before I get into them I
have news of my exhibition in
Ohio at the Good Goat Gallery
(thegoodgoatgallery.com) I’m
involved in a show HAROLD
LOVES MAUDE (May 13–July
16) which features a number of
works inspired by the cult
classic film Harold And Maude,
which starred Ruth Gordon &

Bud Cort, and was accompanied by music by Cat Stevens. 

ARTISTS OPEN HOUSES
http://aoh.org.uk.gridhosted.co.uk
Here’s my selection of interesting work on
show in Brighton during THE ARTISTS
OPEN HOUSES (May 2–15) 

) CONTEMPORARY RETROSPECTIVE at
Gallery40 on Gloucester Road is a joint
exhibition over 2 floors by Brighton
artists Patrick O’Donnell and Dawei
Zhang, featuring recent works upstairs and others spanning the last
ten years downstairs. The exhibition also features a specially created
collaborative work inspired by their love of table tennis. Dawei is

showing his recent figurative
graphite drawings following an
intense year of re-engaging with
drawing practice. Patrick is
showing his new collection of
paintings prompted by the recent
imagery of Pluto beamed back
from Nasa’s New Horizons probe.
An accompanying film by Manel
Ortega documenting the process
will be shown at the launch.

) Phoenix Brighton on Waterloo Place throws open its doors into
one of  the largest artists’ studios in the country, (11am–5pm, May 7
& 8). Over 100 professional artists and makers rent studio space in the
building, with a broad variety of disciplines and work to be on show. 

) Every weekend at 28 Montpelier Road for her third May festival,
Francesca McLeod introduces her new series of contemporary
landscapes, depicted using oils on aluminium. Francesca is
predominately known for her portraiture, and new variants can also be
viewed during the show.

) For three Sundays (May 15–29) at 38 Viaduct Road, there’s an
opportunity to view the current range of work in progress by Judy
Martin. including paintings, prints, mixed media and the beginnings
of a move into small-scale sculptures.

) At the Pembroke Garden Studio in Hove throughout all of the
weekends, Keith Gordon’s paintings  which are aligned with landscape
painting, but which equally emphatically explore force, dynamic
balance, inconsistent time, and expressions of flowering and decay,
will be hung in anticipation of viewing.

) 2miles north of Lewes at a studio at Hamsey Manor, open for all
weekends of the festival (except May 14 & 15), Stephen Pigott will be
showing his drawn images and Victoria Albuquerque her landscape
paintings. To Stephen the subject of people is important whether
drawn from a life study, or memory; when people observed are
developed into semi-abstract paintings using colour, rhythm and light. 
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ART MATTERS
BY ENZO MARRA

production champions the anti-
stereotype stance of the LGBT
community by casting the soprano
Paul Bork in the title rôle of the
tragic geisha. Sung in Italian with
English surtitles.

) CarMen (May 30–Jun 1). Set in
the gay community of liberal 1920s
Spain. José, the central character
in this all-male reworking of Bizet’s
tragic opera, is sexually confused
and dominated by a strictly
religious upbringing.

BRIGHTON FESTIVAL
Box Office: 29 New Rd Brighton,
01273 709709 web:
brightonfestival.org

THEATRE ROYAL
New Road, Brighton
) STELLA (May 27–May 28). A
theatrical encounter with a truly
remarkable person, Stella is a new
show inspired by the strange life
and lonely death of Ernest Boulton
– one half of the now-infamous
Victorian cross-dressing duo Fanny
& Stella. Intimate and emotional,
scandalous and glamorous, Stella
uses two performers, an empty
stage and a haunting real-life story
to ask what it might take to truly
be yourself. Written and directed
by Neil Bartlett.

88 LONDON ROAD
Brighton, 01273 911313
) EAST (Apr 26–May 21). Centered
around a couple of razor-happy
randy yobs of almost total moral
repellence but absolute physical
charm, writer Steven Berkoff
masterminds a unique theatrical
experience, with language that
seesaws from the elegance of
Shakespearian verse to the
downright profane. As relevant
today as when first produced, the

play hones in on the lives and
loves of the underclasses, the
social injustices which continue to
divide the have and have-nots.
) ELLA D GAJIC: DID I CHOOSE
THESE SHOES? (May 24–May 27). A
thought-provoking one woman
show exploring the themes of
feminism, nature v nurture, love
and society. This spoken poetry
performance focusses on the issues
of growing up in the 21st century.
Featuring film, music, physical
theatre and original poetry
performed by the author. 
) PINOCCHIO (May 30–Jun 3).
Join award-winning Brighton story
tellers Bard & Troubadour on a
truly magical journary for all ages,
as Pinocchio faces scoundrels, set-
backs and sea monsters on his
quest to become a real boy. Expect
music, puppets - and plenty of
audience participation!

) JOSH GLAVIN: GROWING PAINS
(May 31–Jun 4). He’s been called
the ‘dancer to watch’ by The World
Dances; represented Great Britain
in the tap world championships;
and even danced for the royal
family. Joshua’s unique take on
dance mixes styles to create new,
innovative and enchanting work.
His fast footwork and clean cut
rhythms have earned him the
nickname Machine Gun Kelly. Josh
tells his story of passion, love, and
coming of age. Through an urban
tap dance tale, he shows the
lessons he’s learnt growing up in
the world of performing arts.

BRIGHTON CENTRE
Kings Road, Brighton
Box office: 0844 847 1515
) UB40 (May 3). Three founding
members sing hits including Red,
Red Wine, Kingston Town.
) YES (May 7). Grammy award-
winning rock giants perform two
iconic albums, Fragile and Drama,
in their entirety, plus classic tracks.
) IL DIVO (Sun 15). The Amor
and Pasión tour promises ‘Latin
love songs and all your favourites’.
) ADAM ANT (Sun 28). Anthemic
songs like Ant Music, Dog Eat Dog
and King Of The Wild Frontiers plus
a selections from Adam’s hits and
considerable back catalogue.
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In 1904, she assumed her final identity; a
certain Mr Thomas E Boulton is registered as
having died that year in the National Hospital
in London's Queen Square – Stella again taking
her final bow as a man.

A year ago, my husband and I moved house,
and a chance confusion in unpacking my boxes
of papers meant that a long-forgotten
photograph of my younger 1980s self in drag
came into collision with a photocopied
newspaper illustration of Stella on the night of
her arrest. That strange juxtaposition got me
thinking, and eventually lead me to approach
the Brighton Festival with an idea for a new
theatre piece. 

The idea was simple; to bring Stella back to life
for the night and just let her talk - to talk to
our century, if you like,  about the life-lessons
she learnt in hers. The Festival said yes, and as
well as going back to Stella's letters and police
records and play-scripts I then started on a six-
month journey to meet and talk to people who
live or work in a gender different to the one
they were born into -  hairdressers, journalists,
pensioners, actors, nightclub hostesses and
singers, from Dalston to Brighton to Tokyo. 

Meeting them and hearing their stories
confirmed what I feel every time I recall what
happened to Stella on that pavement outside
the Royal Strand Theatre all those years ago. I
think we need to put all our categorising and
label-wars aside, and remember that the gift
that all transformers and transitioners and
dressers-up give us is an invaluable one. They
tell us that our queer identities are never a
destination, but always a journey. They remind
us that in the end it doesn't matter what
category you fit, only how brave you are.

Frederick Park, aka Fanny. The high-profile Old
Bailey trial that ensued was a battle over
identity and labels; was Stella a sex-worker, a
lady, a queen – or simply a misguided young
man with an unfortunate drag habit? 

Nowadays, of course, we'd want to know if she
was ‘really’ trans rather than drag – because
we, in our way, are just as keen to categorise
anyone who strays outside of their allotted
gender role as the Victorians were. 

Stella's mother told the gentlemen of the jury
about how the school-age Ernest liked to dress
up as the family chambermaid, and could even
pass in front of her own grandmother – but
they took that as evidence of high spirits,
rather than of nascent gender dysphoria.

Unbelievably, Stella got off. Received wisdom
dictates that after all that exposure she ought
to have slunk away into obscurity, but not a
bit of it; her transformations merely took a new
turn. She changed her name, dyed her hair and
took her act on the road, touring variety
theatres for nearly three more decades as a
drag queen, actress and comedian. 

) With America passing new laws to prevent
gender-panic in cottages and supermodel
Andreja Pejic turning heads all over the global
media, not to mention our very own and very
marvellous Rebecca Root and Paris Lees, you
could be forgiven for thinking that trans is the
new queer. You might also think that gender-
transformation in all its contested varieties is
something that post-dates hormone treatments
and surgery. Well, no.

A century and a half before the North Carolina
legislature started to get all twitchy about
who sees what in their restrooms, in April
1870 to be exact, a strikingly well-dressed
young woman named Stella was catching the
show at the Royal Strand Theatre, a Victorian
variety-palace on the corner of the Aldwych.
The rather daring silk gown she was wearing
needed some attention, so she repaired to the
ladies’ toilet to fix her drag. However, this was
no lady; it was, in fact, the 22-year-old Ernest
Boulton, for whom Stella was only one of many
aliases, and when she left the theatre Stella
was arrested and carted off to Bow Street in
the company of her sister in crime, one

TRANS? LADY? QUEEN?
Author and director, Neil Bartlett, on the extraordinary true
story behind his new show for the Brighton Festival.
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“Our queer identities are 
never a destination, but
always a journey... in the
end it doesn’t matter what
category you fit, only how
brave you are”

NEIL BARTLETT’S STELLA
) The world premiere of Neil Bartlett's
new theatre piece STELLA is at Brighton’s
Theatre Royal (8pm, May 27-28) as part
of Brighton Festival. 
) The show then transfers to Hoxton
Hall, London (June 1-18) and Holland
Festival, Amsterdam (June 20-21).
) To book tickets online, visit:
www.brightonfestival.org
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Dances. The first of the Variations
sets here is the second book using
the famous Paganini theme.
Brahms repeats the theme at the
start of this second set, and then
sets off on another 14 wide
ranging variations, covering all the
extremes from light filigree detail
to real barnstorming virtuosity. The
chorale-like original theme of the
Op. 21 No. 1 set is a great
contrast, and the variations that
unfold are perhaps more subtle and
less obviously showy to begin with
at least, allowing Douglas more
opportunity to demonstrate his
warmth of tone. The fiery Scherzo
is given full weight, in contrast to
the sombre second Sarabande and
the beautifully delicate
Intermezzo No 3 from Op 76. The
lively Variations on a Hungarian
Song are joined appropriately

either side by Hungarian Dances,
and Douglas performs these with
joyful panache. Another great
volume in this increasingly
significant survey of Brahms’ piano
music. Chandos CHAN10878

Reviews, comments and events: 
v nicks-classical-
notes.blogspot.co.uk
t @nickb86uk
) nbclassical@hotmail.co.uk

REVIEWS

) Rachmaninov (1873-1943)
wrote two major works for two
pianos: the Fantaisie (Tableaux),
Op. 5 (also known as Suite No. 1)
and the Suite No. 2, Op. 17, and
then transcribed his Symphonic
Dances, Op. 45 for two pianos.
Canadian pianists Louis Lortie and
Hélène Mercier have recorded all
three, and the results are
delightful, right from the mercurial

rippling of the opening movement
of the Fantaisie, through to the
whirling exchanges in the
sweeping waltz of the Suite No. 2.
The thundering bells of Easter in
the Fantaisie’s final movement are
hypnotic, and Lortie and Mercier
emphasis the percussive nature of
Rachmaninov’s writing here to
great effect. Yet they show great
sensitivity and emotion in the
operatic Romance of the second
Suite. This movement, and the
Tarantelle finale especially are
highly reminiscent of
Rachmaninov’s Piano Concerto No.
2, composed just a few months
earlier – others perhaps take this
Tarantelle at a faster pace, but
Lortie & Mercier’s energy and
precision cannot be faulted.
Composed as an orchestral
Rachmaninov premiered his own
transcription for two pianos of his
orchestral Symphonic Dances Op.
45 with Vladimir Horowitz in 1942.
A sad air of nostalgia runs deeply
through the music, and the
pianists here capture this
touchingly, still giving bite to
Rachmaninov’s occasional
outbursts of anger too. There are
many strong recordings of these
works, and Argerich/Friere or
Ashkenazy/Previn take some
beating, but this recording
certainly holds its own in such
exalted company. 
Chandos CHAN10882

) I was lucky enough to recently
catch the early music group
Alamire, directed by David
Skinner, performing music from
their latest recording project, of
music from Anne Boleyn’s
Songbook. The songbook contains
collected motets, and a few
chansons, and whilst the exact
provenance of the collection is
uncertain, the connection to Anne
Boleyn is broadly accepted. The
chansons are performed with great
poise and elegance by contralto
(and member of the consort) Clare
Wilkinson, accompanied by Jacob
Heringman (lute) and Kirsty
Whatley (harp). Alamire’s sound is
arresting, and noticeably different
from many of the other early music
consorts around. Skinner elicits a
more direct, assertive sound, with
the individual lines more
prominent, particularly in the
lower voices. Highlights include
the small scale, Mouton’s (c.1459-
1522) dark-toned Tota pulchra es,
for men’s voices, through to the
glorious larger scale Stabat Mater
setting by Josquin des Prez
(c.1450-1521). Often Skinner’s

pitch choices are low, again
accentuating the richness of the
lower voices, and this is
particularly evident in Josquin’s
wonderful Praeter rerum seriem.
The disc is up for a BBC Music
Magazine Award, and by the time
you read this, the result will be
known - they stand a very strong
chance of winning. Highly
recommended. Obsidian CD715

) Pianist Barry Douglas is now
up to his fifth volume of the Works
for Solo Piano by Brahms (1833-
1897), and as with all the previous
volumes, he mixes and matches
larger scale works (here, three sets
of variations), with shorter works.
So here, as well as two Intermezzi
each from the Op 76 & Op 118
sets, there are two Sarabandes,
and three of the Hungarian

CLASSICAL NOTES
BY NICK BOSTON

CINEMA
) You can see the Royal Ballet
Artist in Residence, Liam
Scarlett’s ballet, Frankenstein, to
music by Lowell Liebermann, live
from Covent Garden (Wed 18).
) The Car Man is Matthew Bourne’s sensual take on Bizet’s Carmen
(Mon 9). Both in local cinemas Duke’s at the Komedia Brighton,
Cineworld Eastbourne, and the Connaught Cinema, Worthing.

CONCERTS
BRIGHTON FESTIVAL
For details, venues and tickets: 01273 709709
www.brightonfestival.org  
) The London Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Daniel Harding,
with Bruckner and pianist Leif Ove Andsnes in Mozart’s Piano
Concerto No. 20 (7 May). ) Ann Murray performs with La Nuova
Musica in Dido & Aeneas (8 May). ) Vox Luminis perform Elizabethan
English music (13 May). ) The Takács Quartet are at Glyndebourne
(15 May). ) The Marian Consort perform music by Gesualdo with
Clare Norburn’s dramatic monologue exploring the composer’s life (20
May). ) The City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, conducted by

Edward Gardner, are joined by Brighton Festival
Chorus for Elgar’s The Dream of Gerontius, with
soloists Alice Coote, Robert Murray and Matthew
Rose (22 May). ) Then the Philharmonia Orchestra,
conducted by David Murphy are joined by Indian
violinist Kala Ramnath in works by English composers,

together with Ramnath’s own traditional music (28 May). 
) Lunchtime concerts include the Alke Quartet (11 May), pianist Luka
Okros (18 May), and soprano Gemma Lois Summerfield (20 May).

BRIGHTON FRINGE
Details, venues and tickets: www.brightonfringe.org 01273 917272
) Lunchtime concerts at the Chapel Royal include the Ensemble Raza
(10 May) and guitarist Paul Gregory (17 May). ) Concerts at Friends
Meeting House include pianist Helen Burford (15
May) and Ashworth & Rattenbury Guitars (13 May).
) At St Michael and All Angels Church you can
hear cellist Pavlos Carvalho play Bach (various
dates) and pianist Stefan Warzycki (7 May).
) Sophia Bartlette (violin) and Amoret Abis
(piano) perform music by women composers including Clara Schumann
and Rebecca Clarke (14 May). ) And finally, MOOT focus on the music
of Milton Babbitt who would have been 100 this year (10 May).
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GAMES

) There have been tons of
videogames based on the X-
Men universe and
Apocalypse has appeared in
many of them either as the
main antagonist or one of
villains for the X-Men to thwart. First appearing in 1992‘s Spider-
Man/X-Men: Arcade’s Revenge and then 1993’s X-Men, it’s 1994’s X-
Men: Mutant Apocalypse where he first gets his name on the title
screen. Made by Capcom for the Super Nintendo and taking the form of
a side-scrolling fighting game, Mutant Apocalypse is actually based on
both the comic and the immensely popular 1990s animated series. The
player is able to take control of one of five different X-Men including
Cyclops, Gambit and Wolverine who each have their own objectives and
levels to complete on the island of Genosha in order to liberate captive
mutants. The game has stunning 16-bit graphics and sound and is a joy
to play, although, be warned, if you do want to experience the game it
is very difficult and may frustrate you enough to throw the controller at
the screen!

The next major appearance of Apocalypse was again down to Capcom
who used him as the final boss in both the massively popular X-Men vs
Street Fighter and the following year’s Marvel Super Heroes vs Street
Fighter. After encountering the player character’s normal size, he grows
to gigantic proportions just before the fight begins. Apocalypse is a
tough battle thanks to his huge life bar which slowly regenerates as
well as his ability to change his main hand into different weapons such
as drills and maces, which can cause massive damage to the player’s
character. Capcom gets Apocalypse’s character perfectly, being both

fearsome and
imposing, as well as
using the same voice
actor from the
animated series, which
helps to bring the
character to life.

The next major
appearance of the first
mutant after X-Men:
Reign of Apocalypse
for the GBA is at the

end of 2004’s X-Men Legends. After the X-Men’s defeat of Magneto and
Master Mold, their victory is watched by Apocalypse who decides to
finally put his plan into motion leading into the game’s sequel, 2005’s
X-Men Legends 2: Rise of Apocalypse. X-Men Legends is an action
roleplaying series where you are able to create a team of four X-Men
from a roster of the most famous of Marvel’s merry mutants. Legends 2
also includes some mutants from the Brotherhood such as the previous
antagonist Magneto, Scarlet Witch and Toad. The plot revolves around

Apocalypse creating a machine
to give him even more power
but to power the machine he
needs four specific mutants
who have what he calls
harmonic DNA. These mutants
are Polaris, Emma Frost,
Sabretooth and Quicksilver. In
the final battle with
Apocalypse in Egypt, the
machine appears to not work
properly which helps the X-Men
put an end to the villain’s plan.
It is revealed after the X-Men
leave that Mister Sinister is the
reason the machine failed,
wanting to defeat Apocalypse
for his own needs.

COMICS

) Whilst we already have a huge comic book movie being released
this month by the name of Captain America: Civil War, you geeks
should get doubly excited by the much anticipated follow up to 2014’s
huge hit X-Men: Days of Future Past in the form of X-Men: Apocalypse!

Following on from the after credits
scene at the end of Days of Future
Past, Apocalypse revolves around the
titular villain Apocalypse who is the
world’s first and by extension most
powerful mutant. After being in stasis
for thousands of years he awakens to
find a world he is completely
disillusioned with and, after recruiting
a team of powerful mutants including
Storm and Magneto, sets out to
cleanse the Earth of humanity and
create a new World Order. After
capturing Professor Xavier it falls to
Raven / Mystique to bring together

the X-Men and lead them towards defeating Apocalypse once and for
all. The film will serve as the introduction to many previously seen and
popular mutants like Jean Grey, Cyclops and Nightcrawler after the
timeline was altered thanks to Wolverine’s actions during Days of
Future Past thereby allowing new stories to be told with previously
seen characters. It’s this new freedom that allows the filmmakers to
create exciting new stories and plotlines without having to adhere to
previously established continuity.

X-Men fans have waited a long time
for one of the series’ most popular
villains to appear on the silver screen
and hopefully the end result will be
fantastic. Apocalypse, also known as
En Sabah Nur, first appeared way back
in 1986’s X-Factor #5 exactly 30 years
ago this month. Initially created to
replace the Owl, who was the intended
leader of the Alliance of Evil,
Apocalypse has gone on to be up
there with Magneto as one of the X-
Men’s worst and most deadly of
adversaries. He was the main
antagonist both in the series X-Factor
(1986–1991) as well as the hugely

popular Age of Apocalypse crossover and has been killed and
resurrected numerous times in his history mostly thanks to his mutant
powers and advanced alien technology gifted to him by the Celestials;
immensely powerful beings from the birth of the universe who created
both life and death along with the Marvel multiverse. Apocalypses
powers are immense as he has total control over the molecules of his
body causing him to change his form as it suits him as well as being
able to give himself any superhuman power. He can also absorb and
project energy and has the capacity to use both telepathy and
telekinesis.

Apocalypse has ties to many characters featured in the mutant corner
of the Marvel Universe. He is the arch enemy of Cable, creator of both
Mister Sinister and Stryfe (who also happens to be Cable’s clone) and
has changed the lives of many of the X-Men including Wolverine,
Sunfire, Gambit, Polaris and Angel after turning them into his minions
who are usually referred to as his horsemen. 

GEEK SCENE
COMICS & GAMES BY CRAIG STORRIE
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Or is he making a statement based on his
fashion tastes, straight from the nose to the
ankle but his fluffy gay hair is ever so finely
paired with a silver shoe (just the one mind,
the other’s a trainer). Unless, and this is where
I am thinking his mind is, he is of course
referring to his 20% homosexual sex
experimentation; Olly, will do anything for love
but she won’t do… oh go on then, but just
20% of your penis up the hoopla. 

Our new gay elite band of merry muppets are
however overshadowed this week by the
orientation fluid comments of bisexual reality
TV star Ollie Locke. For those of you not
familiar with Lady Locke, he’s the whimsical
floppy haired posh piece from Made in Chelsea,
also known for almost, but not quite, winning
Celebrity Big Brother, and his social commentary
literary epic Laid in Chelsea. I kid you not. 

Now to be fair to Ollie mark 2, Ollie with an ‘ie’
is a self-confessed bisexual, he is officially
‘out’. We know this, as he’s often to be found in
the daily pages of some celebrity whinge mag
harping on about how awful it is. His first
gripe is that women have little interest in
dating him because they assume he’s gay. I
am, Ollie, happy to take you at your word. If
you say that you are a bisexual then I am
prepared to believe you and welcome you to
my LGBT friendly bosom. 

“I’ve never slept with a guy” he clarifies in Star
magazine. Oh. “I’ve never slept with a guy in
my life”. In case we missed him stating it
clearly enough the first time. Oh, I see.
Bisexual up until the point of penetration
perhaps? “I think everyone assumes that I
have”, well to be fair to this somewhat
exaggerated ‘everyone’ you have been telling
them all you’re bisexual, it’s a reasonable
conclusion to draw. 
However, the wait is over. It would appear his
boy-bisex side is about to be satisfied after all
“when the warmer weather kicks in, I’m going
gay for the summer! It’s the start of a new
chapter”. And not just any gay you understand,
when pressed for a type: “Will, from Will and
Grace, I’d like a lawyer aged 34 – 40”. It’s times
such as this, that I appreciate how important
it is that we have such tight gun legislation
across this Sceptred Isle. 

And so you will appreciate the dilemma for the
bisexual community. Not once do these
detractors refer to their bisexual tendencies
despite describing a penchant for the same
sex, alongside their more established
normality. Bisexual does not feature, it’s too
permanent. They’re all just a little bit gay.
Sometimes. When it’s warm. Perhaps the
establishment was right all along. It’s all just a
phase we’re going through.

) It must feel a challenging time for the
bisexual community. I assume. One wonders.
Tricky enough tolerating the ‘greedy’ or
‘indecisive’ comments or as I recently heard in
a gay bar ‘schizophrenic’ (ah sisters); but
navigating the world of a committed
relationship whilst finding the opposite sex of
your chosen partner attractive – it could be
enough to drive a bisexual well, a little mad. 

Of course, during the dark days of homosexual
illegality one could always hope to lean into
the heterosexual identity of one’s bisexual
wing, but in 2016 the world is anyone’s oyster.
And during the said bleak times, through which
we all sought some form of public recognition
or legal acknowledgment from the
establishment, who would have thought that it
would be the bisexuals to keep such fine
company from our intellectual world of
celebrity. 

First there was Sir James Franco who has never
identified as bisexual. He has however openly
agreed to be labelled as ‘gay, up until the
point of penetration’. I am not altogether sure
what that means, but I think it is intended to
be supportive. Supportive in an it’s ok to be
gay, we love the fashion, the music, the bro-
mancery, the shirtless instagram feed – just
keep your bits away from the angry toothless
monster. Bisexual in behaviour provided we are
not including sexual behaviour. 

Sacha Baron-Cohen, perhaps reeling from his
recent cinematic flop as a football thug and
seeking the applause of a new audience, has
described his orientation as 23% gay. Now I
am not one to argue with a percentage point
or two but that is one precise assessment of
one’s toe-reaching ankle-grabbing credentials. 

We can only be thankful, perhaps, that the
word ‘gay’ is appearing in the interview

CRAIG’S THOUGHTS 
Partially Gay. Or NOBODY mention
the BUM-sex. by Craig Hanlon-Smith
@craigscontinuum

headline and the focus has shifted from an
interpretation that could so easily have read
“Actor/Comedian with waning career announces
shock 77% heterosexual practice”. Perhaps with
a little more practice Sacha, bless him, will
soon be back to his 100% norm although to be
fair, he did once appear in a Madonna video
and that’s pretty f***ing gay – even I have yet
to manage that. With this in mind, one might
even increase his percentage point and offer
him up to the bisexuals as practically 50/50. 

Swiftly up on the back of Miss Baron-Cohen (no
jokes please although I can sense we are all
tempted) may I present our new lady in
waiting, Olly Murs. Olly (with a ‘Y’), has
announced that he is not content with just
having a gay best friend, or releasing an LGBT
friendly statement prior to receiving a 100k
cheque for playing Brighton Pride this year; I
jest. He’s not booked for Pride he’s still too
famous (we’ll ask him again when he’s 40), Olly
has announced he is in fact 20% gay. 20%.
There’s that delicious precision once more.
20%. Not 80% straight you understand, but
20% gay. Now I can’t be the only curious
98.193% homosexual who is curious to
understand what 20% gay actually looks like. 

Are we referring to the interior design of his
house perhaps? Does his downstairs lavatory
resemble the flamboyance of Queen Victoria’s
throne room at Balmoral whilst the rest of his
bachelor pad is a shit tip that stinks like the
inside of a sports bag or teenager’s wank sock? 

“He did once appear in a Madonna video 
and that’s pretty f***ing gay – even I have
yet to manage that”
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always breastfeeding – that most humbling and
humane essential for survival – even for the
son of God! Who knew - a Darwinian Christ-
child before Darwin! Talk about a mixed bag of
Magi. 

Listen, balls have to be a certain temperature,
that’s why they hang out with each other - so
that the little blighters inside can reproduce in
the event that we MAY want to have children.
We’re both Mammalian and Simian. Okay I’ll say
it - we’re bloody animals. Get over it already.
For me this is behavioural and sits up there
with men not crying in public (or ever).

We - all of us, men and women collectively -
are the only surviving species of the genus
homo. Within this genus we are of the
Mammalia class. We have three middle ear
bones and mammary glands. This makes us
mammals. We are also primates. Simian in
appearance. We occupy a planet full of apes
that we’ve imposed something called society
onto. Homo erectus indeed. 

It’s important to make the gender traceable
point that she-bagging (women with endless
bags spread out across train seats and floors)
is not the female equivalent to manspreading.
It’s not an attack on a woman’s anatomy but
rather of some women’s ability to over-
consume. That’s all. Again, like manspreading,
its envy-based. 

If ‘no manspreading’ has become law then all
mankind can surely ask for is some time to
evolve backwards to when we walked with our
knees together. Like a few millennia, perhaps.
And turning this stuff the other way around is
going to take some practice to evolve back to
walking with our knees together. This will not,
I repeat NOT, be available in any of our
lifetimes. 

I apologise for what can be read as
essentialism, but even in our own transgressive
little world we still have the basic restrictions
of the human form. We can change the physical
in any way we feel - and this has been hard
fought for – and we can reassign anything in
any way as a matter of choice and belief in our
inner identity. The two things that we can’t
change however are the genetic codes of days
gone by and mortality. We’ve certainly tried,
and constantly failed. We can genetically
engineer away disease through pre-natal
implantation and the like yet we’re not yet
able to program a male foetus to keep his legs
closed on public transport. Seriously, has all
this big science really been worth it?

CHARLIE SAYS 
Exissentialism. Charlie Bauer Phd looks at
manspreading on public transport
http://charliebauerphd.blogspot.co.uk

“Manspreading is seen as an extension 
and show of patriarchal dominance but in
everyday form… it may be the case but the
whole thing is beginning to just sound like a
lot of old penis envy”

gathering in order to survive and feed the
kids. Then, when we became bi-peds, standing
on two feet so we could see further and hunt
better, men had no idea that this single
action would become a ball-crushing blow to
womankind in the sometime future. 

The fact is if we ever want the choice to
people the planet, then we are going to have
to live with men taking every opportunity to
spread those legs and keep those spermy
critters below body temperature within a nice
floppy sack of skin. I know this may gross
some of you out, but it is what it is.

It’s the same issue with breastfeeding in
public. Why would this ever be shameful to
some people? Shameful to whom? We’re all
mammals for god’s sake. This is how we are
built, it’s called species survival. It’s not as if
the mothers of the world have unconsciously,
across millennia, devised a way to highlight
the fact that men don’t have bigger breasts. 

Or maybe it again stems from our Victorian
ancestors using etiquette to construct
ourselves away from our mammalian
predecessors. Maybe it’s a Christian thing, like
anti-masturbation and abortion. Yet if you
look at every depiction of the Madonna and
child from the early renaissance onwards you’ll
see for yourself. Not a manger in site but she’s

) For many reasons, well the two between my
legs, I have no problem with manspreading on
public transportation. Especially in tracksuit
bottoms. But then, that’s just how I am. So,
the recent backlash about manspreading on
the global capital cities’ transportation
systems leaves me bereft of any form of sanity
and reasoning.

The end result is that the New York Police
Department are now giving out tickets to
unsuspecting men on the subway system. And
the new law is causing embarrassment all
round. Usually the officers are reprimanded by
a mouthful of brotherly ‘haven’t you got a pair
yourself, officer’? However, recently, when a
female police officer tried to ticket a man for
gonad violations, it lead to a full-on male-
strom of dissent from the local brothers on
the F train. Needless to say she left the
carriage at the next stop and someone said
they saw her get on to the next train. You see
it’s true, men get real tetchy about their
nether regions. What better protection than
the memory of kick down there to be thus
protective…

Is it really overcrowded public transpiration
systems or good old misandry, I wonder? I
tend to think it’s a mixture of both, with some
inflated feminism thrown in for good measure.
Manspreading is seen as an extension and
show of patriarchal dominance, but in
everyday form. Hey, I can do what I like, I’m a
man, live by my rules… It may be the case
but the whole thing is beginning to just
sound like a lot of old penis envy... I’m sorry I
wasn’t aware I was taking up more space does
not translate to I’m sorry I had no idea my
gender were both running and screwing up the
planet in equal measure.

Let’s go back to a land that time forgot, when
saps were closer to primates, hunting and
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BEING BI-POLAR
) These are my experiences of being bi-polar. Yours may be different.

1. When I'm down I realise that the whole world is not really the
way I'm seeing it. When I'm on a high I realise that the whole world
is not really the way I'm seeing it. Either way I have realised that I
never actually get to see the real world. Crap.

2. I don't know whether a situation is justifiably upsetting me, or
whether I'm experiencing a disproportional response to something
that shouldn't matter at all. This leaves me with the feeling that I'm
not sure what to fix and what to leave alone. I don't trust myself.

“I don't know whether a situation is 
justifiably upsetting me, or whether I'm
experiencing a disproportional response
to something that shouldn't matter at all”

3. Meditation doesn't help. I either end up asleep or in some
imaginary fantasy land meeting the various parts of myself that are
as messed up as the whole. All this talk about 'mindfulness'. I think
it's great that it helps some people. Whoopee. I even understand the
theory well enough to teach it. Can't do it.

4. Praying helps. The kind of praying where I lay bare my soul and
yell at God. It feels a bit like emptying the rubbish bin. God's big
enough not to mind. And anyway I'm not the first to do this – I've
read the Psalms.

5. Doing something for someone else without wanting anything in
return helps a lot. Think 'random act of kindness'. Ironically though,
if I do something just to make myself feel better then I often come
away feeling worse. I have to do it because it's an expression of who
I am, even if who I really am is buried so deep I have to act without
feeling it.

6. I have the right to feel depressed. Life isn't all happiness and
roses for everyone. When the illness is at its worst I can turn off the
phone, say 'no', pull the covers over my head, and turn my back to
the world for a while. My husband has learned to leave me alone,
only to intrude with a cup of tea and sometimes to lie on the bed
with me to simply hold me for a while. I can't begin to tell you how
grateful I am and how much I love him.

7. This is what it is. This is life. There are days when the sun shines
and I feel its warmth for a while. Hooray! Until then I try to trust
the people around me and do my best not to hurt them.

8. Most days the only thing to do is surrender and accept what is. I
have a mental illness that meds help but can't cure. Sigh. However,
whether or not I allow that to define me is another matter. The
palette of paints is what I get to work with, it's not me – even if
many of the colours are the darker shades of grey.

ROLE MODELS
) When I was growing up the only gay information I could find was
scribbled on the local toilet walls; “My mother made me a
homosexual”, and the response; “If I gave her the wool would she
make me one too?” This still makes me smile, which can only be good
for my mental health.

When I was 18 I met a guy called Tim who improved my reading
source (slightly) by taking me to Clone Zone in London where I
bought two books, Arron Fricke’s Confession Of A Rock Lobster and a
collection of Julian and Sandy’s radio scripts from Round The Horn;
both of which had a positive experience on me.   

I took great strength from Fricke’s autobiographical tale which tells
the story of a boy standing up to the homophobic schoolboard who
had refused to allow him to take a male date to the prom, while
Julian and Sandy taught me the art of Polari: a bona language I made
use of when I trolled into Brighton to varda the gay scene. It was
also extensively used amongst us waiters onboard the QE2,
particularly if a customer had left a measly tip; out would go the cry,
“Naff blood, nanti handbag” and the customer would be none the
wiser. Like I have said, humour has always been good for my mental
health. 

Throughout my life I have always
been keen to digest anything
positive that reflected my own
identity as a gay man, but during
those early years the pickings
were slim. Film-wise I drank in
every scene from Cabaret and
secretly longed to meet my own
Maximilian. I thanked my lucky

stars that things had moved on from the era Quentin Crisp had grown
up in as portrayed in his autobiographical film, The Naked Civil
Servant, and wished there was a Manhattan-style bathhouse in
Brighton as portrayed in the pre-AIDS screwball comedy, The Ritz.

“I’ve always been keen to digest anything 
positive that reflected my own identity as
a gay man, but during those early years
the pickings were slim”

A couple of years later AIDS would change the gay scene and in turn
the majority of gay films being made in the aftermath portrayed gay
= death, with the exception of the brilliant 1989 film Victor/Victoria
where for once the two gay characters get to live!

As much as I understand that Tom Hanks’ 1993 film Philadelphia was
groundbreaking in the way it humanised the plight of those living
with HIV/AIDS to those not directly touched by HIV/AIDS I longed
for a positive, non-death film or book to come along… it would be
some time.

Just as the pubs no longer felt the need to black out their windows
in case the sight of someone from the LGBT community was seen
kissing, so have films and fiction become more mainstream. Take a
quick flick through Amazon, or better still your local library, and you
will find some brilliant self-help books and fiction, as well as an
excellent selection of life-affirming, positive role model LGBT films
where thankfully the majority of the LGBT characters actually get to
live happily ever after.

HYDES’ HOPES
BY REV MICHAEL HYDES

HOMELY HOMILY
BY GLENN STEVENS
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Consider now the effect on your peace of mind
of having heard that there is a contract out on
your life. Unlike the ‘staring down a gun barrel’
scenario your life is not in immediate danger
but the outcomes could be just as lethal and,
not surprisingly, you would enter a state of
permanent fear until the threat went away, or
worse. These are I admit extreme situations and
the contract killer example is misleading
because most chronically anxious people are
not aware of the causes of their anxiety, often
having coped by suppressing the memory of
them so successfully that they are frequently
resistant to the suggestion that anxiety is the
root cause of their symptoms, their disease. But
if a thorough investigation of symptoms reveals
no anatomical change the cause will almost
invariably be some form of the stress-induced
organ overactivity I have tried to describe 

Skilled researchers estimate that 20% of GP
consultations and 50% of all hospital out-
patient consultations are attended by patients
with symptoms of this kind who have genuine
and troublesome symptoms but no sign of any
permanent body disorder. You might react to
this by saying quite reasonably that all this
investigation may be enormously costly but
without it how can we identify the 50% who do
have physical disease with anatomical change?
The answer is that patients who suffer from any
one of the anxiety-led disorders will almost
invariably, when carefully questioned, be found
to be suffering from other conditions in this
group of diseases and this pattern of multiple
symptoms is the key diagnostic feature.

Clearly, pills and potions are not going to
provide a cure for a problem caused by stress.
The sad truth is that our Health Service is
trying but failing to cope with a national
epidemic of anxiety. The damaging effect of
anxiety on one’s energy level, sleep pattern,
mood and general health is considerable and
once established is a shadowy destroyer of our
quality of life.

A few CCGs, the local organisations which
manage the distribution of the, currently
inadequate, amounts of money allocated to
healthcare are starting to fund what is called
Health Coaching - a term which covers the
‘talking therapies’ such as CBT and Mindfulness
which, often in combination with Yoga and
similar forms of physical relaxation, are the only
treatments shown to be effective for problems
of this kind.

Learning some form of relaxation technique as
part of the school curriculum, as pioneered by
Headmaster Anthony Seldon at Brighton
College, might well prove to be one of the most
valuable forms of preventative medicine.

DR DUNCAN 
No, it’s not all in your mind 
says Duncan Stewart

gun pointed at you these changes might
indeed save your life.

Similar nerve pathways directly connect the
brain to glands and to the muscle fibres in all
other organs. Unlike your arm or leg muscles
you cannot directly contract or relax the
muscular tubes that form your colon, bladder
or artery but those changes are constantly
being made on your behalf by the conductor of
this orchestra of organs, your brain.

A normal colon slowly pushes its contents
towards the rectum with waves of gentle
contraction. An overactive, irritable colon
looks more like a string of sausages with areas
of tight persistent spasm forming static areas
of painful distension. We have all experienced
the unwelcome reduction in bladder capacity
associated with exams and other periods of
stress and recognise that fear, anxiety and
worry can change the way our body’s
component parts work.

In addition to this direct effect of nerves
making organs overact there are also the
effects of overbreathing to consider, this being
another manifestation of anxiety of which the
individual is usually totally unaware. Breathing
slightly too often and slightly too deeply
results in the blood containing more oxygen
but less carbon dioxide than usual causing it
to be slightly more acidic. This chemically-
changed blood flows round the body causing
narrowing of the smallest blood vessels
resulting in less oxygen reaching the cells in
our body tissues. Headaches, tiredness, feeling
tense and dizzy, palpitations, loss of libido and
poor appetite are just a few of the symptoms
commonly associated with this altered state.

) Your doctor’s most important job is to make
you feel better by identifying your problem and
relieving you of your symptoms as rapidly and
safely as possible. Examination, blood tests,
scans and X-rays will identify changes in your
anatomy and reveal any abnormal levels of the
many naturally occurring hormones and other
chemicals in your blood. Some doctors are
guilty of considering symptoms not associated
with such changes as proof of their
insignificance. This attitude is defended on the
basis that conditions such as Irritable Bowel
Syndrome and Fibromyalgia may improve
spontaneously and are unlikely to shorten your
life; but as any sufferer knows - they will
severely impair the quality of it. Really
effective treatment is available once the ‘there
must be a pill for this’ response has been
dismissed as the convenient but simplistic
gambit it so often is.

We are highly complicated creatures, both
emotionally and physically, and these two
aspects of our being interact through our
nervous system. Our astoundingly complex
brain has to deal with what is going on around
us, our senses, our feelings. and control our
movements and speech. It also has to regulate
all the other bodily functions which keep us
going but don’t require our attention. Both
sudden and long-term emotional and physical
stresses change the way in which the brain
influences the body it manages but in very
different ways.

A near-accident leaves you with a racing heart
and breathing fast because your brain
automatically prepares you for ‘fight or flight‘
by activating the nerves which trigger the
release into your bloodstream of adrenalin,
which speeds up your circulation, and glucose
from your liver. Within a second, by the
opening of some arteries and narrowing of
others, the delivery of this energy-rich blood
to your muscles is hugely increased. If you
wished to establish your fastest speed over 30
yards - now would be the time to do it! If you
turned towards the sound of gunfire to see a

“The damaging effect of anxiety on one’s 
energy level, sleep pattern, mood and general
health is considerable and once established is
a shadowy destroyer of our quality of life”
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MENTALS AND BENEFITS
) My 78-year-old friend left Brighton two years ago for the relative
peace and quiet of Seaford. The reason for his departure was (his
words not mine): "This town's completely lost it! It's all mentals and
benefits!". I had to laugh. The quota of people living with mental
health issues in Brighton seems higher than average. I should know,
because I'm one of them. 

Is it just a coincidence that this city is also the number one
destination for LGBT people to call home? I came from a perfectly
lovely area of London but I always felt like an outsider there. In
Brighton I feel at one with my sexuality and the wider community,
there are fellow Martians on every corner. Perhaps mental problems
aren't actually any higher here, maybe we Brightonians and Hovites
just aren't afraid to talk about them. LGBT people have always been
under more pressure than their straight counterparts. Many grow up
knowing they're different, this easily spurs fear, which can soon
mutate into self-loathing. Bingo! All of a sudden there's a whole
host of reasons for not being too tightly wrapped. 

Many older queers like my 78-year-old
pal have lived through times when
knowledge of their sexuality would ruin
them (see Oscar Wilde, Alan Turing et
al). Indeed, my friend once told me how
he'd been honey-trapped by a policeman
in a cottage in the 1950s and appeared
in court the next day. I know this man
as a stickler for rules, high morality,
unerring respect for the law. How did he
cope with that pressure? How did he

live with the shame? He found a way, but at what cost to his mental
health? Maybe that's why he eventually made Brighton his home for
so many years.

“LGBT people have always been 
under more pressure than their
straight counterparts. Many grow
up knowing they're different, this
easily spurs fear, which can soon
mutate into self-loathing”

There are endless reasons for one's mind having a mind of its own.
It's not all bad, I often equate the outstanding creative genius of
this city with the mental flights of fancy its inhabitants regularly
embark upon. Indeed, as far as depression and causes of general
chronic mental ill health are concerned, it may all not be in the
head at all. I recently read a inspirational book called Gut by Giulia
Enders. Once you ignore the fact that she looks about twelve and
every chapter is bedecked with cartoons of poos and microbes, it
becomes clear that some mental malaises can originate in the
stomach. Talk about a gut feeling. These problems are relatively easy
to treat. I urge anyone feeling ill at ease to give this book a read...
and of course see your GP tout suite.

For the record, I know the word 'mad' is widely viewed as pejorative
and unhelpful, but I do use it in my everyday chat, the same as
'queer' and 'dyke', I've reclaimed those beasts and tamed them. In
the end it's not about the word, but the way the word is used, by
whom and why, that is where the true power of language lies.

I’M OKAY WITH YELLOW FACEBOOK
) We all judge. Not that we aren’t good people, many a girl will
swear that we are the best friend she’s ever had. We may ditch her at
3am if there’s even a 5% chance of a shag, or constantly hit on her
fit boyfriend to determine his bicuriousity-quotient, but we’re the one
who’s there holding her hand when she's getting his name laser-
removed from her buttock. (We also told her, being the one she can
always count on for absolute honesty, that that tattoo was a bad
idea. Pick a body part that won’t sag, girl). But that’s just it, we
reserve our kindness for lap dogs, or chiffon, or boyfriends’ mothers.
Each other? That’s when true colours can really show, and they’re
nothing like a rainbow.
We judge each other for being too old, too short or tall, too fat, too
gay and even too butch. We judge ourselves. Am I this, that or the
other enough? Am I an 8 or a 6 and how does my butt look in those
jeans? Why aren't my shoulders broader? And is my... no, let's rather
not start on what's below the waist.

Let's talk about dating apps though. Is this judgement and self-
judgement more apparent and indeed more practised anywhere else?
Perhaps you'd say how awful they are and how gay life, the Scene,
your boyfriend etc, has changed so much for the worse since they
came along, I'll shamelessly admit that I think gay hook-up apps are
great!

“That tattoo was a bad idea. Pick 
a body part that won’t sag, girl”

I don’t like talking to strangers. I also don't have a particularly
approachable face, I’m not angry, it’s just how my eyebrows work.
Were it not for apps, I’d likely never date and would by now be able
to crochet or perhaps have written a bestseller.

I’d like to judge that I’m a 7 on a good day and look reasonably
attractive in the right light, from the right angle. I’ve been told
before that I have a nice bum. So I’ve managed my fair share of
hook-ups and even found a few great friends and I’d like to say
"thank you" to those who run Yellow Facebook for our leisure, albeit
they've lost more of my messages than I’ve lost socks in the wash.

The apps themselves get a lot of bad press, mainly from the guy who
deletes them every week, because ‘there’s never anyone decent on
there so what’s the point?”. The one who stays clear, because he
‘wants a real connection and it’s all just about sex’. The one who’s
been burnt one too many times and now feels the need to add ‘liars
and cheats, please jog on’ to his profile, even though he must know
that that sort of whinging never gets anyone laid. Or the discreet
man, who behind his girlfriend's back... no, they never complain, do
they!

Every iCloud has a silver lining, there may well be a few good men
and moments to come, just don't expect the prince Disney promised
you as a kid. He doesn’t exist on there, but then the same probably
applies to real life.

Judging is human nature and arguably we have a special talent for
it. (Feel free to completely distance yourself from this generalisation
btw because you are emotionally so mature or drive a tractor in a
commune or whatever). Another part of human nature is kindness.
Something easily forgotten behind the anonymity of a screen.
Judgement and kindness don’t have to be mutually exclusive. The
guy hitting on you is not your cup of tea? Nothing wrong with
saying ‘No’, but it doesn't cost anything to add ‘But thank you’.

NETTY’S WORLD
BY NETTY WENDT

HOT GOSSIP
BY MICHAEL STEINHAGE
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SAM TRANS MAN 
Dr Samuel Hall on taking a leap of faith,
being the new kid on the block, and
why there’s no looking back

early on in transition, and for trans women
coming out later in life. Meanwhile others are
making assumptions about our capabilities - as
though this ‘madness’ that we suffer from
results in an inability to do our jobs well.

I was withdrawn from my normal area of
medical practice without my consent, a
singular act of sabotage that resulted in a
downward spiral of self-confidence that has
taken years to dig my way out of.

I am no stranger to the impulses that lead
people to suicide, I know full well what it feels
like to want to end my life and have been to
the edge on several occasions. Like other
mental health issues, there is stigma around
suicidal ideation that prevents an open
discourse. So I cannot and will not stay silent. 

Gay people are significantly more at risk of
suicide than the general population.
Transgender people even more so. The reasons
are manifold and in a sense not the issue. The
issue is the recognition, or lack of it, of the
need for support. There is a deep and ongoing
need for safe spaces for LGBT people, and most
especially so if the workplace is hostile. 

Institutionalised homophobia (or biphobia, or
transphobia), like institutionalised racism and
other prejudices, is not about overt or
deliberate transgressions. No - this is about a
cultural norm that has grown with an
institution. That institution is the NHS, and
the problem is widespread and sometimes very
subtle. Stonewall recently produced a damning
report demonstrating the depth of the problem
(www.stonewall.org.uk/documents/unhealth
y_attitudes.pdf) in healthcare and social
services. 

This experience has left me terrified of being
‘outed’ in my new job as I’m not openly
transgender. I’m really enjoying the freedom
that comes from being seen as male without
any baggage or juicy gossip surrounding my
past, and yet there is a price to pay. I’m
constantly anxious about people finding out,
and have recently confided in two close
colleagues, with a very positive reception in
both cases. This has built up my confidence to
some degree, but there is a long way to go
before I will feel able to be ‘out and proud’ in
the NHS again.

refer to you as ‘he’ Sam, but I just couldn't
keep it up when no one else does…”

A few select people were incredibly supportive,
but for the most part my experience in the
workplace has been miserable. Others’
perception and treatment of me has deeply
impacted my life, affected my ability to
function or perform well, and even when I
pressed my point by going to employment
tribunal, I found myself in an equally
transphobic courtroom. 

The barrister defending my employer
consistently referred to me as ‘she’ despite the
nature of the case and my appearance in a suit
and tie. Her excuse was that it's so difficult to
change pronouns - this an excuse I can accept
from my loved ones and family - it is a difficult
adjustment to make when you have known a
person for a long time and related to them as
female, but not an appropriate excuse for a
barrister defending an organisation in the
courtroom. Especially when the case is about
transphobia. 

I don’t want to labour the point but it seems I
have to; the misuse of pronouns when referring
to a trans person IS transphobic. In this case it
felt deliberate, was deliberate, and had the
desired effect, which was to undermine me to
the point of losing my credibility as a person,
and tarnish my case by ridiculing me. It had an
immediate and profound impact on my mental
health. I felt invisible, less than a human, and
suicidal thoughts followed swiftly behind. On
the way home that day I came very close to
driving my car off the road.

It’s a double-edged sword, but many trans
people suffer with poor self-esteem, fear of
ridicule, and depression, all related to the
constant stress of feeling invisible and being
misgendered. This results in difficulties
concentrating at work and is particularly true

) I have recently changed jobs. I’m retraining
to become a GP. It’s going to take three years
and that seems like a long time but it will fly
by I’m sure. So far I have no regrets, even
though it’s a massive leap of faith after a 20-
year career in hospital medicine. I feel like the
new kid on the block at the moment and there
is an awful lot to learn. Not so much medicine,
more the politics and nuances of primary care
that we are largely protected from and ignorant
of in the ivory towers of the hospital. 

I don’t miss it though, the hospital. For the
past five years I’ve been employed as a
consultant anaesthetist in Brighton, working
mainly at the county hospital. It was during
this period that I transitioned from female to
male, something I’d put off for so long but
which eventually became an inevitable step of
self-preservation. 

People who don’t identify as trans don’t really
understand what it’s like to live with gender
dysphoria, nor would I expect them to. This
applies to the medical profession as much as
anyone else. There are many things I can’t
imagine being, having or feeling like. It’s no
great surprise that my colleagues for the most
part had little or no insight into the sheer
magnitude of the issues one faces when the
need to transition becomes overwhelming. 

What is a surprise, however, is the degree of
transphobia I was subjected to, day in, day
out. Rarely vicious or overt, for the main part
it’s been about constantly being referred to as
female, despite my appearance being
undoubtedly male following surgery and
hormone treatment.

My voice is low, I have facial hair - I look like
a MAN. I am a man. And yet even colleagues
who never knew me before I transitioned are
calling me ‘she’. When I questioned one
recently as to why, the answer came “I tried to
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CONTACT INFORMATION

) We both have Facebook profiles and a page – our usernames are: 
PC Sarah Laker and LGBT Caseworker Rory Smith, and Brighton &
Hove LGBT Police Team. We tweet @PoliceLGBT. 
Social media should not be used for reporting incidents – please call
us on 101, or if it’s an emergency, 999.

HERE TO HELP
) Police work involves dealing with many vulnerable people, often
with mental health issues. According to an article in the The
Guardian (‘Mental health crisis takes huge and increasing share of
police time’, Jan 27) police in the UK are spending up to 40% of
their time dealing with incidents triggered by mental health.

If you follow Insp Michael Brown, aka @MentalHealthCop, on Twitter
you’ll get a glimpse of the scale of the issues affecting our
communities and the impact poor mental health has. His blog posts
are certainly an interesting and thought-provoking read about the
issues of mental health and how police are poised and expected to
deal with it.

Sadly too many people in mental health crisis come into contact with
the police. Often the police are the last point of call and are
expected to pick up where other services can no longer reach. There
are powers contained within the Mental Health Act which empower
the police to take unwell people to a ‘place of safety’. 

I doubt many people would consider the custody suite a place of
safety, but unfortunately sometimes there aren’t beds free in hospital.
To try to effectively manage the volume of mental health-related
police call outs, Sussex Police have trialled taking mental health
professionals out on patrol. This has proven effective in dealing with
incidents where mental health issues have been the primary cause.
The street triage team’s aim is to reduce the number of unwell people
being taken to custody, whilst providing the right support for people
in crisis. 

Many LGBT people are affected in these circumstances, either as the
person concerned or as the person affected by actions of others. It
can be deeply distressing to have police involvement during a period
of mental ill health, compounded by concerns about homophobia or
transphobia, both from the police and from mental health services. 

It feels appropriate then that I am writing this whilst sat waiting in
the MindOut office. It is always a pleasure to visit organisations who
do vital work supporting those whose needs fall between the cracks
in statutory services. I think we’re extremely lucky in Brighton to
have an organisation like MindOut who can provide this much needed
and niche work for our community. I receive referrals from the
advocacy service for support and information for their service users
who’ve had interaction with the police and need reassurance or
answers. 

Other times, people want to speak with me because they want to
report a crime but feel they won’t be taken seriously because of their
mental health condition. In any event we aim to help those who need
it. 

THIS MONTH’S STATS:
There were 23 LGBT-related hate incidents affecting men and
women, including trans people. Two hate crimes committed against
trans women this year have now been charged to court. We received
a third party report of an egging, which constitutes assault. Other
offences include verbal abuse, nasty messages, neighbour disputes
and common assault.

‘CUT’
) In the 1990s, African-American writer, Alice Walker, wrote about
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM). At the time I was studying in the
USA and remember the indignation of many of my African-born
classmates about Alice’s condemnation of the tradition. “It’s none of
her business,” my friend Edwina from Ghana said “Who is she to
preach to us what’s right or wrong in our world?” I was puzzled by
Edwina’s hostility towards Alice’s stance on FGM but it’s only now I
know why she might have been so angry. Ghana is a country where
FGM is practiced and her reaction could have been more personal
than even I realised.

Go forward nearly 20 years to 2016, and FGM has hit the UK news with
shocking stories of young girls being taken to the country of their
parents’ origin and genitally mutilated in the name of tradition. Even
more shocking is the possibility that FGM is also being done secretly
in England, despite criminal law changing in 2015 in a bid to protect
these girls and women.

Not all traditions are good. Like forced marriages, suttee, honour-
based violence (HBV) and any kind of caste system, FGM comes under
one word in my opinion: Abuse. People need to know about abuse like
this so Tanglehead Productions, in conjunction with Spiral Arts and

Company Paradiso, are putting on a play aptly
titled CUT on May 10, at the Brighthelm
Community Centre. Susi Maxwell-Stewart of
Spiral Arts and I have co-written it. Directed
by Rikki Tarascas (www.tanglehead.co.uk) the
play follows Brona and Kiva, neighbours
who’re sucked into the world of FGM when
their daughter’s school friend is to be CUT as

part of her rite of passage into womanhood. Both women come from
tradition riddled backgrounds and are forced to face the painful
secrets of their own pasts before they can help their daughters’ friend.

Rikki attended several events on FGM as part of pre-production
research and his interest was particularly ignited by the first-hand
stories of women who’d gone through the process and finally found
the courage to speak out about the physical and psychological effects
of this supposedly ‘necessary’ practice. 

Norma Dixit (Kiva) is an established TV and film actress and has been
in other plays concerning female oppression such as forced marriage
and HBV. She said: “This is yet another area that deals with the
oppression of women but from a very young age, almost from birth. FGM
is an issue that needs to be blown wide open, tackled and eradicated.”

Alice Denney (Brona), transgender poet and actress, was so horrified
by the act of FGM she felt she’d no choice but to speak out the only
way she knows how, through poetry and prose. Alice thinks there’s a
conspiracy of silence regarding one of the paramount issues
confronting human rights, especially feminism, when it comes to FGM.
Of the play she said: “You have two marginalised women's growing
realisation that they do have a voice and a social responsibility. This
play is ultimately a message of hope to women all over the world who
feel they have no power and control over their lives”.

Susi Maxwell Stewart and I feel as well that if this play, along with
FGM Awareness Day, saves even one child from this horrific practice,
we’ll both be happy. Our biggest hope is for an FGM conference in
Brighton & Hove with a national framework put in place so that
everyone all over the country sings from the same songsheet. Like
Edwina, we expect people to tell us it’s none of our business and how
dare we comment on something that has nothing to do with us. We
dare because in this world of good traditions, the bad traditions need
to be stamped out. Forever.

www.brightonfringe.org/box-office/shows/view/cut
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LGBT SERVICES
) ACCESS 4 ALL
LGBT disabled people’s forum. Safe, welcoming, support,
activities, awareness. Tel: 07981 170071 or email
stevenwithn@talktalk.net

) ALLSORTS YOUTH PROJECT
Drop-in for LGBT or unsure young people under 26, Tues
5.30-8.30pm. Tel: 01273 721211 or email
info@allsortsyouth.org.uk, www.allsortsyouth.org.uk

) BRIGHTON & HOVE POLICE
Report all homophobic, biphobic or transphobic incidents to: 
24/7 assistance call Police on 101 (for emergencies 999) 
• Report online at: www.sussex.police.uk

LGBT team (not 24/7) email: LGBT@sussex.pnn.police.uk
• LGBT Officer PC Sarah Laker on 07912 893557
• LGBT Liason Rory Smith on 07912 893006
f Brighton LGBT Police t @policeLGBT & @PCLaker

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SAFETY FORUM
Independent LGBT forum working with the community to
address and improve safety issues in Brighton & Hove.
info@lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com
www.lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SWITCHBOARD
Help-line with email & webchat facility from 5pm daily on
Tel: 01273 204050. 
• LGBT specialist face to face low cost counselling service, 
• LGBT Older peoples' project, 
• LGBT HIP engagement project. 
• Volunteering opportunities Tel: 01273 234009. 
www.switchboard.org.uk/brighton

) BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE
Info, counselling, drop-in space, support groups. 
Tel: 01273 698036 or visit www.womenscentre.org.uk

) FTM BRIGHTON
Social/peer support group for FTM, transmasculine &
gender-queer people. Every 3rd Fri of month, 7-9pm at
Space for Change, Windlesham Venue, BN1 3AH. 
For info email info@ftmbrighton.org.uk or visit
www.ftmbrighton.org.uk

) GEMS (GAY ELDERLY MEN’S SOCIETY) 
Social group for mature gay men, meet 7–10pm every last
Fri of month at Dorset Gardens Methodist Church Hall.
Tel: 01273 385000 or info@gems-bh.org.uk
www.brightongems.com

) LESBIAN LINK BRIGHTON
Local social group offers friendship, social events, meets 1st
Thurs at Regency Tavern, 7.30pm. Tel: 07594 578035
www.lesbianlinkbrighton.co.uk

) LESBIAN & GAY AA
12-step self-help programme for alcohol addictions. Sun
7.30pm, Chapel Royal, North St, Btn (side entrance). 
Tel: 01273 203343 (general AA line)

) LGBT NA GROUP
Brighton-based LGBT (welcomes others) Narcotics
Anonymous group every Tue 6.30–8pm, Millwood Centre,
Nelson Row, Kingswood St. Tel: 0300 999 1212

) LGBT MEDITATION GROUP
Meditation & discussion, every 2nd & 4th Thur, 5.30–7pm,
Anahata Clinic, 119 Edward St, Brighton.
Tel: 07789 861367 or www.bodhitreebrighton.org.uk

) LUNCH POSITIVE
Lunch club for people with HIV. Meet/make friends, find peer
support in a safe space. Every Fri, noon–2.30pm,
Community Room, Dorset Gdns Methodist Church, Dorset

Thur 7–10pm, Sat 6pm-12am, chatroom HEALTH INFO THT.
• Condom Male: discreet, confidential service posts free

condoms/lube/sexual health info to men who have sex 
with men without access to commercial gay scene in 
East Sussex.

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV. 

• Fastest (HIV Testing): walk-in, (no appointment) rapid 
HIV testing service for men who have sex with men. Pre & 
post test discussion with clinical staff. Results in an hour. 
10 men max tested per session. Mon: 6–8pm. 
(Full sexual health screen available)

• Sauna Fastest at The Brighton Sauna (HIV Testing): 
walk-in, (no appointment) rapid HIV testing service for 
men who have sex with men. Pre & post test discussion 
with clinical staff. Results in 30 minutes.
Wed: 6–8pm. (STI Testing available).

• Face2Face: confidential info & advice on sexual health 
& HIV for men who have sex with men. Face-2-face or 
phone. Up to 3 one hour appointments.

• Specialist Training: wide range of courses for groups/ 
individuals. Specific courses to suit needs.

• Counselling: from qualified counsellors for up to 
12 sessions for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Informed Passions: Expert Volunteers project to identify 
& support sexual health needs of local men who have sex 
with men and carry out field research in B&H on issues 
affecting men’s sexual health. Extensive training provided.

• Lounge (Group for Gay Men Living with HIV):
fortnightly peer support group for gay men. 

• What Next? Thurs eve, 6 week peer support group work 
programme for newly diagnosed HIV+ gay men.

• HIV Support Services: info, support & practical advice 
for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Volunteer Support Services: 1-2-1 community support 
for people living with or affected by HIV.

• HIV Welfare Rights Advice: Find out about benefits or 
benefit changes. Advice line: Mon–Thur 1:30-2:30pm.
1-2-1 appts for advice & workshops on key benefits.

) TERRENCE HIGGINS EASTBOURNE
Dyke House, 110 South St, Eastbourne, BN21 4LZ, 
Tel: 01323 649927 or info.eastbourne@tht.org.uk
• HIV Services support for HIV diagnosis, managing side 

effects, sex and relationships, understanding medication, 
talking to your doctor, finding healthier lifestyle. 
Assessment of support needs and signposting on to 
relevant services. Support in person, by phone or email.

• Support for people at risk of HIV confidential info and 
advice on sexual health and HIV for men who have sex 
with men. Up to 3 one hour appointments depending on 
need. Sessions in person or on phone.

• Web support & info on HIV, sexual health & local 
services via netreach and myhiv.org.uk

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV.

• Positively Social Informal peer support groups for people 
living with HIV, monthly meets in Eastbourne & Hastings.

) WARREN BROWNE UNIT
Free confidential tests & treatment for STIs inc HIV. Hep A &
B vaccinations. Shoreham based. Tel: 01273 461453

NATIONAL HELPLINES
) BROKEN RAINBOW 
LGBT Domestic Violence Helpline, Mon 2-8pm, 
Wed 10-1pm, Thur 2-8pm Tel: 08452 604460 

) LONDON LESBIAN & GAY SWITCHBOARD
Tel: 02078 377324

) POSITIVELINE (EDDIE SURMAN TRUST) 
Mon-Fri 11am-10pm, Sat & Sun 4-10pm Tel: 0800 1696806

) MAINLINERS Tel: 02075 825226
) NATIONAL AIDS HELPLINE 08005 67123

) NATIONAL DRUGS HELPLINE 08007 76600
) THT AIDS Treatment phoneline Tel: 08459 470047
) THT direct Tel: 0845 1221200

SERVICES 
DIRECTORY

Gardens, Brighton. Lunch £1.50. Tel: 07846 464384 or
www.lunchpositive.org

) MINDOUT
Independent, impartial info, guidance for LGBT people with
mental health problems. 24 hr confidential answerphone:
01273 234839 or info@mindout.org.uk 
www.mindout.org.uk

) PEER ACTION
Regular low cost yoga, therapies, swimming, meditation
& social groups for people with HIV.
peeractionemail@gmail.com or www.peeraction.co.uk

) RAINBOW FAMILIES
Support group for lesbian and/or gay parents.
Tel: 07951 082013 or info@rainbowfamilies.org.uk
www.rainbowfamilies.org.uk

) SOME PEOPLE
Social/support group for LGB or questioning aged 14-19,
Tue, 6-8pm, Hastings. Call/text Nicola Tel: 07974 579865
or email Neil or Nicola: somepeople@eastsussex.gov.uk

) VICTIM SUPPORT
Practical, emotional support for victims of crime. 
Tel: 08453 899 528 

) THE VILLAGE MCC
Christian church serving the LGBTQ community. Sundays
6pm, Somerset Day Centre, Kemptown 
Tel: 07476 667353, www.thevillagemcc.org

HIV PREVENTION, CARE
& TREATMENT SERVICES
) AVERT
Sussex HIV & AIDS info service, available by phone 
Tel: 01403 210202 or email confidential@avert.org

) BRIGHTON & HOVE CAB HIV PROJECT
Money, benefits, employment, housing, info, advocacy.
Appointments: Tue-Thur 9am-4pm, Wed 9am-12.30pm
Brighton & Hove Citizens Advice Bureau, Brighton Town Hall.
Tel: 01273 733390 ext 520 or www.brightonhovecab.org.uk

) CLINIC M
Free confidential testing & treatment for STIs including HIV,
plus Hep A & B vaccinations. Claude Nicol Centre, Sussex
County Hospital, on Weds from 5-8pm. Tel: 01273 664721
or www.brightonsexualhealth.com

) LAWSON UNIT
Medical advice, treatment for HIV+, specialist clinics, diet
& welfare advice, drug trials. Tel: 01273 664722

) SUBSTANCE MISUSE SERVICE
CRI/Sussex Partnership Foundation Trust. Open access drop-
in, assessment, support, advice, info on drug & alcohol
issues. Tel 01273 607575. LGB&T worker provides
confidential, non-judgemental outreach service. Support for
over 18s wishing to address substance misuse. 
Tel 07717 774 658

) SUSSEX BEACON
24 hour nursing & medical care, day care.
Tel: 01273 694222 or www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

) TERRENCE HIGGINS TRUST SERVICES
For more info about these free services go to the THT office,
61 Ship St, Brighton, Mon–Fri, 9.30am–5.30pm.
Tel: 01273 764200 or info.brighton@tht.org.uk
• Venue Outreach: info on HIV, sexual health, personal 

safety, safer drug/alcohol use, free condoms/lubricant 
for men who have sex with men. 

• The Bushes Outreach Service @ Dukes Mound:
advice, support, info on HIV, sexual health, personal 
safety. Free condoms, lube, tea/coffee from Outreach van 
parked next to ‘The Patio’ at the Bushes.

• Netreach (online Outreach in Brighton & Hove): 
info/advice on HIV/sexual health/local services. 
THT Brighton Outreach workers online @ Gaydar: 
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29 CLINIC M Claude Nicol
Abbey Rd, 01273 664721
www.brightonsexualhealth.com/node/11

30 COCOON Healing Arts Centre, 
20-22 Gloucester Pl, 01273 686882
www.cocoonfloatationtherapy.co.uk

31 DENTAL HEALTH SPA
14–15 Queens Rd, 01273 710831
www.dentalhealthspa.co.uk

32 THT BRIGHTON
61 Ship St, 01273 764200

) SHOPS
33 EXCLUSIVE JEWELLERY

10 Union St, 01273 777198
34 PROWLER

112 St James’ St, 01273 683680
35 SUSSEX BEACON Charity Shop

130 St James’ St, 01273 682992
www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

36 SUSSEX BEACON Home Store
72-73 London Rd, 01273 680264

) ESTATE AGENTS
37 JUSTIN LLOYD (Kemptown)

118 St James’ St, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

38 JUSTIN LLOYD (Brunswick)
111 Western Rd, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

) FOOD
6 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31 Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

7 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com

39 CUP OF JOE
28 St George’s Rd, 01273 698873
www.cupofjoebrighton.co.uk

10 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

11 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

25 NEW STEINE BISTRO
12a New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

12 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Road, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

15 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

17 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS 
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

) SAUNAS
40 BOILER ROOM

84 Denmark Villas, 01273 723733
www.theboilerroomsauna.com

41 BRIGHTON SAUNA
75 Grand Parade, 01273 689966
www.thebrightonsauna.com

) LEGAL & FINANCE
42 ENGLEHARTS

49 Vallance Hall, Hove St, 01273 204411

) COMMUNITY
43 BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE

72 High St, 01273 698036 
www.womenscentre.org.uk

44 LUNCH POSITIVE
Dorset Gardens Methodist Church, 
Dorset Gardens, 07846 464384 
www.lunchpositive.org

ADVERTISERS’ MAP

14 QUEEN’S ARMS
7 George St, 01273 696873
thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

15 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

16 SUBLINE
129 St James St, 01273 624100
www.sublinebrighton.co.uk

17 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

18 ZONE 
33 St James’ St, 01273 682249
www.zonebrighton.co.uk

) CLUBS
10 BASEMENT CLUB (below Legends)

31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

4 BOUTIQUE CLUB
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

19 DTM
75a St George’s Rd, 01273 911910
www.donttellmama.co.uk

7 ENVY (above Charles St Bar)
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com

20 REVENGE
32-34 Old Steine, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

20

19

) HOTELS
21 AVALON HOTEL

7 Upper Rock Gdns, 01273 692344
22 GULLIVERS HOTEL

12a New Steine, 01273 695415
www.gullivershotel.com

23 HOTEL PELIROCCO
10 Regency Sq, 01273 327055

24 HUDSONS
22 Devonshire Place, 01273 683642

10 LEGENDS HOTEL
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

25 NEW STEINE HOTEL
10/11 New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

26 QUEENS HOTEL
1/3 Kings Rd, 01273 321222
www.queenshotelbrighton.com

) HAIR & HEALTH
27 BARBER BLACKSHEEP 

18 St Georges Rd, 01273 623408
wwww.barberblacksheep.com

28 BRIGHTON STATION HEALTH 
CENTRE Aspect House, 84-87 
Queens Rd, 0333 3210946
www.brightonstationhealthcentre.nhs.uk

43

24

23

2

9

2

) PUBS & BARS
1 BAR BROADWAY
10 Steine Street, 01273 609777
www.barbroadway.co.uk

2 BAR REVENGE
7 Marine Parade, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

3 BEDFORD TAVERN
30 Western Street, 01273 739495

4 BOUTIQUE BAR
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

5 BULLDOG TAVERN
31 St James’ St, 01273 696996
www.bulldogbrighton.com

6 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

7 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

8 DR BRIGHTON’S
16 Kings Rd, 01273 208113
www.doctorbrightons.co.uk

9 GROSVENOR
16 Western Street, 01273 438587

10 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

11 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

12 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Rod, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com

32
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